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Disclaimer

The Council is not responsible and accepts no liability for any comments that are contained within this 

document that are made by third parties as a result of the consultation exercise, nor for any actions taken on 

the basis of the information provided herein.  Any views or opinions contained within this document are 

solely those of the third parties and do not represent those of the Council.

Every effort has been made to ensure that any personal data contained within these responses has been 

redacted.

Responses

I don’t understand your thinking in increasing car park charges during a period when people have less money 

than ever, all you end up doing is pushing people to shop outside stoke as there parking charges are lower 

and have the same shops, it’s no wonder our city is dyeing with this type of thinking. 

 

It’s time the  people at the top realised the days of large amounts of money available from big business has 

gone and a new plan needs to be formulated instead of chasing dreams that will never happen due to 

overcharging.

 

We need to support the business that are here now by promoting a cost effective car parking system and 

then encourage small business to develop as these are the big business of the future and stop chasing 

business that don’t want to invest in us all we are doing is over charging for car parking and discouraging 

people for coming to our city. 

Scraping the second Civic Centre would prevent the “increase in the on-going revenue costs of operating its 

buildings (additional costs in 2015/16 are £7.9m falling to £2.8m by 2018/19 and to £2.2m by 2021/22)” 

recently reported and if the sites don't sell and car parking doesn't generate the income envisaged that could 

the on-going costs remain at £7.9m for foreseeable future.

 

Look at bringing the Green Waste processing back into the City creating a green waste to energy centre, to 

create income from keeping the Green Spaces tidy, and planting up bio fule crops on the current vacant sites 

around the City. This would save on transport costs and generate sustainable income

I cannot believe the budget cutting suggestions which appear in today's edition of the sentinel. I 

wholeheartedly agree with the statement made by Sue Brooke's - don't build another civic centre - all of the 

City's financial problems would be eased if this ridiculous proposal were shelved. 

 

Can the Council not see what these cuts would do - our City will be neglected and put into such a state of 

deprivation that no-one will want to invest in us!  it would just be a vicious circle - and all so that we can 

spend money the city can I'll afford on an unwanted new civic centre.

 

What is wrong with the almost new civic centre in Stoke which incorporates the wonderful Town Hall - a 

building to be proud of.  To maintain and preserve these buildings would cost a pittance compared to the 

cost of a new build and at the same time preserve Stoke itself.

 

Closing libraries and public toilets, removing the mobile library service, reducing grass cutting and litter 

clearance - all of these moves would degrade our City.  The City struggles to keep face in difficult times 

anyway - are we just to slip further and further downhill until we have no worth! 

 

I sincerely hope the Council will rethink - Stoke-on-Trent should stay a City to be proud of, it should not be 

allowed to rot just because the council likes to keep building office blocks! 

 Very upset that you will be restricting funding to Gladstone, resulting in its closure. Because what we need is 

another reason for people not to visit Stoke on Trent.
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If your budget proposals force the closure of a museums such as Gladstone then what have you done to the 

heritage of Stoke-on-Trent. It's called The Potteries for a reason but if the museum is closed then I can see 

the bottle kiln being knocked down and replaced by some faceless office.

Preserve the heritage of our city for future generations please. These are the areas you should be investing 

in, not taking away from.

 I am aware that cuts are proposed for arts and cultural services in Stoke. I am concerned about these 

proposals and the impact they will have on an already culturally impoverished area. 

 

Stoke has a proud cultural heritage and despite the rampant deprivation creative people emerge from this 

area. Without feeding and sustaining the creative impulses within the city they will depart for more fertile 

environments. Without maintaining the rich cultural heritage it will die off and become a distant memory. 

 

With cuts of this nature Stoke-on-Trent loses out in attracting people to the area also, be that potential 

university students or creative people looking to develop business and cultural activity. 

 

Suggested staffing cuts at The Gladstone Pottery Museum will result in its closure. This is unthinkable as this 

venue serves as a genuine and authentic representation of the city's cultural history while also staging 

events that reflect contemporary arts and crafts.

 

I cannot see how the city can stand to gain from cuts in these areas so please reconsider

I am  emailing to say please do not cut the funding for Gladstone Pottery Museum.

it is a fantastic facility in our city, I live in Stoke on Trent and take my two children there and friends of mine 

that live all over Staffordshire also enjoy visiting there.

I believe there is a real lack of cultural facilities in Stoke on Trent as it is and it would be a complete travesty 

to cut funding here which may lead to it closing

I have just read about the forthcoming cuts in the Sentinel. I think most people appreciate that there has to 

cuts and there are lots of ways to do that. For example,why are,nt unemployed people used to do things like 

gardening,or even the bins. And i dont think public toilets should be closed. They just don,t need to be 

manned all day, every day. I recently worked via an agency,at public toilets in Leek. 10 hour days, waiting for 

an opportunity, to check the toilets. But to be honest, out of a 10hr shift,i probably worked for less than a 

couple of hours. Surely these premises can be serviced by a couple of 10min. checks from a council worker in 

the area. The job is a great big skive and people are getting paid to sit around all day, reading papers and 

watching tv-i know,ive done it myself. Its a joke and must cost the council a fortune. As for libaries, another 

job for the workshy. Even jobs like litter picking can be handed out to the unemployed. Infact,lots and lots of 

council positions can be done in exchange for benefit money. Not only does it save this city millions, it gives 

people some reason to get up and it also good experience and something to add to an otherwise empty CV. 

Whoever decides whats what need to have a good long talk to the job centres. It will save millions every 

year. 
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I have visited Gladstone on numerous occasions with my family and with school groups, on hearing the news 

that as a council you plan to remove the demonstration and activity sections of this wonderful attraction, I 

feel I had to email you to express my utter disbelief at the shortsightedness of this decision. 

 

How will taking away the parts that children enjoy the most attract visitors? Please, please reconsider this 

decision, Stoke on Trent has so little going for it, the desolate wasteland expands, while any form of culture 

and hope of regeneration declines, along with the hope of the population to improve their own 

circumstances. 

 

Stoke on Trent was recently given the honour of the most miserable place to live, the loss of Gladstone (it 

will certainly happen if you continue) will not improve the already pitiful well being of the city, it will only 

add to the downward spiral. 

 

I hope you reconsider this avenue and that common sense prevails.

Born in 1959, in Stoke-on-Trent, but having spent most of my life in Canada, and now Mexico, I am a 

published author, and the daughter of a former flower maker (from the forties/fifties), and niece of a former 

flower painter (same era). I never really thought about the community value of my family's work history until 

last year, when I travelled to England and Gladstone Museum swept me off my feet and transported me into 

the past. Gladstone showed me my roots and changed my life. 

 

As an extension of that personal journey, I wish to comment as a tourist and reveal sociological benefits. 

Thank you in advance for reading my take on the recent budget announcements. 

 

I currently live in an area where the contrasts, poverty and affluence, abound. Puerto Vallarta, the area in 

which I live, survives because of tourism. But the money paid to support culture which then increases 

tourism is not the only benefit. The money paid to support culture actually allows life to move along 

peacefully and happily. Here's how:

 

When the Customs of the Maya, Aztec, Huichole, and other cultures are kept alive through the 

demonstration of 'what makes Mexico, Mexico'—beading, silver smithing, sculpture, basket making—then 

the pride of large communities are preserved, and a group of proud people equates to peace. 

A group of proud people also means GROWTH. Communities that are supported to 'do what was'done 

before' bring connection to all. That connection creates stable family units and promotes energy. Puerto 

Vallarta is not on the map because of a history celebrated in tourism. The heartbeat of our city is kept 

healthy by pride FOR the past. A celebration of what each group/industry worked at in the past doesn't just 

mean party. It means survival. It means the absence of despair. The pride of the past is infectious and 

removes lethargy from all those it touches. 

 

I urge you to rethink the value of funding community. Strong, peaceful, industrious communities are 

developed through connections. One of those connections is to the past. The Potteries were famous (world-

wide) for their pottery industry. To cut that link is to disable community spirit. Not just present workers, but 

a disconnection on a grander scale. 

 When I visited Gladstone, last year, I sensed that the 'connection to community' was exampled by 

Gladstone's role in the community. That the people at Gladstone, who were showing 'how things used to be 

done', were vital players in that connection, and therefore a part of revitalization. 

I believe your policies/budget has the power to shift an entire region by placing emphasis on pride of culture. 

Anything other will erode the spirit of the people. It's an unseen commodity - the link to 'what 'we' were 

famous for' is alive, and should be kept healthy in order to 'save' an enduring spirit. Anything else cuts it 

down. Buries a 'brand' which has been behind the scenes, keeping a people proud. 
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I don't pretend to be an expert in money or budgets but one thing I can see is that this merry go round of 

cutting services and threats of loss of services does nothing but cause bad feeling and drive an even bigger 

wedge in.

 

I love my city, I want it to be a success, but all I see is it slowly suffocating in bureaucracy, top heavy 

management and the never ending need to balance books. I know you have a budget, everyone does, but to 

me we can only grow by investing, and investing in people.  Save money by making money, promote what 

we have and encourage growth. Be radical, stop taking the easy way out or we will having nothing left, and 

nothing to interest outside investment. Promote museums, promote our heritage, promote our wonderful 

people who have to put up with so so much. Give empty shops business breaks and low rents. Not just for 1 

year but 5 years and more, get them trading. Some money is better than no money. Let the small business 

grow, let it invest in itself, let it employee more local people who will pump money into other local business. 

Let the country see Stoke as a modern example of small business growth. Let us all start believing again...

 

Our pottery heritage is our golden egg. It may not be on the scale of old but it is what we are known for. 

Keep places like Gladstone running and shining. We have nothing else like it but it could soon be gone. Then 

what are we left with? We need to love what we have, stand up and tell the world and do something 

brilliant.

 

Remember why councillors became councillors? To make a difference to the lives of Stoke people. When did 

that get lost? Why should we always follow like sheep when we could be the shepherd.

 

I know my thoughts will have very little influence, I'm but a small cog but I think the budget cuts are negative 

when being radical, brave, daring and brilliant is possible and what this city deserves.

 

I am dismayed to hear that the council proposes to get rid of the demonstrations and activities at Gladstone.

 

This will actually amount to a lingering death for a nationally-recognised and locally much-loved tourist 

destination, not to mention the invaluable educational resource it has represented for generations of 

children from Stoke on Trent and much further afield.

 

The museum without its people is nothing. Nobody is going to pay good money to look at some stationary 

potter's wheels. 

 

'Alternative business models' including rental to self-employed artists is pie in the sky. The site is entirely 

unsuited for this, even if there were any demand.

 

Staffordshire's number one small tourist attraction. Stoke on Trent's number one tourist destination on Trip 

Advisor http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attraction_Review-g2431804-d218514-Reviews-

Gladstone_Pottery_Museum-Longton_Stoke_on_Trent_Staffordshire_England.html

 

Please think again before you kill it. 

 

If the council is still serious about handing its museums over to a trust, and I understand the logic of this 

perfectly well, then PLEASE at least leave Gladstone in a state worthy of transfer. Your current proposal will 

kill it within twelve months, and many voters will be unable to forgive that.
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 I'm writing to you in reference to your budget proposals for 2014 specifically your proposal to make 

redundant all of Gladstone pottery museums demonstrators.

 

Is it the councils intention to strip this city of all its heritage?

 

Gladstone is a wonderful museum and undoubtedly Stoke on Trent's number 1 visitor attraction, a bold 

claim you may think but this is backed up by trip advisor who rank Gladstone as 2nd best place to visit in the 

whole of Staffordshire. If you take just a few moments of your time to read some of the reviews on trip 

advisor you will see that the demonstrators are the thing that make Gladstone special, they are its unique 

selling point and you will read review after review detailing how the visitor had a wonderful time throwing a 

pot, making a flower etc. So your proposal will ultimately jeopardise the future of something the council 

should be promoting, investing in and championing at every opportunity, instead you want to close it down, 

why?

 

How do you justify this proposal? If its just about money how do you justify the proposed building of a new 

office block (civic centre) in Hanley? 

I am writing to express my absolute disgust and dismay at the proposed changes for Gladstone Pottery 

Museum outlined in your Mandate for Change Consultation Document.

 

Gladstone Pottery Museum, recently awarded the Gold Award for the Best Small Visitor Attraction in 

Staffordshire, is a unique and amazing venue which pulls visitors back again and again, precisely because of 

the hands-on demonstrations and opportunities you are proposing to cut.

 

You only have to look at public feedback, for example this from Tripadvisor, to see that the hands-on 

demonstrations are one of the key attractions of this museum:

http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attraction_Review-g2431804-d218514-Reviews-Gladstone_Pottery_Museum-

Longton_Stoke_on_Trent_Staffordshire_England.html

 

Reduce these and you reduce the appeal of a unique and treasured part of Stoke-on-Trent.

 

Whilst I applaud your aim of providing more space for local artists to work, this should not be achieved at 

the expense of facilitating public involvement in learning about crafts which are a part of our local heritage. 

Gladstone has a role in preserving the very arts which your decision will simply push further and further into 

historical obscurity.

 

I seriously hope you reconsider this proposal which, if implemented, could have a devastating impact on this 

national treasure.

 Your Budget Recommendation AR2

 

Increased Revenue savings from Asset Rationalisation Current Budget £3.2 million, with predicted savings in 

2014/15 of £150,000 and 2015/16 of £450,000.

 

This item seems to exclude the additional costs of of running the new buildings in Hanley as reported in your 

"City Wide Administrative Property Rationalisation" report to Cabinet  para 2.18 page 11, the new running 

costs are stated as £9.3 million, so your  Asset Rationalisation programme would appear to be costing an 

additional £6 million per year, so not sure how that can be classed as a saving

 

Can you please explain, and show where the additional costs have been included in the Budget Document 

published for public consultation.
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I am writing to express my concern about the proposed budget cuts, particularly those directed at the City’s 

museums. Gladstone Pottery Museum and The Potteries Museum have suffered so many cuts already 

starting from even before the current austerity measures began. To subject the Museums to further budget 

reductions, again disproportionally to the rest of the council, seems absurd and short sighted.

 

Museums bring in tourists, make the city a better place to live, help educate school children and give local 

people a sense of their identity and heritage. The relatively small proportion of ‘savings’ made by cutting 

museums has a large effect.

 

Gladstone Pottery Museum is warmly regarded locally, highly rated as a visitor attraction and has recently 

won an award for the quality of its educational activities. A vital part of the museum are the demonstrators 

who show visitors traditional skills in clay. They are a wonderful reminder of how talented, skillful and 

creative our city can be. These demonstrators should be celebrated but instead you are intending to sack 

them all! This would effectively be the end of Gladstone Museum as visitors would stay away. If a budget 

reduction has to be made here then it would be better to close the site for one day a week than to lose staff.

There is a proposal to move the tourist information service to the Potteries Museum to save money. This is a 

good idea but it would then impair the service to cut the number of visitor services staff at the museum and 

close for one morning a week. The benefits from tourism are difficult to measure but it is worth out while to 

keep all the people who help to promote us and bring in more visitors.

 

It seems that the city council has been happy to celebrate the museum’s collections and successes (the only 

source of positive publicity the council gets) whilst reducing funding year on year. It is my firm belief that 

these further cuts to the museums will have a huge impact. Our city will be poorer culturally and financially 

as income is lost and businesses avoid the area. Putting a value on culture is quite difficult as the benefit is 

much wider than can be measured by looking money through the till. One study estimated that for every £1 

spent £7 of income is generated. Consider that for every £1 you cut from museums £7 will be lost in income 

to the city.

Some sources of external funding are available but it is quite difficult for understaffed museums to find time 

to apply for these. I suggest working with the museums to help them aquire further funding.

Gladstone pottery is one off the best things on stoke  do not run it down keep it open as it his
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Please can I ask you to look at the case of the London borough of Barking who lost a court case for increasing 

parking charges to cover a budget black hole. 

 

Having looked at the case of Barking you may want to reconsider this strategy and save council tax payers 

money fighting any potential court case that you inevitably lose.

 

http://www.times-series.co.uk/news/topstories/9681312.Top_judges_to_rule_on_council_s_CPZ_charges/

 

http://www.times-

series.co.uk/news/10520410.High_Court_battle_over_Barnet_parking_charges_could_have_nationwide_im

plications/?ref=mr&ref=mmsp

Please may I point you towards the two links below, I think you should seriously consider this information 

and adjust your strategy accordingly so you will not need to make costly changes at a later date.

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/eric-pickles-launches-package-of-support-for-local-shops

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/local-authority-parking

The demonstrators at Gladstone are one of this museum's strengths - they are friendly and skilled in 

interpreting the site to a wide range of visitors from all over the world - generalists and specialists alike.  It is 

they that bring the museum alive and help make visitors feel welcome.  

The have a go activities, led largely by the demonstrators, are what engage the majority of the visitors, 

which are families with children.  The activities help the visitors to relate to the history of the site and the 

pottery industry in general.

The Gladstone tells the story of the Victorian Potteries and it is the Council's responsibility to make this 

fantastic museum accessible to its visitors, most of whom live in the city.  The museum should be supported 

and celebrated by the Council, not starved of funding.

  I have seen your budget proposals for the forthcoming year and I must say that I am very disappointed with 

them for Gladstone.

 

To stop funding the “Demonstrations and “Have-a-go” activities at the museum is very short sighted. People 

make the difference at the museum and in fact, bring it to life. 

 

Without these activities the museum will become a stagnant, infertile and die. Ask the visitors what they 

remember from their visit to the museum; it is not the bricks and mortar, or the collection; it is the people 

and hands on experience.

 

It has taken a long time to build up the fantastic reputation that all of our museums in the city have got. I 

believe if you go ahead with your proposals it will be the final nail in the coffin of our heritage within the city 

and destroy overnight what has taken many people a life time to achieve.

 I want the demonstrations and the have ago activities to stay at Gladstone.

this is what makes the museum fun and why people keep coming back.

Please keep this unique place open for the generations to come.

 

Can you get volunteers to help with the actives if you can't pay the staff.

This seems  short sighted, to stop the have a go actives. Please do not stop this.

it is affordable and somewhere and something to do with the children on a wet Sunday.

it also shows us what pottery is all about and our stoke heritage.
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While being mindful of the need for budget reductions, this Museum is  one of the top attractions for people 

outside the area, who in turn keep the Potteries in mind, with ultimate benefit. The visitor feedback is 

phenomenal -'the best museum we've ever been to' being typical. A key part of this favourable impression 

(in contrast to visitors' impressions of Hanley, it should be noted), is the very friendly and fascinating display 

and explanations from the demonstrators.The rapt silence followed by questions is a very good indicator of 

the value that these demonstrations add to the museum experience. The same applies, for some visitors 

perhaps even more so, to the have-a-go activities.

The logical end to this approach would be a silent empty museum with a few electronic displays. How many 

visitors would come back or recommend this to friends?

By saving a very small sum S-O-T would lose out much, much more in the end. 

We disagree with the proposals with the alarm system. We don't see the reason for it. It will cost us £18.60 

per calander month. We will keep the system we have got supplied by Bromford Housing Group. We would 

rather pay them £7.00 per month instead

 Here’s some money saving tips:

 

1)      Slash your marketing budget, consider whether or not you need so many publications, adverts etc, 

most of which seem to be superfluous to requirements

2)      Merge your refuse collections with NULBC

3)      Arrange to repair damaged roads properly, the current method involves doing half a job so it fails and 

then it needs to be done again

4)      Consider whether spending vast sums of money on the arts is more important than the roads, old 

people or children, I suspect the answer is no

5)      Take a 5% pay cut at the top level of management

6)      Listen to Eric Pickles. He may be a bit odd but he has some good ideas to save money

7)      Live within your means, stop wasting money and borrowing money that you don’t have

8)      Stop building a new civic centre which you do not need and cannot afford

9)      Switch off the lights in your offices at night

10)   Stop and consider every penny of expenditure before signing a contract or project. You must consider 

whether a project delivers good value to the tax payer

 

I detect a lot of ‘blame the government’. Of course I would expect this from a Labour council but you also 

need to learn that many of the city’s problems have been created by decades of poor leadership, lack of 

foresight and financial mis-management. You have the opportunity to be a beacon and showcase for good 

ideas to show other councils how it can be done. You must accept that for too long SOTCC had lived beyond 

its means and that it must learn to do more with the resources that it has available.
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I have heard this afternoon that there may be a real threat to the future of the Gladstone Museum, of which 

I was a founder trustee in 1972. You probably know that it was saved from demolition by a group of 

businessmen, who wished to preserve for all time a genuine Victorian Pottery, to show future generations 

how the Pottery industry in Stoke on Trent evolved, when working conditions were not as they are now. In 

spite of this the Pottery Industry of Stoke on Trent became supreme throughout the world in both design 

and quality. Gladstone was to be a tribute to those craftsmen and women who made this possible. Under 

the sound management of the City of Stoke on Trent over the last fifteen years, Gladstone has achieved its 

original purpose. It is internationally regarded and respected as a great museum.  Having lived in the USA 

since 1990, until I retired back to this country in 2009, I know what a popular place Gladstone has become, 

and how well known it is in the States and Canada.  I never ceased to promote it in lectures about the Tile 

industry in which I been involved all my life. Incidentally, I personally collected a very large number of the 

tiles in the Gladstone Tile Gallery, and which were a part of the H & R Johnson contribution to the original 

trust.

It is unfortunate that in very recent years a form of rivalry between  Burslem and Longton may have put two 

potential assets to the city, at risk.  One appears to be reliant on trust funds and the other on the resources 

of the City.  It would be a tragedy if all the hard work which has gone into the success of Gladstone is thrown 

away.  It is worth noting that in its first few years of existence, Gladstone won the following accolades.

                  1975   Come to Britain Trophy           

                  1975  Business and Industry award for conservation

                  1976. Museum of the year.

                  1978. Institute of Chartered Surveyors Award for Conservation

                  1982. Sir Mark Henig Trophy for tourism.

I believe that the city should concentrate its efforts on continuing to preserve  Gladstone as the only genuine 

Victorian Pottery, and perhaps ask itself, how planning permission could have been granted to another 

organisation, which with a little foresight could only lead to an unnecessary fight for the existence of one or 

the other.                                                  

 We cannot believe that the council are to cut the 2014/15 budget so that there will be no 'hands on' 

demonstrations at Gladstone.

 

We have had many visits to Gladstone and have taken many family members and friends outside the area 

(visitors from South Africa being one example) because of the 'hands on' experience here.  It is a unique 

selling point to the museum.  Should this go then we don't think you would attract as many visitors.  When 

our children were growing up they loved visiting the museum for the 'hands on' experience and was good for 

their education.

 

It just seems total nonsense to us.  When you visit a pottery museum you expect to throw a pot or decorate 

a piece of ware.  Where is the logic in this???  Please re-consider your proposals.  We are living in tricky 

times financially, but please do re-think here.  Gladstone is an excellent museum, but we think that you will 

lose visitors in the long run.  There are not many museums around offering this unique experience.  We are 

sure that there are a lot of people that think the same as we do.  

 

Please have a heart.  

 

Thank you for listening.

I have just received notification from kier that a new door entry system will be fitted at Dibden court.

this will I am sure, be rather expensive and I wish to point out that the current system was only fitted in 

2008. I would expect such a system to last longer than 5 years and question if this is a necessary expense at 

this time.
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Additional Comments     Budget2014@stoke.gov.uk   

                   

                           I understand that as part of your reappraisal being considered at Gladstone that all pottery   

demonstrations are to be stopped and all “get involved” activities for children are to be curtailed. This would 

be a tragedy for Gladstone as the flower making in particular is unique to the museum, and is very popular 

with visitors. It is a craft which I believe is not found anywhere else in the potteries. On my few recent visits 

to Gladstone I have been astonished at the activities for children, and the enthusiasm shown by everyone 

who takes part. Without these two very special features there will be very little to attract people either 

young or old, to the museum, and visitor numbers are bound to drop. This will no doubt lead to final closure.

                         I have heard that you may be considering some form of association with the Middleport 

Pottery. May I ask that you take the very prudent step of checking the financial position of any company 

enjoying  manufacturing rights there. Before anything irrevocable is done at Gladstone please examine this 

very carefully.

                         It was the original intention for Gladstone to be a “living museum”. This objective is being 

eroded. Thank you.

I would like to register my feelings on your proposals to not have the demonstrators at Gladstone pottery 

museum. They are integral to the museum experience, children and adults alike love 'having a go'. On top of 

that, the demonstrators, in my experience of my many visits, are personable people, with a vast knowledge 

of the ceramic industry/history of this great city - stoke-on-trent. In the same month that they won gold 

award for small visitor attraction in Staffordshire, you propose to make cuts there. It doesn't make any sense 

at all. I and the people I know that visit Gladstone several times a year, would stop going if we couldn't 

throw a pot or make a flower. And to suggest that their would be people willing to work their on a self-

employed basis, is preposterous, and is a poor substitute. 

 With all the government cuts I would save money by getting rid  of the city councillor MOHAMMED PERVEZ 

and the rest of the councillors.

 2014 BUDGET PROPOSALS AFFECTING GLADSTONE POTTERY MUSEUM

 

I have just seen the article in the Sentinel about the proposed budget cuts next year at Gladstone Pottery 

Museum .

 

For much of this year I have been privileged to work alongside many of the Gladstone Demonstrators as part 

of a major community project involving over 100 people from local musicians and artists of all kinds, school 

children and Stoke Sixth Form college students to elderly residents of a care home close to the Gladstone 

site.

 

Funded by local businesses and several public bodies including the Arts Council, Gladstone 2013 – fired up! 

was the first immersive performance in Stoke, held in the courtyard of the Gladstone factory. Dedicated to 

the People of the Potteries , this community- led project wove original words, poems, music and art with 

performances by local students and artists. It was a great success as the film of the performance and our 

report to Paul Bailey proves. The film has already been shown at Spode as part of the British Ceramics 

Biennial and will be shown again at Stoke Film Theatre on 11 December.

 

The Demonstrators were an integral part of the event as you will see if you watch the film. Always 

enthusiastic, we had frequent interest and support from them as we prepared for the performance during 

the summer. They clearly understand and articulate movingly and convincingly the potential for the future of 

the industry and their role in the museum. It would be a great loss to the city’s resources if their funding was 

to be cut. 
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While we understand the real and major dilemma that the Council has in trying to balance its budget, we 

believe that the small financial benefits achieved by these proposed cuts are outweighed many times over 

by the cultural benefits of retaining the services of the demonstrators.  We urge you to watch the film and 

listen to what they have to say in our interviews with them – entirely uncoached or led. We believe you may 

not know what assets you have in these people - and hope that you will reconsider this proposal.

 

We would be delighted to show you the film, to talk to you about our experience and to share our report 

more widely. We believe that more events like Fired up! will result in museum attendance numbers - and so 

revenues - increasing – the audience feedback attests to the value people placed on the positive message of 

the event as articulated by the Demonstrators.. 

 

We hope to hear from you. Thank you

I was most disappointed to read about the prospective cuts to Gladstone Pottery Museum and, in particular, 

the cuts to the children's activity days.

We have family in the area and the highlight of our visits to the grandchildren has, for very many years, been 

a visit to the museum for some hands on potting. The museum is unique, it's like not to be found anywhere 

else in England and a most important part of the heritage of The Potteries. 

Whenever we have visited, the activity area has been a scene of concentrated excitement as the children get 

to grips with the magic of manipulating clay to end up with something beautiful and/or useful.

It seems a great shame to rob the local and visiting children of such a slice of their heritage and a chance to 

appreciate the skills of their forebears.

I hope that, in these days of straightened finances, the funds can be found to continue with this small, but 

important, part of Potteries heritage.

Today I visited Gladstone Pottery Museum and spent a really interesting three hours learning about the 

history of the potteries.  It was so informative and was really brought to life by the demonstrations of 

dedicated staff.  There was a school party who were obviously thoroughly enjoying their visit and learning so 

much from it.I am saddened to hear that the heart and history of the Potteries is under threat because of 

cost cutting by the council.  Stoke has a rich history seeped in the potteries and this should be kept alive for 

both generations of stoke children and to encourage tourists to the area to aid regeneration.  Without these 

informative and interesting demonstrations the museum would lose much of its participatory appeal.I do 

hope that the council will rethink their policy with regard to the demonstrations and opportunities to 

participate in activities so that this vibrant museum will continue to welcome tourists and locals alike to this 

wonderful venue.

I would like to demonstrate my opposition to the proposed changes to the working of GPM by the 

suppression of the roles of demonstrators at the museum.  Such demonstrations are an essential part of the 

heritage of our area and should not be lost through short sighted budget cuts.
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I note the request in Wednesday 27th November 2013 Sentinel,on your plea for taxpayers to submit items 

on how to cut the 2014 budget. Despite the fact that historically and habitually you ignore the views of the 

taxpayers unless they conform to your chosen agenda I offer the following.The overwhelming majority of 

taxpayers would support:

1) Replace Mr.Pervez as Council leader as he seems incapable of rational decisions.

2) Replace the salaried Mr. Van Laarschott as Chief Officer as he has achieved nothing positive in his tenure.

3) Review the capability and competence of all Council senior managers as they seem to deliver little for the 

large unjustified sums which they are paid.

4) Recognise that old Labour has brought the City to its knees and that with such an administration little will 

change positively in the future,plan for a change at the next election.

5) Give up on the sheer absurdity of relocating to the "Central Business District" which will achieve nothing 

other than throwing away £50 million plus needlessly.

6) Actually listen to the taxpayers,rather than telling them that your strategies will be beneficial over 

time.No one believes you.

7) As democratic representation obviously no longer exists in the City (well evidenced) ask the taxpayers the 

simple question as in Scotland "Do you want the Council to spend £50 million plus to relocate to CBD ?". The 

answer if enacted will be an enormous saving and will provide a short term fix to the deficit.

8) Spend 45 pence daily on a copy of the Sentinel and try to find anyone who supports your bizarre 

agenda/s.Pass it around amongst the interested parties to save cost.

 

Just a few obvious ways at several levels to save considerable sums of money from the 2014 budget that I 

look forward to being enacted.                            

I have just seen a report that Stoke on Trent City Council is considering reducing the hands on activities 

available to visitors at the Gladstone Museum.

I would be very disappointed if this happened.

I am an Australian hobby potter who travelled to the museum with my husband in 2010 and to be able to 

take part in throwing a pot to bring back home was a highlight of my tour.

I also brought back literature about the museum to share with the community pottery group to which I 

belong and gave a talk about the museum and shared the knowledge of the museum with the local technical 

college.

It was the fact that I could get my hands on clay that made the day so special.

I also visited the Wedgwood visitors centre and again it was the hands on clay for myself and being able to 

see and talk with the demonstrators that made the tour special.

Again in Ireland I visited the Bellick Factory and if I had not been able to speak with the demonstrators it 

would not have attracted me the way it did. 

In any of these ceramic based tours, it was not the tour guide that gave me the information I sought, it was 

the demonstrators who worked with the materials and techniques every day.

I brought home a pot I threw myself from both the Gladstone Museum and the Wedgwood factory. I even 

took my Gladstone pot to my next stop in France where a potter bisque fired it for me so I could safely bring 

the pot home through Australian Quarantine.

 

If I knew the hands on was no longer available I would not bother to visit again.  I hope you will reconsider 

this proposed cut back.
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we have heard of the potential changes that you are considering making to Gladstone Museum through the 

'Friends' contacts we have.

 

You have asked for comments on the ideas and we would like to add ours.

 

A number of us from a photographic society visited the museum a couple of years ago and spent the day in 

Gladstone and then at Etruria.  One of the main reasons for visiting was to see how a 'pot bank' used to work 

and to photograph the whole of the museum and the processes. 

 

It was both an educational and enjoyable day and we took many good photographs.  There was about 15 in 

our group and we obviously spent additional money over and above the entrance fees.  We were made most 

welcome by the staff who helped me to plan the day. 

 

Without the help from the staff and the 'working experience' we would probably not have visited the 

museum and some of us have also visited again since our initial trip.

 

We understand the difficulties all local authorities are facing with the ongoing cuts that the government is 

imposing but we would urge you to consider ways of retaining the current  "Gladstone Experience" so that 

this vital piece of history and education is retained.

 

Thank you

I would like you to know that taking away demonstrations and have a go facilities from this museum would 

be a huge mistake. My daughter attended the museum with her school and the demonstrations and 

activities really brought the subject to life for her. We have since been to the museum numerous times to 

see the demonstrations and do pottery painting and various other activities during the school holidays. We 

won't be visiting the museum again if these activities are not available as it will make the museum 'boring' 

for a child. I would imagine that schools would think twice about visiting as well. I have also met visitors from 

other parts of the country and world for whom Gladstone Pottery in its current form is a big attraction to the 

area and therefore I would imagine good for the area's local economy. 

Congratulations to all involved in todays festive fun day at the museum.  It was a wonderful day.

Yesterday I took my seven year old grandson to the Gladstone for the first time. I have previously taken my 

other, older grandchildren there over the years as I think it is the best 'hands on' museum in the area.

The reason for this is that there are so many meaningful activities there that really excite the children. It isn't 

easy to get children, especially boys to get interested in history but the Gladstone gets them involved and 

they love it.

After the visit yesterday I asked my grandson if he'd enjoyed it. His answer, "Very much" was amazing from a 

normally rather apathetic child!

On leaving the museum I was horrified to learn that you might be removing the craft activities from the tour.

I can assure you that if you do, the visitor numbers will drop considerably. I would rather pay an increased 

entry charge, as there is enough to do there for a whole day.  I certainly shan't come again if the activities 

are abolished.

Please reconsider this idea and find some other way of saving money.  This museum is a jewel in a city that 

doesn't have a lot on offer for places to take children.
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Our visit to the museum on Sunday 1st December was most inspiring. We knew little about the Potteries or 

the production of clayware and the museum provided a fascinating  history of the development and 

processes of production and also combined this with a social history in a way that was not flashy but was 

truly informative. There were lots of children present during our visit and to watch them in fascination as a 

lump of clay was turned into a vase or jug and seeing a child of four produce a clay flower was just delightful. 

There seemed to be something for everyone but I feel that the experience would be greatly diminished 

without the demonstrators and people in costume to explain things to us and particularly to the young 

children. Who knows what seeds are sewn at this formative age. I appreciate that we do live in very difficult 

times but there are services which the local authority can provide which you cannot put a price on. Please 

please protect this little jewel that you have.

I am writing in response to your letter dated 23rd November 2013 The warden scheme is invaluable to 

elderly residents ,my mother resides at  VIctoria Court she suffers from cancer and alzeimers disease.

 

As you are aware the vast majority of the residents are aged and also suffering from other conditions having 

a warden on site is crucial to their well being ,to stop this or reduce hours is tantamount to abandonment.  

 

A great deal of the residents are vulnerable and need that reassurance.

Recently a resident who has now been re located and suffering from alcoholism was pestering residents 

including my mother......

 

The warden's intervention along with other measures put in place eventually resolved this issue Had he not 

been there and aware of the problems god knows how long this would have continued

 

I am aware that cuts are being made but I urge you not at the cost of the vulnerable

 

Just wanted to add my comments to your budget consultation as I was a little concerned regarding the 

planned cuts and their impact on the Gladstone museum. I think we all realise that cuts have to be made in 

the present time but I am worried that any cuts relating to the Gladstone and particularly to the staff at the 

museum will have a great impact on the museum experience and ruin what is a wonderful day out.

The Gladstone pottery museum is, in my opinion, one of the best, if not the best industrial museum in the 

country and in an area such as ours, which is not blessed with many great tourist attractions,  to diminish the 

visitor experience in any way would be a grave mistake. To me, the Gladstone needs more investment, not 

less, especially on the publicity side and improved signposting in order to increase visitor numbers.

I know that would be difficult in the current climate, but we have an absolute gem in the Gladstone and it 

would be criminal to lose it.

I am appalled by the proposed cuts at Gladstone Pottery Museum. The museum signals Stoke's heritage and 

for many of us what the roots of this city is all about. 

 

I remember the museum as a child, and the chance to have a go at throwing a pot and watching the ladies 

make beautiful flowers, my brother does too and so do our children. 

 

So I am writing to say that I understand that in times of austerity budgets need to be reviewed, but I am 

opposed to the budget cuts at Gladstone Pottery Museum, the museum should continue to do what it does 

best before part of our history is lost forever.
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I'm writing to express my concerns on the proposals of the budget to remove the demonstrations at the 

Gladstone Pottery museum.

i have recently moved to the city in April of this year and have become a regular visitor of the museum.  As 

people come up to visit me here i enjoy showing them around as this city has a great history to it and 

Gladstone is a great look into that past. Talking to people and taking part in the crafts makes this an 

interesting visit and children attending love to have a go a making or painting a pot. Most people that are 

repeat visitors go back for that reason alone and i fear numbers attending the museum will fall as once you 

have seen a static display you have seen it!! no one will buy the annual pass for example. You might just end 

up loosing even more money and another chunk of this city's history will be lost.

 

I know you need to look at ways to save money but cutting back on this sends out the wrong message for 

this city and goes against all what your saying/planning for the future of this city. Stoke has a great history 

and with this and the main museum in Hanley you have an opportunity to show this off.  You need to attract 

more people to the city and relocating the information center to the Museum is a good idea if it means 

longer opening hours. The only sad thing is the lack of hotels for people to stay in within the city as these 

would encourage more restaurants ect.

 

anyway back to Gladstone i feel at the very least you need to maintain the skills on show there. even if only 

displayed at weekends or if it is possible to find retired workers that wish to volunteer to keep these displays 

going. I think more events at both like lectures and more gigs at gladstone could also help. A more proactive 

approach to obtaining funding is required to win grants and partnerships with local firms and the uni should 

be encouraged. look towards linking with museums abroad like in japan they have a love of pottery and im 

sure would love to get involved, send stuff for them to display for example...........   

I really hope you take this view into account 

When considering any proposals to in anyway reduce the facilities at Gladstone Pottery Museum, I urge you 

to consider the fact that the Museum has won many awards over the years , a fact that Councillor Knapper 

has been only too proud to shout about! This museum showcases the heritage of our city and attracts 

visitors from all over the world.Educationally, it is a must experience for the children of this city , with the 

Demonstrators being the number one asset, which must be preserved at all costs. In fact, money needs to be 

allocated to  ensure that this valuable asset  remains in such high esteem  for all visitors. Councillors need to 

take a look on Trip advisor to read the excellent reviews before making any decisions regarding this Stoke on 

Trent  valuable asset! 

Proposed Changes at Gladstone Pottery Museum

I am writing to express my concerns at the proposed changes at Gladstone Pottery Museum.  The Museum is 

located in our community and we have arranged many school trips to the Museum over the years.  I have 

also visited the Museum many times with my family and friends.   The children always have a enjoyable and 

educational time at the museum.  The demonstrators, in-character actors and the have a go experiences are 

what makes Gladstone so special and such an enjoyable day trip.  I really believe that if these attractions 

were to be removed, less people would visit the museum which would have an impact on the viability of the 

museum.

I am fully aware that the Council need to make significant budget cuts but feel that this could have a 

negative impact on the income that the city generates.

 I note with great interest the proposals to alter the offers by the museum and have to say that I think it 

would be fundamentally wrong to make savings by not having demonstrators and by dropping the ability of 

visitors to 'have-a-go'. I have had a number of my children visit the museum and all have valued the hands 

on experiences provided. I am fearful that a wrong decision could jeopardise the long term future of this 

renowned facility.
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I am writing in response to the budget proposal to end demonstrations and the hands on activities at the 

Gladstone  Pottery Museum.

As part of the demonstrations team I believe we offer a unique and important aspect of the visitor 

experience at Gladstone.

If this were to be removed and replaced by individual craft potters who work for themselves at the museum 

and would have a self profit driven agenda then the impact on the visitors would be huge.

They would no longer be able to interact as they do now with the demonstration staff and enjoy the 

Personal, Cultural and Educational experience they so obviously appreciate as is reflected in the customer 

feedback and Awards the Museum has earned and prides itself on. 

This reduced service to the customer has greater financial implications too.

Visitor number will reduce over time and repeat customer visits may cease and shop sales and other income 

will also suffer too.

If these changes were to be introduced it is my belief that the impact on tourism in this area and the 

preservation of the local heritage would be very damaging and irreplaceable.

As a demonstrator I have been offered the opportunity to take redundancy and become self employed at 

Gladstone Pottery Museum.

If I were to consider this offer seriously then I feel it would be impossible to generate an income and the 

council would have to inject large amounts of cash into replacing and renewing some of the equipment and 

updating the work area I and others would be expected to rent.

At the moment this is neither a viable option for me or any other craft potters to consider.

The following is a serious plea that the Council retains the live demonstrations at the Gladstone Pottery 

Museum.

 

I realise there are severe financial constraints facing the city, but view this proposal as an ‘own goal’.

 

Since helping establish the Gladstone Pottery Museum 40 years ago, I have led and advised museums which 

have been focussed on financial sustainability. There is ample evidence that what attracts the paying public 

is seeing live demonstrations.

 

If the City abandons live demonstrations at Gladstone, it will incur the risk of a larger deficit,  as visitor 

numbers and visitor revenues are likely to fall.

 

We therefore urge that this proposal is dropped.

 

It may be feasible to introduce savings by looking at rotas, opening hours etc.

 

I should be happy to expand on this  if required

I recently had a surprise visit from my brother and niece from Australia. They wanted to visit Wedgwoods 

and after checking on the internet we found that the factory tour, any demonstrations and "have-a-go" 

activities were unavailable.

As I had before my retirement taken school parties to the Gladstone we decided to take them there.

We all had a great time and it was made even more special as they were able to throw a pot and make a 

rose each which they intend to take back to Australia with them.

We then visited the Wedgwood factory shop to purchase a small piece of pottery.

They have been in touch with family back home and have been especially impressed with the activities 

available at the Gladstone and have spoken highly of them.

There is a limited amount of what I would call tourist attractions in the area and I feel it would be very 

foolish to economise on the demonstrations and activities available at the Gladstone which make the visit so 

special.

I hope my views reflect other members of the public and they are retained for the future.
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It is painfully ironic that the council wishes to cut £20 million from its budget when it is spending in excess of 

£48 million on a new HQ. This is obviously not economically viable? 

 

The council's wish to construct a CBD is not based on any sound research. Furthermore the body of recent 

academic knowledge from economics, geography and the social sciences suggest's that the concept of a CBD 

is no longer particularly relevant to the growth of business and industry in a given geographical area. With 

this in mind what is the point in building a new HQ at a cost of £48 million when the council simultaneously 

needs to save in excess of £20 million? Additionally this is a big project given the economic benefits are not 

particularly clear? 

 I would like to express my complete opposition to the proposed changes at Gladstone Pottery Museum.

The Museum's demonstrators and last remaining role player are a vital part of the visitor experience, 

enhancing every visit for families, schools and group travellers alike and generating income, through both 

charged for activities and sales of their finished work in the Museum's gift shop. The loss of the 

demonstrators will mean loss of this income and an inevitable fall in visitor numbers. This will mean a fall in 

income via admissions, shop sales and tearoom sales and will put the future of this world-renowned 

Museum at stake. Visitors with annual tickets would be justified in demanding refunds if the Museum 

experience is diminished in this way.  The role player plays a vital part in being the only current method of 

outreach to adult groups and is a vital tool in marketing when she goes into the community.  Her talks 

generate income and provide the Museum with the opportunity to target her audience with information 

regarding Gladstone's events programme. 

The idea that the demonstrators become self-employed and pay the Museum rent shows a complete lack of 

understanding of their role at the Museum and the pottery skills they teach the visitors, not to mention the 

actual infrastructure of the buildings. They demonstrate separate skills in producing pottery, as a team, each 

completing a stage of production to make a finished product. Museum visitors want to interact with the 

people they see working and try their hand at making a pot or a flower or pottery painting. Nor would the 

offer of rentable workspace appeal to other craftspeople, who would need access to their workplace outside 

of Museum hours, would need to have materials delivered, use modern equipment/materials, want free 

access for their customers, office space etc. Roslyn Works, right next door to Gladstone, offers this already.  

The Museum does not have the facilities for such a venture, Roslyn does. 

What is needed at the Museum is investment to generate more income. Admission rates could rise as long 

the product on offer is still value for money ie demonstrators and hands on opportunities. Charges for those 

activities could also rise.  The installation of wi-fi in the conference rooms would improve their appeal to 

customers and result in more bookings.

Income and savings could be found in other areas of the service. Gladstone costs less to run than the 

Potteries Museum and generates more income. The introduction of an admission charge at the Potteries 

Museum would bring in more income than the proposed cuts at Gladstone would save. Cancelling the 

garden at Chelsea would also save the service a considerable sum. As would cutting grants to the theatres.

There are opportunities to generate further income, this is where managers should be looking, not 

continually cutting a Museum just voted Best Small Attraction in Staffordshire. This City was built on clay, 

coal and the hard work of its people - Gladstone Pottery Museum showcases all that is best about North 

Staffordshire and should be celebrated and cherished for the asset it is.
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I have today visited the wonderful Gladstone Pottery Museum with my family and found the whole 

experience thoroughly enjoyable, informative and educational. The museum was really brought to life by the 

demonstrators who demonstrated their skills and made the whole experience more engaging.  I was very 

saddened to hear that the council is proposing the removal of these demonstrators, as well as the have-a-go 

activities.  I feel it is very short sighted of the council to consider taking away these activities which 

contribute to the whole experience especially as this is what Stoke is famous for.  Surely we should be 

celebrating  the past and making as much of this wonderful museum as possible.  It is so important for future 

generations of children in Stoke to understand their heritage, and obviously to encourage tourism to the 

area. I sincerely hope that the council reconsiders this proposal and will watch with interest to see the 

outcome of the deliberations. 

With regards to cuts. THis is just how the Council works, making people pay who depend on the following 

service: 1. The 24 hour emergency and 2. the support service. This is disgusting to say the very least as would 

cut the pay of all top bosses just for starters as my grandmother used to say about your lot, is you line your 

pockets at the expense of the people of Stoke on Trent. You take no notice of the people who put your lot in 

power. Bring back Guy Fawkes

I have used Trentham Library since it opened in the early 70's, seen Trentham expand and the library giving a 

real sense of cummunity. Our librarians are excellent and obliging. We need the expertise without them it 

would be a second class service.

I am writing to you regarding your recently published budget proposals for the next couple of years which 

include the 'Restructure the Museums, Culture and Tourism services etc..' which would include 'fewer hands-

on activities for visitors ...'

 

I find this really hard to believe as in my opinion this is exactly what makes the museum unique. 

Surely one of the main attractions is that visitors are able to watch, talk to the demonstrators and have a go - 

it's a living museum. If you were to reduce this facility then wouldn't this attract less visitors and would 

create a sorry decline for the museum.  It's our heritage and shouldn't be lost.

 

Longton needs to keep the museum which brings in so many visitors from far afield and while they're in the 

area would hope that they would boost the local economy too which is needed. 

We are becoming a forgotten poor relation!

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this email and I do so hope that it helps towards the Council's 

decisions to retain Gladstone as it is.
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As a regular visitor of museums in Stoke-on-Trent, I was interested to see the proposals to save money in the 

Budget Consultation Document.I visit the Potteries Museum most Saturdays, with my son and daughter. This 

is possible simply because it is free. We have visited Gladstone Museum several times, and would do so 

much more often if the fee were less, or if it were free. I understand that these facilities have to be paid for, 

and we make a donation every time we visit the Potteries Museum. We frequently make use of the cafe at 

both museums, thus increasing the money raised from our visit. It was notable that when Gladstone was 

free earlier this year, it was very busy, whereas when we have visited at other times, there were very few 

visitors.I hope the "review of fees and charges" mentioned in the list of ways that savings will be achieved 

will consider the possibility of reducing or eliminating fees to increase visitor numbers, and thus increase 

money brought in through paid-for activities (such as those on offer at Gladstone), facilities such as cafes, 

and donations. As I have already stated, we always make a donation when we visit the Potteries Museum. 

Because we haven't paid for admission, we are more inclined to buy things in the shop or buy lunch at the 

cafe. At Gladstone, on the other hand, we have never made a donation, and are less likely to make a 

purchase, simply because the entrance cost is significant. If an admission fee is introduced at the Potteries 

Museum, we will become much less frequent visitors, which would be a great shame.I don't pretend to be 

an economist, or to have particular knowledge of museum funding, but my family and I enjoy visiting 

museums, both in Stoke-on-Trent and elsewhere. It is notable that those that are free are much busier, and 

we frequently spend more at those. A particular example is the Museum of Science and Industry (MOSI) in 

Manchester. We have visited several times, and every time have bought lunch in the restaurant and made a 

donation. We frequently also buy a snack in the cafe, and buy something in the shop. I don't pretend to 

know how they are able to operate without admission charges, but I would suggest that it may be possible 

to learn from their experience.Thank you for taking the time to read my thoughts. I hope you will give them 

serious consideration.

I just recently heard about the changes that might happen to the Gladstone Museum due to budget cuts. As 

an American tourist I visited Stoke on Trent last April and planning , on my Holiday again this coming April. By 

keeping Gladstone as is, brings revenue from outside UK. My money which also benefits hotels, restaurants, 

etc.

I love the historical potteries of Stoke on Trent and if you can focus on bringing in outside money into the 

area you will financially thrive. Think outside the box.

Gladstone Pottery is a major attraction and please consider keeping it the same. 

Last week we visited Gladstone Pottery Museum with friends. What a gem it is and we thoroughly enjoyed 

our visit of a few hours. However we were horified to hear that the demonstrations and have-a-go sessions 

are likely to be axed in future cuts. Those are the things that bring the museum alive and make it stand out 

from the rest. Children certainly get bored if they are only allowed to read things. Your staff are so 

informative and the demonstrations bring meaning to the written boards.  I shall be watching with interest 

as I was hoping to bring a large group from our heritage society to visit next summer. If the demonstrations 

disappear it will not be so attractive. I know money is tight but please don't destroy one of the best parts of 

the museum.

My wife and I have just taken an Australian visitor to the Gladstone Pottery Museum in Longton and we 

were all dismayed to learn of the proposal to cancel, as a cost cutting measure, the few demonstrations and 

have-a-go activities.

 

We realise the difficulties in today's financial constraints, but to spoil one of the City's most attractive 

attractions for a very small saving is surely a grave mistake. The Gladstone is a unique peep into the past of 

Stoke-on-Trent's major industry, and should be preserved for future generations. We hope the City Council 

will re-consider.
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I read your budget proposals concerning Gladstone Pottery Museum with great dismay, having greatly 

enjoyed my visits there in the past.

 

The Museum is a unique chance for visitors far and wide to see and participate in the activities that once 

made Stoke-on-Trent famous. The proposals to reduce these and replace them with self-employed artists 

will, I fear, remove the pleasure that visitors feel on being part of the process and turn the Museum into just 

another craft shop selling whatever artists feel will rake in the most profit for themselves. I certainly 

wouldn't be interested in visiting again if that were the case.

 

This in turn will remove one of the Museum's important sources of revenue and with dwindling resources, I 

cannot see that it can possibly remain viable in the long term.

 

The Museum is also a vital educational tool for those too young to remember what the area was like when it 

had a thriving pottery industry. 

The staff there now have the time and knowledge to talk about the history and operation of pottery making, 

but if all you plan to do is allow artists to produce and sell their own wares, there would be little point in 

taking children to see what would effectively be just a shop front.

 

It would be a tragedy if such an important reminder of our heritage were allowed to disappear.

 I would just like to say that I have always enjoyed lending books from Trentham Library over many years. 

The thought of a reduced community service or worse, a closure, would be very upsetting for me.

Over the last few years, I have won the design a Christmas Card competition twice, including first place this 

year in the 12 to 16 age category. My entry forms have always come from Trentham Library and I have 

enjoyed showing the staff my design before submitting it to the competition. 

 

A reduced Library service in Trentham would be a blow for the local community and a loss for me personally 

as I enjoy reading lots of different books from Trentham Library.

My mummy and Daddy have just told me that Trentham Library might close and I would not be able to get 

any more books from there.

I would be really sad because I have always enjoyed visiting the library and lending the books. During the 

school summer holidays I have been to the summer reading challenge at the library and enjoyed seeing 

other children there and listening to the story time. 

This year I have won the Design a Christmas Card competition and came first in the 8 to 11 age group. I 

always get my competition forms from Trentham Library. I hope that our library stays open because its fun 

to be there and I enjoy lending lots of books

I read with sadness that the Gladstone is to have budget cuts, this is case of shooting yourself in the foot. We 

have had two weekends in the town mainly to go to the Gladstone, we had B and B we spent money in the 

town and had a good time. We are due another visit soon,but if it's to be emasculated we will go somewhere 

else that wants our tourist pound.

 

The museum has done a great job in preserving a way of life that is no longer found,please don't consign this 

wonderful place to history.

While I realise that circumstances change I must point out that, in common with many residents, I left my 

private accommodation to live in Westend Village because of the availability of resident support.  I planned 

ahead of my needs at the time so that there would be a reasonably seamless change to more support if and 

when I needed it, without the worry of contacting social services, which I had experienced when my husband 

was ill.

We don’t think Bradeley village support should be stopped because this place is for us pensioners and the 

old people.
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I have been living at Bradeley Village for 18 months. What a wonderful place. I am writing concerning the 

proposals you have from April 14. I don't know what I would have done without the support service here at 

the village. If I am being honest without the help and understanding of the team and my support worker 

especially, I think I would have had a breakdown. I have had personal problems and she has helped me 

150%. Without the support services  a lot of men and women in the village would have noone to turn to.

To travel somewhere else to get this level of support would be out of the question for a lot of us. We feel 

safe in our homes which is the best place for support workers to see us, and when they are available when 

we need them is priceless. 

I know I am one of hundreds at the village to say please don't take this service from us. They are needed 

here, I for one would have been ill without them. 

Also, a lot of the pople here have noone, no family so the support services are vital. Don't make your cuts to 

us that live in sheltered housing and depend on this service.

I am advised by the Committee of Burslem History Club to respond to the Council’s budget proposals for 

2014-15 insofar as they relate to the Gladstone Pottery Museum in Longton.

 

The proposal is to cut the demonstrations and have-a-go activities and to replace these with facilities 

involving self-employed artists and craftspeople.

 

Our Committee feels that the demonstration team is a key function of the Museum and that if you take 

away the people you damage the place.  I am personally acquainted with almost all of the present 

demonstrators who possess a wealth of knowledge and expertise that cannot be replicated by anyone 

operating as a self-employed artist.  The demonstrators not only have unique experiences of working in the 

pottery industry but well-honed ability in explaining their own specialist skills to the public.  They are as 

much a part of Gladstone as the brick workshops that house them.

 

By comparison, self-employed people would lack the special skills needed to serve visitors.  As a result, the 

museum would be a less welcoming place to casual visitors and its award-winning education service – which 

is crucial to its survival – would have to be dismantled.  In this circumstance, where would Gladstone’s 

upkeep come from? Proposals as they stand also ask questions about security issues on site should they be 

implemented.

 

It is essential that age-old skills that have helped to put Stoke-on-Trent on the map should continue to be 

demonstrated in the most appropriate heritage museum we have available.  The proposals as they stand 

could ultimately kill Gladstone as a cost-effective heritage attraction, with all the bad publicity this would 

generate for Stoke-on-Trent, world-wide.

By way of alternatives, revenue might perhaps be generated through specialist, one-off exhibitions and 

events at the museum.  Perhaps the museum could close one day a week (a Monday?) or might the charges 

for have-a-go activities be increased?  Certainly, a donations box should be placed in the shop in the same 

way as such boxes are found in historic cathedrals and churches.
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The city councils proposal to seriously curtail funding to The Gladstone pottery museum , seems all at once 

to be naive, and ludicrous. On one hand you hear councillors on the local radio ,explaining that the city 

needs to attract new industry, Internet firms ,hi tech companies etc etc ,into the area. (This usually means 

Hanley, which in many councillors minds IS the city of Stoke on Trent.)On the other hand they say they need 

tourist. The Gladstone museum is the only tourist attraction in the Longton area, it is an essential window on 

the past, where children from all over the potteries can come and see a place similar to where their fathers 

,mothers ,grandfathers and grandmothers worked. They,and tourists from all over the world ,can see 

disappearing skills:- throwing a pot , casting, flower making, jigger and jolleying, and decoration of the 

finished article. Most important of all the history of one of the most important items in a house the flushing 

toilet. If the  potters demonstrating their skills are removed from the museum then half the attraction will 

also be removed. It is essential that these skills are retained especially because visitors young and old can 

have lots of fun trying their hand at the have a goes. These are one area where money could be added to the 

income of the museum, at the moment all these activities could bee increased in price by a factor of 2 or in 

some case 3 times their present level.  The same councillor on the local radio interview , between the words 

investment in the future and attracting companies from far and wide,mentioned in passing that tourism was 

a key element in the future of the city, so why cut off one of the cities main attractions. Look around . 

Burslem ,No ,no major tourist attraction there. Stoke, No, no major tourist attraction there.Tunstall, No, no 

major tourist attractions there. Hanley yes the city museum and art gallery , no entrance fee .no revenue as 

such for the council. This great city of Stoke on Trent needs to attract visitors which in turn will bring 

investors into the area because firms in an area where tourist attractions exist are encouraged by visitors 

coming into that area. Reconsider your proposals and keep the Gladstone and its workers ,for the miniscule 

savings closure will make,are a drop in the ocean.

Reference proposed cuts to Gladstone Museum

I have read various articles in the press about the proposed cuts to the 2014 budget for the Gladstone 

Museum and in particular the proposal that “live demonstrations” should be curtailed or the demonstrators 

should become self employed.  As I am sure the committee will be aware, to become self employed requires 

a certain amount of capital and also needs to generate a guaranteed income each week!

As I understand it, the Gladstone Museum is an enormously popular attraction for local people but also for 

visitors from outside the area.  So why even consider cutting back on something which is generating income 

not just for the Council but also for other traders?  

 I remember when the last bottle oven was fired in the 1980’s at the Gladstone;  I was an incomer to the 

Potteries and had not lived in an industrial area so I was completely fascinated by the pottery industry and 

some of the fantastic buildings.  All these years later, I am still drawn to the Potteries - to visit the old 

working “pot banks” and see how, in some places, things are still made much as they were made years ago.  

This is also what the Gladstone offers.    There is so much there for visitors to see and enjoy and also to 

interact with the manufacturing processes.  It is a prime site, easily accessible and with a good car park, cafe 

etc.  so instead of thinking of curtailing expenditure on the Museum, think about how you can attract even 

more visitors.  One such thing I see in the press tonight is live music.

The press regularly reports how the Council is intent on attracting more tourists to the area as this appears 

to be the growth industry for the 21st century.   I also see that a garden is going to be featured again at the 

Chelsea Flower Show in 2014 – the cost seems quite exorbitant and although it may put Stoke on Trent on 

the map, it is no good having people visit the City if there is nothing for them to see!   A new hotel is about 

to open so there will be plenty of accommodation for tourists but they will need to have attractions to visit 

and to which they will want to re-visit.   This is where the Potteries is unique in having the Gladstone 

Museum (and also the Potteries Museum) – as there is such a wealth of heritage and interest here for the 

visitor as well as the local residents.  

I fully appreciate that savings have to be made but surely not to the one attraction which is so popular.
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This morning I have spoken to your representative on the telephone regarding the proposal to remove all or 

part of the funding for the support services in sheltered accomodation.

Although he was very helpful he was not able to give me a lot of information regarding this matter.

My understanding is that the support charge we used to pay, £6.50 per week up to April this year, provided 

the support that we have here, in April we were told that we no longer have to pay it because the Council 

has received money from Westminster and has paid it directly to Staffs Housing.

That was excellent.

 

Now we find that for 2014/2015 the funding may no longer be available, does this mean that we will have to 

start paying it again in order to maintain the current support system?

 

People who received Housing benefit didn't have to pay it anyway so does this mean that if the funding is 

removed they will have to pay it out of their own pockets?

 

I live in Bradeley Village with my wife, at the moment we are still very active and are capable of living an 

independent lifestyle.

Having said that, a lot of people here in the Village do need support on a daily/weekly basis, I cannot see 

how the Council can justify taking that away from these people, they are the ones who made this city what it 

is.

They have earned the right to be treated fairly having raised families and worked, many of them through the 

post war years in very hard times.

Old age and infirmity comes to most of us, look to the future and consider those who gave this city a future, 

it shouldn't always be about money, consider those who have put you into those positions of authority.

Can you tell me how much the support system costs to operate and then we can see what proportion of the 

£20 million is left.

 

Do you consider that SHA can carry on this system if the residents pay all or part of the charge?

 

Does this mean that the emergency call system will cease to function?

 

Does this mean that SHA will have to make staff redundant.

 

I would appreciate answers to the above questions, thank you.

Your Budget Recommendation AR2

 

Increased Revenue savings from Asset Rationalisation Current Budget £3.2 million, with predicted savings in 

2014/15 of £150,000 and 2015/16 of £450,000.

 

This item seems to exclude the additional costs of of running the new buildings in Hanley as reported in your 

"City Wide Administrative Property Rationalisation" report to Cabinet  para 2.18 page 11, the new running 

costs are stated as £9.3 million, so your  Asset Rationalisation programme would appear to be costing an 

additional £6 million per year, so not sure how that can be classed as a saving

 

Can you please explain, and show where the additional costs have been included in the Budget Document 

published for public consultation.
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I am writing to you in reference to your budget proposals for 2014, specifically in relation to your proposals 

concerning Gladstone pottery museum. The proposal to make redundant Gladstones demonstrators and 

replace them with self employed crafts people.

 

I am a throwing demonstrator at Gladstone and I am opposed to this proposal. I feel self employed people 

will struggle to make enough money and will not have enough time to spend with the visitor if we are 

spending all of our time making pots to sell in order to make a living. In order to make a living through have 

a goes alone we would have to raise the price significantly in order to cover our outlay like boxes, rent, clay 

etc and make enough money to live. I have a pottery studio at home, if this was a viable  

business I would already be doing it however the vast majority of studio potters have to also have a day job. 

Also a self employed person is not contractually obligated to turn up every day.

 

Gladstone is currently listed as Stoke on Trent's number one visitor attraction on trip advisor, a quick read of 

just a couple of reviews 

 

show this is largely due to the skills and experience offered by the demonstrators.

 

Gladstone is an important part of Stoke on Trent's heritage and offers visitors a unique insight into life in a 

pottery factory of which 

 

the demonstrators are a key aspect, without demonstrators Gladstone would struggle to attract repeat 

visitors and sell less annual passes.

I understand that Stoke-on-Trent City Council are contemplating  new budget proposals and I believe this 

may lead to budget cuts applying  to Gladstone Pottery Museum.

 

Cutting costs is always a difficult decision.  I see that the Council is expecting to spend over £5M on building 

it's proposed Civic Offices.  I read locally that many local residents are not in agreement with this decision, or 

the cost involved.  The subsidies received by The Regent Theatre and The Victoria Hall have risen 

dramatically since the year 2000, perhaps this is an area that needs to be looked at. 

 

Gladstone is a peep into the past of the Potteries and portrays the way of life working and living in the 

industry.  Having been a child living in the midst of the pot banks, many years ago, it gives the children of 

today a view of how these products were manufactured.  Being a working museum it enables the visitor an 

opportunity to try their hand at some of the skills under the watchful eye of the museums demonstrators.

 

One would expect more support for this concern, not less, in order to boost the tourism, not only in Longton 

but the Potteries as a whole. One attraction compliments another! 

 

Demonstrator's being self employed, simply would not have the time to chat and involve people, especially 

children, as they would have their production targets upper most in their minds. This could lead to less 

admissions and therefore loss of revenue, with dramatic consequences.

 

In tonight's edition of the Sentinel there is a news item concerning the new Smithfield Centre in Hanley, 

named after the Smithfield Pottery which stood on this site. The bottle oven still remains. 

Councillor Mohammed Pervez quotes "I'm delighted we have gone back to our rich pottery heritage to find a 

name and identity for the area".    

Surely Gladstone Pottery Museum with its complete collection of buildings and bottle ovens IS our rich 

pottery heritage and identity, and needs to be preserved.
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My wife and I visited the Gladstone Museum yesterday. We had a fascinating few hours and the experience 

was made particularly memorable by the conversations with the staff undertaking the throwing, flower 

making and painting demonstrations. The budget consultation document that I am able to find doesn’t 

quantify the cost saving planned for the Gladstone Museum but what is clear is that the experience of the 

museum would be immeasurably poorer without the contribution from the people that operate the 

demonstrations and pass on their experience and knowledge to visitors. Video recordings have their place 

but do not, and cannot, replace the range of knowledge shared by people that have worked in the industry.

 

While self-employed artists could make a contribution, their drive is to produce and sell their own work, not 

engage with visitors and they may well not have the hands on experience acquired through working in the 

industry. On the scale of things, the savings must be verging on inconsequential and, one may reasonably 

suggest, will ultimately reduce museum footfall and institute a spiral of decline.

It has been brought to our attention that there are plans to make paid demonstrators self-employed, and/or 

invite in free-lance potters. We think this could have a very detrimental effect on visitor experience and 

numbers. The Gladstone is a working pottery museum and it is the people who bring the skills alive and not 

just by making objects in front of visitors, but by interacting and encouraging participation. Young people, in 

particular, ‘enjoy having a go’ and learn so much from this experience. The role of Museums is to educate 

the public and they have a responsibility to provide suitable information and activities for children. If the 

demonstrators are self-employed it would be difficult for them to spend sufficient time with the public and 

make a living.

  I am a German art historian and research about European and German architectural ceramics. In this 

context I also visited the Gladstone Museum in Stoke-on-Trent and I was fascinated from the wonderful 

exhibition and very good work of this institution. Therefore I have been always in contact with this very 

important museum. I hope and request, that the city supported for the miles around the Gladstone museum 

with all necessary means.

Of course savings have to be made, but I suggest that they have to be efficient. These proposals will have the 

opposite effect, of reducing income, and taking away the USP of the Museum - the chance to see and try out 

a worldwide-famous craft and art for themselves. Visitors to the Museum are enthralled with the 

opportunity to see these, now rarer, highly skilled crafts, and even more with the chance to try them out 

themselves, and take away a handmade souvenir.The demonstrators are very welcoming and friendly in the 

local manner and could not hope to welcome visitors in the same way if they are having to maintain output 

at the same time,This makes the visit personally satisfying, and distinguishes it from visits to other museums. 

This is evident from comments overheard and from the enthusiastic responses of friends we have taken to 

the Museum. Visitors recommend the Museum to their friends and relatives, and often say that it is the 

most interesting one they have been to.

The name says it all - 'Pottery' Museum. Please keep this unique feature.
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Re: Budget 2014 - Gladstone Pottery Museum

 

I am writing to communicate me concerns at your proposed plan to cut funds to Gladstone Pottery Museum. 

I understand that this will in effect mean the end of live demonstrations of traditional ceramic skills and 

'have-a-go' opportunities for visitors. 

 

Gladstone is without doubt the single most important asset that Stoke-on-Trent has within the city's cultural 

offer. The history of The Potteries in particular the internationally importance of its ceramic industry is 

hugely important and valuable to the future economic renewal of North Staffordshire. 

 

We need more investment not less. To the west of Stoke-on-Trent is Ironbridge (Shropshire) and to the east 

is the Derwent Valley (Derbyshire). Both areas are designated as World Heritage Sites because of their role 

and importance within Britain's industrial revolution. Both areas have benefitted from major strategic 

investment in recent times and both areas are capitalising on increasing visitor numbers and longer dwell 

times including overnight visitors. Local authorities have played an important role in encouraging and leading 

new partnerships involving independent organisations and private sector companies. National and 

international academic and commercial partnerships are driving new research and development 

programmes relating to cultural tourism, conservation and related diversification opportunities. The 

Potteries is every bit as important as Ironbridge and Derwent Valley in relation to the city's history and the 

areas' contemporary opportunities are very similar (if not better in relation to location and transport)...

 

So why is Stoke City Council not taking a lead? Why does the council see Gladstone (and the city's other 

cultural assets) as a 'liability' rather than an asset and opportunity? Investment in cultural-led regeneration is 

long proven elsewhere - Ironbridge, Liverpool, Derby, Bradford, Leicester, etc. All of these places and many 

have made strategic investments in their distinctive 'cultural offers'. Heritage and the historic built 

environment have been at the heart of all of these success stories. However, make no mistake, this is 

forward facing investment and has created direct and indirect jobs and economic opportunities in return. 

 Recently, Hull was successful in the bid to become UK City of Culture 2017. Hull has a very similar economic 

and community demographic profile to The Potteries. Any sign of a Stoke-on-Trent bid perhaps encouraged 

or led by the council? Why not? The city council has lacked vision, commitment or leadership for decades. 

That is why the city and its community continue to suffer when comparable places are well down the road of 

reinventing themselves - not just reconciling their industrial past but positively deploying it as a present day 

force for regeneration and an important driver for future economic development. 

Residents, schools and visitors from near and far travel to The Potteries to visit Gladstone Pottery Museum. 

It is an extremely important 'gateway' for everyone. It helps people to understand Stoke-on-Trent - past and 

present. It helps local people in particular school children to learn and be proud about their city and its 

history. It offers everyone the opportunity to 'play with clay'. To touch the stuff and have a go at making 

something - in the main for the first and perhaps only time in their lives. Local children being offered a 

'hands on' experience of what many of their grandparents did all their lives - how can that not be 

fundamentally important to our young people in its own right?

 

I work in a freelance capacity. Some of my work is focused on Stoke-on-Trent and involves me operating as 

an independent 'ambassador' for the city. Whenever I am introducing a partner or project participant to the 

city - I always begin with a visit to Gladstone. Without fail it offers a 'wow factor' to begin proceedings 

(bottle kilns, etc). It sets the scene by providing a wonderful historical background as well as an explanation 

of the complex nature of the Six Towns. Finally, it gives people an idea of the incredible skills that lie behind 

the city (even today of course) and give people a chance to try their hand - a truly unforgettable memory for 

most. 
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In the last six months alone - I have hosted a series of visits by senior cultural professionals and academics. 

All of these visits have begun with a visit to our cultural hub and city 'portal' - Gladstone Pottery Museum. 

Needless to say they were all highly impressed with the skilled demonstrators and enjoyed getting clay 

under their fingernails! I have spoken to them all and they cannot see any logic behind cutting this service 

and have all expressed their concerns about the impact on Gladstone and fears for its future viability.

 

The highly skilled demonstrators and the opportunity for children and adults to have a go are fundamental to 

this 'working museum'. Without it - by definition - it is 'redundant', not working any more - a very different 

model, offer and experience. It will clearly reduce rather than increase visitors (and income). Perhaps this is 

the not-so-hidden agenda behind these proposals? Cut such an essential part of the Museum's operation 

that it becomes less attractive and less viable. If implemented - in effect - these proposals will cast the 

museum 'adrift'. Many of us fear that this would be the beginning of the end for Gladstone.

 

PLEASE THINK AGAIN

Please accept my apologies for not being able to attend the meeting tonight (Monday 9th December 2013) 

regarding the possible reduction in services at Trentham Library.   I am, however, very concerned at the loss 

of any facilities in the Trentham area and if you need my support on a petition or a letter from myself to 

support continuing with all services at Trentham Library I am more than happy to oblige.

It is an exceptional library, nothing is too much trouble for the staff, they are extremely friendly and look 

after their patrons very well indeed.  It would be a shame to lose any services as it is a very active library.  No 

matter when I call round to collect books the computers are in use and to lose this would be a terrible loss to 

the residents of Trentham/Hanford.

I hope you do well in your meeting tonight and would like to be kept informed on any future developments.

With regards to the potential closure of Trentham library (or reduced hours), I would like to bring to your 

attention the attached documents and photos.

 

In brief, our two daughters have both won first place in the Design A Christmas Card competition, as 

organised by Stoke on Trent library service. This is the second time that they have both won in recent years. 

Their entry forms for this competition are always collected and returned to Trentham library.

 

The design has been chosen by the Chief Executive John Van De Laarschot to be used for his Christmas cards 

and Poppy’s design has been chosen by the Lord Mayor.

 

Both our daughters have written letters in favour of keeping Trentham library open for the local community. 

The original letters have been handed in at Trentham library along with copies of their Christmas card 

designs.

 

As a family, Trentham library is frequently used by all of us and particularly by our children as an important 

part of their education.

 

We would be very disappointed if Trentham library was to close or have it’s hours greatly reduced.

 

Please accept this as our support to keep Trentham library open.
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You came to my door asking me to vote for you. You said you if I voted for you, you'd do your best for 

Trentham,so I voted for you, now I hear you're planning to close Trentham library. You do know that, or you 

should do, that the library is a life line to so many people. It's a real community centre. Old and young and 

those in between go there not only for books, but for the sense of belonging.All the staff are friendly and 

helpful. If you close this community library you will be denying a lot of people a way of life. Not everyone has 

cars to get about. The mobile library has gone. People rely on this community library. Think 

on.                                                                                                                                                                                

We have recently received an email about the possible closure of Gladstone Pottery.

It would be a disaster if the Gladstone Pottery where to close!

 

We always take our visitors there, whether there are activities on or not. Many friends from different 

regions of UK have visited and found it enthralling, not realising how skilled many of the workers were. 

Our son`s in-laws from South Africa found it fascinating and were quite appalled by the conditions it 

portrayed, it really made them think about our heritage here in the Potteries. His parents had owned a 

Spode dinner service and they 

were both very interested to find out the processes that were required to produce it. The lady was 

astonished at the skill of the flower maker we watched and at how many she could produce in an hour.The 

Gladstone pottery not only shows our past heritage in an interesting way, but lets visitors see first hand the 

skills the pottery workers had. Our school children need to be able to visit somewhere like this so that these 

skills and histories are not lost. We should not be thinking of closing it but extending it as a resource. If we 

are proud of our city, we should  look to the future  but not at the expense of losing sight or our amazing 

past. Too much of city has been destroyed in the name of progress, and not all of it has lasted more than a 

few decades. Gladstone is a lasting and permanent reminder of our past, our skills, our creativity and our  

civic pride. There must be other areas that at present are not being considered - the cultural quarter 

perhaps!

It has come to my attention that, included in Stoke City Council's recently published budget proposals, is a 

measure to reduce hands-on activities for visitors to Gladstone Pottery Museum.

 

This seems to me to be an incredibly short-sighted approach, which will potentially eliminate the "unique 

selling point" of the Museum, namely the opportunity for visitors to converse with skilled potters, to witness 

at first hand the creative process, and to "have a go" themselves.

 

By removing this facility, the attractiveness of the Museum will be diminished, leading to fewer visitor 

numbers and further pressure on the Museum's budget, with the possibility of it ultimately becoming 

unsustainable.  The significance of this proposal should not be underestimated.  It may well be seen as the 

first step in a process which leads eventually to the closure of the Museum, which would be a disaster for 

the cultural heritage of the City. I challenge you to deny this.

 

I recently brought a group of visitors from Ivanovo, Russia, to Gladstone.  On their return to Ivanovo, the 

leader of the delegation sent a letter of thanks for the arrangements made for their visit. In that letter, 

specific mention was made of the staff at the Museum "for their assistance in the establishment of friendly 

and partner relations between Ivanovo City and Staffordshire".  It seems that the worth of the staff is 

appreciated more by foreign visitors than by the City Council.  Our visitors would appear to have understood 

far more clearly than does City Hall, the significance of Gladstone as it currently operates to the tourism 

offer of Stoke-on-Trent and the economic benefit this brings.

 

I would urge you to reconsider, and reject, this ill thought-out proposition.
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I wish to express my support for the crafts people who work as demonstrators at the Gladstone museum. I 

taught history at a local school for over 30 years. For much of that time my colleagues and I took groups of 

students to the museum to study the Victorian pottery industry. One of the most important aspects of our 

work was the focus on factory conditions and the impact that changing technology had on workers' lives. It 

was often the discussion with the demonstrators that brought this topic to life for our students.  To make 

these craftsmen and women self employed would make their working lives so intense that they would not 

have the time to provide those insights into 19th century working practices that make a school visit to the 

Gladstone so worthwhile.  I urge you to think again about your proposal to change their working conditions. 

Subject: Trentham Library

I understand that as part of your economy drive there is serious consideration being given to close Trentham 

Library.  As a long standing resident I strongly object to such an initiative .It goes against Government policy 

regarding community support. Furthermore it does not take account of the high take up of services or the 

area age demographics . It is not just a book service . The library offers internet access, a literature advisory 

service and facilities for pre school children. Its proximity to Trentham High also encourages pupils the 

opportunity to enhance their literacy capability. It also offers an opportunity for senior citizens to sustain 

their knowledge and capabilities- particularly those with no access to the internet.

 

You need to look for alternative economies rather than be prejudiced against Trentham voters .

 

I would welcome your comments

 

It was with some concern that I received notification of a possible threat of cuts to the Gladstone Museum’s 

budget.

 

As a frequent visitor from the “South” of England to your local area I can say that it had been a constant 

source of education and interest to my family and myself.  I’m sure that we are typical of many young 

families in not being fully aware of our heritage.  It is only by experiencing such facilities at first hand that we 

can appreciate their importance – the feel of an industry/business cannot be learnt in a book.

 

I have also been involved in staging an exhibition at the Museum (Shelley Group) which I and many saw as a 

great success.  This musuem was the logical (and nearly only option) for such an exhibition.  The Shelley 

Group as a registered charity has a responsibility to educate and promote the potteries.  Without such 

venues education and history will be lost.  

 

As tourist attraction in the area it offers a trip around which families can build a day out (especially on bad 

weather days).  It is little things like this that would have knock on effects to other attractions.  If the 

Wedgewood Museum is to gain all footfall then this would lead to visitors missing out the areas amenities.  

(Wedgewood does not offer such an historic setting and understanding of the potttery processes).

 

I hope that you would consider my comments and I hope to be able to continue to visit such a fabulous 

educational museum in the future – once its gone you won’t be able to bring it back!

Sir Having read the report  I am amazed how short sighted Stoke Council are being in stopping hands on 

activities at the Gladstone .This is the main attraction there .If these activities are scrapped it would be just 

any dull old museum. You would not save £200,000 as i am sure you would lose a lot of revenue from this 

attraction .We have been going there for many years and have enjoyed watching these ladies at work and 

having things explained to us and our children At the moment Stoke has not a lot going for it and in my 

opinion your action will put another nail in the coffin of a past great city
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I attended a meeting of the Trentham residents association last night to discuss the proposed closure of 

TRENTHAM LIBRARY.

 

I think it is a great mistake to close such an important building to save JUST £3,000.00, per year.  

 

The building is more than just a library; it is a local centre for a lot of people in Trentham.  We do not have a 

community centre or village hall.  Everyone who visited Trentham library comes for a purpose, not to just 

keep warm as in some of the other libraries in Stoke on Trent. 

 

I would have thought with all the money paid in rates in Trentham, you could at least leave the library open. 

 

A lot of people in Trentham are now behind a campaign to keep it open.  WATCH THIS SPACE.

Subject: Trentham Library

 

I would like to add my voice to the appeal to save Trentham Library. I have lived in Trentham for almost 30 

years, my 3 children have all grown up and been educated in Trentham and we have been service users of 

Trentham Library for many of those years. I can't think of one other place whether it be in the private or 

public sector where one receives a higher level of customer service that the library, nothing is too much 

trouble for any of the staff and that in itself is something quite rare these days. We should be celebrating a 

service like this. In the grand scheme of things is not the running cost a drop in the ocean? It's like the saving 

you'd make to the cost of running a car by not putting windscreen wash in.  I would have attended the 

meeting on the 9th but I'm flying to Australia that afternoon.  I can only hope that common sense prevails. 

I recently visited the Gladstone Pottery Museum in Stoke.

The visit was exceedingly informative .

At the same time there was a school party also visiting.

The sight of the children being enthralled and transfixed by the practical demonstrations was heartwarming.

However , I was later told that these same demonstrations were to be cut under the latest budget proposals.

Given that Gladstone Pottery Museum is the only working “ Bottle “ kiln left working in Stoke , I had to write 

to you to say how short – sighted this cut would be.

Please reconsider this proposal.

I do realise that now is a very difficult time financially.

Yet this museum is a direct link to the past lives of working people .

Once got rid of , it is highly unlikely that it would ever be replaced.

Its disappearance would be a reduction in our heritage that we are meant to preserve for future generations.

 

Thank you for your time.

There is'nt much left that can be taken away from the

elderly.  The Government is not responsible for the council's

waste of money destroying our city.  Save over 70 million pounds

and stay in Stoke cutting the council's own budget.  Cutting support

in Sheltered Housing could take £10 per week off our pensions in

addition to paying council tax and rent.
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As a former resident of the Potteries, who now lives in Nottinghamshire, I have heard of your proposals to 

revise the Gladstone Pottery staffing arrangements.  During my career I worked in many parts of the UK and 

made many friends.  Whenever they stay with us I usually take them to the Gladstone Pottery Museum and 

without exception they have been overwhelmed by the visit, particularly the friendliness of the staff.  They 

in turn have visited again and encouraged their friends to attend. 

Sadly, there is little else to offer in the Potteries in the way of tourist attractions.  Which ever way you enter 

the City you are met with dereliction - Longton, Lichfield Street, Bucknall Road, Stoke Centre, Newcastle 

Street Burslem to name a few.  Even when using the canal all you see are vandalised derelict buildings.  The 

City has suffered from years of mismanagement and the powers that be have blamed the closure of the 

mines, closure of the potbanks, and reduced capacity at the Michelin.  I can only suggest that visits are made 

to places like Sheffield, Doncaster, Mansfield, and Leicester which have all lost their traditional industries but 

have had the vision to do something about it. Can I suggest that instead of penny pinching at the one decent 

visitor attraction you have, you examine the internal waste at the City Council.  Who has been held to 

account for the Emma Bridgewater bridge fiasco? Who is responsible for the financial appraisal of the 

proposed office move?  Who thought that it was a good idea to build executive houses (where are the highly 

paid executives to buy them) on the former Johnsons Pottery site only accessible from the very busy Leek 

Road?  Who thought that it was a good idea to build houses on the Meakins Eagle Pottery site when the 

main exit is over an antiquated single file drawbridge? Do heads ever roll or are more and more chiefs 

employed at high salaries to make these foolish decisions.  I look at all of these as a professional accountant 

and am saddened by what has been done through a lack of vision.

I am 87 years old and live at Bradeley Village and have recently received a letter from my landlord, 

Staffordshire Housing Association, regarding your intention to withdraw support service and emergency 

alarms for elderly people such as myself in sheltered housing schemes. 

In common with the rest of the public I am well aware that the council has to make substantial savings and I 

appreciate the need to do so.  However this has to do with the safety of our most vulnerable citizens, quite 

apart from the significant increase in risk to life this proposal will entail it will make people more reluctant to 

move from their current 2 and 3 bedroom properties to the much more secure sheltered accommodation 

thus making houses available for the young families who so desperately need them.

There has been no mention of the amount of money this change will release but I would be extremely 

surprised to find that it is in any way significant in view of the £20m savings being talked about.  

After nearly 70 years of marriage and raising a family with my miner husband and myself working on the 

potbanks I very soon became aware of the absolute need to NOT spend money unnecessarily it seems that 

from all I read in the local papers and discuss with family and friends that the people in charge of our public 

funds need some basic housekeeping tips.  I'm sure you're sick of complaints about the incredible costs in 

moving the civic hall to Hanley but just because you're sick of hearing about it doesn't mean you should stop 

listening.  As a young girl I was always told that if everyone was telling me I was doing something stupid, I 

was probably doing something stupid!

This change you propose is wrong, dangerous and unnecessary and I would be interested in how you can 

justify it's implementation.
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Born and British-bred, living in Turgi, Switzerland, I recently visited the Gladstone Museum in Stoke-on-Trent 

with several friends.

Primarily looking to understand what role my ancestors played in the pottery industry, I was surprised and 

delighted to see how much care, attention and love is being put into this museum. The guide took the time 

to point us in the right direction so that we would not miss any of the demonstrations. History came alive – 

and the 'lady inspector's' comments will long remain in my memory.

Not to mention the Flushed with Pride exhibition.

 

"Oh how I wish we had such opportunities" was one of my many much-heard enthusiastic comments on 

returning to Switzerland. 

 

Now I have heard that this museum is likely to close. This surely has to be one of Stoke council's biggest 

mistakes? 

Heritage is priceless and cannot be replaced. I know that I am not alone in thinking this – there surely must 

be some way of saving such a unique legacy. 

 

Thank you for your time and attention. I look forward to hearing from you.

Closure of the public toilets in Piccadilly, Hanley

Some points for consideration during the consultation are:-

* If the City Centre is to be promoted as a vibrant shopping and cultural attraction, locally and regionally, it is 

imperative that such vital facilities should be available in a prominent and central location. 

* The notion that the use of facilities in business premises (even if permitted) as a substitute for public 

toilets is fallacious.

* The toilets in most large stores (for instance) are usually in an area remote and difficult to find.  Access and 

facilities for disabled people are frequently inadequate.

* Vision-impaired people would find locating such toilets extremely difficult, if not impossible.

* Parents with young children, especially those using prams/pushchairs, would be particularly 

‘inconvenienced’.

* With an increasing and ageing population there is likely to be a greater need for convenient public 

conveniences.

* The lack of such basic necessities will inevitably discourage ‘footfall’ in the City Centre and give the area 

(and the Council) a bad reputation.

 

I know these concerns are shared by many citizens.

Thank you in anticipation of your passing on these issues at the Consultation proceedings.
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I wanted to express my extreme disappointment regarding the proposed restructuring of local museums, in 

particular the Gladstone Pottery Museum and the Potteries Museum in Hanley. 

 

I reviewed your proposals and note on page 7 of your report that the provision of services for children was 

sighted as important to us and that you "have listened". 

 

However, the proposals put the facilities, offered and used by me as a parent to two small children, under 

threat. 

 

I am advised that your proposals will probably result in the Gladstone museum closing, due to insufficient 

staffing to be able to run the facility safely. 

 

I regularly attend this museum with my 4 year old and 7 month baby, taking part in Toddler Thursday. This 

enables my older child to take part in an organised craft facility and I am able to meet up with other parents. 

 

We have also attended the museum on other organised special event days. We were able to observe a 

potter at work, who was demonstrating and talking about his work and techniques. My daughter also 

enjoyed making a ceramic flower by hand under instruction. 

 

The museum has been voted top visitor attraction in Stoke on Trent, therefore it saddens me that the 

council may takes this excellent facility away from both the local public and visitors. 

 

Together with the recent cuts made to childrens' centres, including the privatisation of outreach facilities, I 

do wonder what will be left for fellow parents like myself. 

 

I do hope that you will now listen and reconsider what is important for local families.
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I understand the Gladstone Pottery Museum is under threat, in so far as the hands-on activities for visitors 

will be reduced and the demonstrators would become self-employed. There is an obvious risk that changes 

of this nature would reduce the appeal of the Museum and adversely affect its viability.

 

Firstly, let me introduce myself and explain my connection with The Potteries and the Gladstone Museum. I 

am a retired lecturer in chemistry, and my research interest, and my doctorate, are in the history of 

chemistry. I have authored two books and several other publications on the subject. I have served on the 

Committee of the Historical Group of the Royal Society of Chemistry for many years, and from January 1st 

2014 I shall be the Group’s Chairman. One of the conferences I organised for the Historical Group was on 

“Chemists in non-Chemical Industries”, and I contacted the Gladstone Museum for help in finding a speaker 

on the role chemists have played in the pottery industry. The Museum was most helpful. I have a personal 

connection with the Potteries in that my family originated in Stoke-on -Trent. Two generations of my family 

worked for Mintons. I well remember travelling to Stoke to visit relatives in the late 1940s and early 1950s, 

and seeing the bottle kilns that still existed at that time. Much more recently I have visited the Gladstone 

Museum, and was most impressed by the way it presented the work of a typical small pot bank. One of the 

lectures I give to groups around the country is called “Josiah Wedgwood, Potter and Scientist”.

 

I fully appreciate the enormous problems that all local authorities are facing to balance their budgets. A 

reduction of expenditure in any of the activities the City Council supports is bound to cause an outcry. But I 

would suggest that the top priority must be to ensure that something that is unique is preserved for 

posterity. The Gladstone Museum is I believe unique – it is the only complete integrated small pot-bank 

which survives intact. It is a unique part of the heritage of Stoke -on-Trent and the nation. Its appeal and the 

visitor experience is significantly enhanced by the fact that it is a working museum, and visitors can learn 

about both the processes which were carried out and the way of life of those who worked there. Whilst I am 

not privy to the detailed financial affairs of the Museum, there must be a risk that the proposed changes 

would result in the slow decline and ultimate loss of the Museum. A slow lingering death is just as disastrous 

as a sudden closure. 

Whatever is decided, it is I think absolutely essential that a business plan is produced, and the performance 

of Gladstone is carefully monitored against that plan. If a new funding or management regime is introduced, 

and the visitor numbers start to decline, then it is imperative that immediate steps are taken reverse the 

trend. As I said before, the Council is in a very difficult and unenviable position, but I would strongly suggest 

that ensuring the long-term viability of Gladstone must be a top priority.

 

I should state that these are my personal views; I am not writing on behalf of the Royal Society of Chemistry 

or its Historical Group. We have a policy of not circulating members on matters that are not directly 

connected with the Historical Group, but I am fairly confident that many of the 600 members of the Group 

would agree with the sentiments expressed above. 

 

I do hope you will do everything possible to ensure that Gladstone survives and continues to offer a first 

class visitor experience.
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As a born and bred Citizen of Stoke-on-Trent  I feel it is most important that  the Gladstone Pottery Museum 

is not only keep in it’s present state but that any tourist department worth it’s salt (and salary) should be 

marketing this site and making sure it is know and used by the local population and visitors to our area.   The 

cafe and gift department  could be a thriving enterprise.

 

Most such attractions in other parts of the county are thriving centres attracting great numbers of visitors, 

ask yourselves why not us.  As the pottery industry is beginning to pick it’s self up it could be an excellent 

time to marry the past and the present and use it good advantage.   Just for once try to think outside the 

box.

 

Perhaps it is time that those employed by the Council begin to really look at what we have in our area and 

use it to it’s full potential.

 Regarding recent rumours of cost cutting to the Gladstone budget I believe it would be wrong to cut the 

budget for Gladstone. After so much initial investment we need to maintain what is the only 

major attraction in Longton regarding it's industrial past. I work in Longton Market and when we have 

visitors to the town, it is the pottery industry and history that they have come to see. Please don't spoil our 

wonderful link to the history of the Potteries.

I write in response to one of your 2014 budget proposals to remove Demonstrators from this museum.One 

Staffordshire tourism publication advertises Gladstone museum as this....."The story of the Potteries, all 

wrapped up in one museum. Stoke-on-Trent is world famous for its pottery and no visit to the city would be 

complete without experiencing this unique museum in Longton. Discover how Bone China tableware was 

made in the original workshops and giant bottle kilns of the former Gladstone China Works, now preserved 

as the last complete Victorian pottery factory in the country".

I believe that a key part of this unique experience is demonstrating to visitors the world over, of all ages the 

skills used in making products that made this city world famous. It helps visitors to really connect to the 

product by watching the process with the option of 'having a go' themselves.

I believe that Gladstone Pottery Museum has the biggest or one of the biggest visitor attendance of all 

museums in the City. Demonstrators I am sure  have made, and should continue to be a play a key role in the 

future success of this 'heritage beacon'.

I simply ask that you reconsider removing this unique experience.

Thank you.

We were invited to a Resident's Association meeting at Trentham High School yesterday, Monday 9th 

December2013. The meeting was to discuss the threat of the closure of the Library facility on Trentley Road. 

 

We have lived in Trentham since 1972 and as far as we can see, the Library is the only community facility 

that exists in the Trentham area/Ward.

 

It is well used by young and old alike and is convenient for the Residents. As Ratepayers and Council 

Taxpayers this seems to be the only facility available to us in this Ward.

 

We would urge councillors to think carefully before embarking on plans to take away this well used and 

popular service. For many elderly people the visit to the Library is the only social contact they have during 

the week. 

 

We were very surprised that there were no members of the Library Staff at the meeting; we are sure that 

they have an interest in what may happen. They provide an excellent service, are very helpful and make any 

visit to the Library a worthwhile experience.

 

So we would urge you to reconsider your plans for this facility for the Residents of Trentham as we seem to 

have precious little else. 
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I write to support continued funding of the Gladstone Pottery Museum, especially the staff who 

demonstrate for visitors without the pressure of earning their wages by piecework. It is the staff of the 

National Porcelain Manufactory in France whose savoir faire in action make the manufactory a national 

treasure where I have had the good fortune to work. Someday I will visit the Potteries as well. Like other 

ceramists around the world who recognize the singular national value of the Gladstone Pottery Museum, I'm 

counting on you to preserve it.

The staff at Trentham library inform me that the library is under threat of closure. I am unable to attend the 

meeting at Trentham High School on the 9th of December.  I have used Trentham Library for over 20 years 

and am horrified that any closure  of this well used local service should be considered.  Recent publicity has 

highlighted a lack of reading by children in this technological age and the need to encourage children to use 

and enjoy books, closure of a good local function would not encourage this.  At a car driver I would be able 

to use Stoke Library but would be reluctant to due to parking charges. I also sympathise with the elderly 

population of Trentham who do not drive and will need more time and effort to travel to Stoke.  I would be 

happy to contribute to ways of looking into ensuring  the library remains open in Trentham.

I note that in your budget proposals, Appendix A "Alternative delivery model" item AD1 proposes exploring 

social enterprise. 

I trust that in view of the overwhelming support and commitment to the library in Trentham, which was 

shown at the meeting on 10th December, a solution can be found which will ensure the library building and 

services continue to be available for the community in Trentham.

 

As you are aware, the library is the only community building in Trentham.  In addition to education and 

information, it provides a venue for childrens' groups, a destination and meeting place for  the elderly and a 

valuable community service, Its presence is greatly appreciated.

 I am writing about Trentham Library and it's threat of closure.    I am in my 86th year and have been visiting 

the library for many years.    It is local and handy which suits my legs which aren't much good.    But surely 

it's not just about books but also very much a social place where one can meet the local community.     I 

hope it can be saved.  

We are writing to protest at the proposed closure of the above.

This is a greatly used facility in the heart of Trentham.  We do not have a Community Centre so the library is 

the only place where some people are able to get together for a short time, apart from the obvious fact that 

it is a vital local source of books for those who cannot get to one of the town libraries.

The small amount of money which would be saved by it's closure pales into significance against the huge 

amount being wasted in Hanley on an unnecessary building which no-one wants.

I  was sorry to hear that in the budget proposals for 2014/15 for Stoke-on-Trent City Council there was the 

suggestion that the demonstrations or have a go activities at the Gladstone Pottery Museum will be stopped 

 - - presumably to save money.  If accepted and pushed through I  think would be an awful turn of  events.  

The museum is unique and whilst the structures and artefacts are themselves wonderful, having 

demonstrations and being able to throw a pot certainly enhances greatly the experience of  visiting the 

 museum for adults  and children alike.  Since moving to the area, I have been to the museum numerous 

times with friends and family and seeing the demonstrations of flower making, pot-throwing, using moulds 

etc really gave a great insight into the work of the pottery industry far beyond that of static exhibitions.

I hope these changes can be avoided, it would be a sad loss to a unique museum.
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I would like to register my disapproval of the Council's plan to close Trentham Library or possibly move it to 

Trentham High School grounds.I want to be able to walk to my local library to choose my books and not have 

to catch possibly 2 buses to Hanley, Stoke or Longton.There is always a very good selection of books to 

choose from and friendly staff.The library has served Trentham faithfully for at least 40 years in 2 buildings, 

the last one having been erected only about 15 or 16 years ago.Also anyone needing to use a computer can 

do so there.To keep the library open costs a small amount compared to what the Council is planning to 

spend to erect a new Civic Centre in Hanley. This will put the ratepayers of Stoke on Trent in hock for many 

years to come.

It is with great disappointment that I heard that the Gladstone Pottery Museum is under threat. Particularly 

the jobs of many working artists in the Museum.  I fell in love with the place last June, when I came to 

England to do a working holiday in the Lake District with the National Trust. I have been doing these holidays 

for years now, and I decided to spend some days in Stoke-on-Trent. As being a potter, this is a must! I have 

been postponing my visit for years, and this year I finally managed to get there.

 

I stayed two full days in Stoke-on-Trent and visited various pottery museums, including the large Pottery 

Museum. On Monday, before going back South, I visited the Gladstone Pottery Museum. I really enjoyed the 

museum. If I had known it was that nice, I would have gone first! I spent 4 hours in the museum, and it was 

not enough. What particularly attracted me, is the people working in the museum! They were actually 

working and showing people/visitors how the ceramic industry was living in the times the Ceramic Industry 

was very active in Stoke. I talked to several people in the museum and I was so surprised that they were so 

friendly and passionate about their jobs. It was amazing to actually see a live museum, a living museum! This 

place is simply unique in the region and not only in the region, but also in the whole pottery life! Gladstone 

Potteries Museum is a living museum.

 

During my visit I also exchanged some addresses and when I got home I got in contact with some of the 

people working in the Museum. In September, this year, I went again, and this time for a whole week. I 

visited other places in Stoke-on-Trent, but also spent two full days in the Museum. I spent a day visiting the 

area with a guide in the region of the potteries and a man that talks about the potteries with great passion! 

Today it is always nice to meet people who have a passion about something. It is getting rarer and rarer, but 

at Gladstone Potteries Museum, there are still a lot of people who do their jobs with this passion.

You do understand that when I actually heard that the Council of Stoke-on-Trent wants to reduce the 

budgets and cut jobs and limit museum staff to a minimum, I was really disappointed... The Stoke-on-Trent 

area is well known for its potteries and they have a heritage of ceramics in the area like nowhere in the 

world! And now the council wants to reduce this heritage? I just could not understand this action. It is 

therefore that I'm writing to you hoping that you would reconsider your decision and on the contrary, invest 

in this heritage! I am also talking to other potters/ceramist artists allover to go and visit the Potteries in 

Stoke-on-Trent because it is a heritage with experienced potters and artists, an area where one can go back 

into time and see with their own eyes the richness of ceramics/potteries.

Some of the richness has been taken over by companies abroad, where budgets have been setup to invest in 

this heritage in Stoke. I thing of Wedgwood,...

But then you have Spode, who is barely surviving with a couple of volunteers that have opened a small 

exhibition to show people what is left of what used to be one of the most important pottery/ceramic 

industries in Stoke. Why not invest in what you have? Why not go international and promote Stoke-on-Trent 

as THE ceramic/pottery place in the world?
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I missed the Biennal Ceramics, simply because it was not promoted enough abroad... There are many 

magazines, fora, etc that are promoting potteries & ceramics allover the world. I have a couple of 

subscriptions to these magazines, as Klei (Dutch magazine), Ceramic Review, la revue de la Céramique et du 

Verre (French magazine), and only a few weeks before the biennal was starting there was some promotion. 

This event should really be promoted and could boost the popularity of Stoke and its potteries. It was a 

shame, because I was in Stoke in September, but I actually left a day before the Biennal started... simply 

because I wasn't aware of the event.

 

Potters/ceramic artists allover the world could see Stoke as an example, if only it was invested in the 

heritage. This could bring a lot of tourism to the area. With your plans of reducing the budgets and cut jobs, 

you will actually cut back the number of tourists visiting Stoke. You have something there to boost the 

economy but no, you simply decide to cut back. I understand there is a crisis, but we are almost out of the 

crisis, so instead of backing down, stand up and continue to build the heritage of hundreds of years of past. 

Make of Stoke, a place that people want to visit and take as a reference when talking about potteries and 

ceramics!

 

I'm planning another trip, probably a week, in Stoke-on-Trent next year. That is, if the potteries are sill alive 

and kicking in Stoke-on-Trent!

 

I hope that you reconsider your decision, for the sake of history, tourism, pottery & ceramics and jobs of 

lovely people, that are friends to me!

Recently I visited the Gladstone factory with sister, daughter and brother-in-law and we I was given your 

visitors map and questionnaire, which I omitted to complete, and hand in.

 May this email be counted as an entry.

 

Displays                           Good well worth retaining

Demonstrations             Excellent  A MUST that should be retained

Shop                                 Well stocked

Cleanliness                      In keeping with the “time”

 

I have been made aware that there are suggestions to curtail the pottery making and decorating, and I feel 

that if this occurs then you will lose a very successful part of your organisation.

I urge you to maintain this part of “history” as it is an integral part of the “Potteries”.

 

For your information, my sister, was a teacher at a Newcastle school and took many children on tours of 

Gladstone, and was remembered by several of your staff.

Many thanks for memorable visit and the opportunity to make my own pottery.
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I would like to make a couple of points with regard to Stoke on Trent's Heritage sector, in response to your 

savings proposals for the 2014/15-2017/18 budget.

 

I fully understand the need to make savings for this financial period however I think those savings should be 

structured with an understanding of the fundamentally vital part that the Potteries heritage provision plays 

to the economy of the area.  As such it seems that a revitalising potteries industry should be encouraged to 

work in partnership with the heritage sector to increase funding.

 

The proposal to cut demonstrations and hands on activities at the Gladstone potteries museum is short 

sighted and will take the heart and soul away from this unique facility.  It is a showcase for the skills that 

have made this city, but more than that it has a vital outreach prerogative which must be fundamental to its' 

continued existence, particularly in an area with such a high level of social deprivation.  Dry, sensory 

deprived exhibitions will not engage people in any meaningful way and I feel strongly that depopulating the 

museum of professional demonstrators will have this effect.  They showcase amazing skills and are able to 

communicate with an audience in a way that untrained 'self employed' potters may not.

 

Both the Potteries Museum and the Gladstone Potteries Museum make the history of the city accessible but 

more than that they play a central part in inspiring and promoting the 'new' potteries industry and therefore 

the future of Stoke on Trent.

 

Perhaps, therefore some more imaginative ways of funding the pottery based heritage sector in this area 

could be found working in partnership with private industry.

I do not understand why the Stoke-on-Trent City Council is proposing the stopping of demonstrations and 

have-a-go activities at the only working museum in the potteries. Gladstone.   We visited the museum last 

week but did not get the chance to look around because closing time was 4pm. So I converted my ticket to 

an annual pass so I could finish my visit and also have a go at throwing a pot.  I am looking forward to it.  I 

live in Northampton and will be very upset if I cannot do this. I visit the potteries quite often because of 

family and quite frankly I see the place going down.  The monstrosity that is the Ceramica in Burslem is like a 

toilet in fact I think it is a toilet.  What a waste of money and an opportunity to make something really nice 

there after the Time Team had visited.  With the closure of the Doulton Factory Burslem has had the heart 

ripped out of it.   

As someone looking from the outside, I know that expense is a major concern but please do not make cuts 

at Gladstone.  A gem in the potteries.

Sanctuary run their rent year from 1st July through the end of June.

Housing Benefit work to the financial year 1st April through 31st March.

Should SP go ahead with proposal to remove funding from 1st April Sanctuary tenants would experience a 

three month hiatus before we could get any eligible HB funding through their rent account. We would still 

require the tenants to pay for their support service, 1st April through 30th June, and this may well cause 

financial hardship.

Just thought I’d flag this up.
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Three initial concerns/thoughts spring to mind 

 

1.       Is this the bottom in respect of the savings strategy and will it deliver the long term reductions 

required by the City Council?………………… or is there a need to revisit again in 2015/16 to make more 

savings?.................... as it making it increasingly difficult to plan head financially as a charity to ensure 

services remain stable

 

2.       Some areas identified will squeeze the income levels of the housing associations, which could in turn 

me they chase tenders and smaller contracts held like providers such as Gingerbread or in turn try to secure 

additional income through rent increases again impacting on the likes of our charity that rents through two 

of the largest housing associations………………..a possible decrease in contract value plus increase in rents 

would be double whammy as far as services to beneficiaries are concerned.

 

3.       A discussion around making new contracts for services more specific to the bought statutory services 

the council require……with elements that could be classified as non-statutory removed to enable other/grant 

funding to be sought for these, might be a useful way of agreeing any reduction with the likes of 

Gingerbread, as it would increase the chances of us demonstrating to an alternative funder the viability of 

their possible funding – happy to explain in person if that does not make sense – a cunning plan as Baldrick 

would say!  

 

Happy to work with you to achieve the best results for services users as always

I am extremely concerned about the proposed budget cuts relating to Trentham Library. 

It is housed in a very low cost building and is a vital asset  for a Community which does not have a 

Community Centre.  It is used regularly particularly by pensioners and parents with young children.  The staff 

are extremely helpful and the availability of three computers is very useful. 

 

I hope you will feel able to allow this valuable resource to remain on its current site.

 I would like to express my opposition to the proposal to close Trentham library. My family borrow about 15 

books a year from the library and rate it one of the most valuable services provided by the council. The staff 

there all offer a friendly and helpful service and the library is well used by local residents. The annual running 

cost (estimated locally at £3k-£4k) seems tiny compared to the usage made of the facility. Additionally, if this 

cost is accurate it hardly seems to merit the council's attention as it will make virtually no "dent" in the 

overall savings required.

 

There is a strong groundswell of opinion locally to stop the building being lost and therefore I would 

encourage you to save everyone a lot of time by abandoning the proposal

In connection with Response 21.

 

Thanks for the reply.

I know we have to save cash in SOT, but I feel the hands on pottery making ,must stay. That's the fun bit of 

Gladstone.

Think of all the visitors, families and school children who have enjoyed this service.

Learnt about our history, had a go and get to take their artwork home.

Change a bit more to make a pot, its over £20.00 at Emma Bridgewater, but that's a fired pot you can use.

Talk to Emma they might be able to help, support this bit of history , I've copied her in.

 

Go for local funding, VAST always advertise funding.

Please keep the hands on bit of the Gladstone museum.

Get local business to sponsor the Gladstone museum each month?

I'll help you.

Please save this fantastic creative part of Gladstone
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In connection with response 13.

 

Thankyou for your response.

How do you propose replacing employed demonstrators with self employed crafts people will work? Do you 

have self employed crafts people queuing up for studio space? Or are you expecting the demonstrators to 

become self employed? If so are these people ready/capable? 

Shugborough

is very nice but the craft shops there are really just shops, they don't offer the same level of experience. It 

may not be your intention to close Gladstone but I'm afraid your actions may well result in the slow death of 

Gladstone, if visitor numbers drop off how will you be able to keep it going? Without demonstrators and if 

you struggle to fill the studio space visitors won't return. 

 

Would closing Gladstone for 2/3 days/part of the year not give you the cost sving you need without robbing 

Gladstone of its USP? 

 

You haven't answered the one question that I really want answering and that is how do you justify these cuts 

in light of the proposed building of a new civic centre/office block in Hanley? I understand the council budget 

has been cut but in that case surely the first saving you should make is scrapping any unnecessary building 

work?

My wife and I were most disturbed to read of the proposed changes in the operation of the Gladstone 

Museum. The Museum is one of the brightest jewels in the heritage crown of Stoke-on-Trent and is the main 

reason we visited the area, and hope to do so again shortly. The appeal is in the fact that it is a working 

museum and as such the demonstrations are particularly important. In my own case I was especially 

intrigued by a painting demonstration, since I had found out that one of my ancestors was a paintress in 

Stoke and it was most rewarding to find out how she would have worked. Since then my research has 

generated a lot more questions and so I would hope to be able to see a similar demonstration the next time 

I come and have the opportunity to talk to the demonstrator. If, as seems to be likely, there is going to be a 

reduction in the availability of such demonstrations, the motivation to make another visit would be greatly 

diminished.

 

I am the editor of a Ceramic newsletter, and my wife is the Secretary. Apart from the personal genealogical 

connection I mentioned above, the Gladstone Museum is an important resource for organisations like the 

DCC which have a specific interest in the production processes. As part of the development of the DCC we 

are hoping to arrange group visits to various locations and the Gladstone Museum would be a high priority 

venue. If the demonstrations are cut back it would reduce the appeal.

 

While we appreciate that times are hard in all areas and it is necessary to make savings we strongly feel that 

this is the wrong area. We understand that large amounts are set aside to subsidise institutions such as the 

council owned theatre. It would surely be more appropriate to make cuts in these areas. While we are happy 

to travel from the south coast to visit the Gladstone Museum we would certainly not come to Stoke for the 

sake of the theatre – we have plenty of other theatres much closer to home.

Stoke and the Potteries are associated in everyone's mind with the production of ceramics. The modern 

emphasis on living history has been proved to boost visitors to heritage venues, so we believe it would be a 

grave mistake to do anything to undermine the valuable work being done at the Gladstone Museum to 

demonstrate that production process.
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I recently read of the proposed changes to funding for our local tourist attractions. I feel very strongly that 

these changes should NOT be made. Thousands of families visit Gladstone Pottery Museum every year, both 

locals and people from further afield. I believe that they enjoy the interactve elements of the museum which 

would be severely affected by these proposed changes. I understand the need for careful budgeting and 

suggest instead that the council continues to use their current facilities rather than waste unnecessary 

money on new 'purpose built' premises. I trust, as a voter, my view will be taken into account.   

I am writing to you about the Local Council   spending cuts and the effects that this will have on the Musuem 

(named above) and the Staff  who work there. I find the idea of cuts to that service 

reprehensible.................the Museum represents the living history of the area ,as well as being in the act of 

creating positive educational experiences for so many people........ Let me say it a different way.Given the 

huge numbers of people who are not in work ,whether through retirement , redundancy ,poor health or 

disability  ;,at   present time ,the   Museum offers a service  to the Community both local and throughout the 

UK ,and even further afield.......The activities available there are not only therapeutic ,but create thought 

processes as well as being practically beneficial  to those of us who may suffer ill health etc   In fact ,    both 

              the         activities and   tour offer a healing process as well as educational content. The laughter that 

rings out as people visit the toilet exposition is a real tonic ,and then to participate in the creative tasks is 

also very beneficial,  challenging                people  to create art ,when actually they had no idea of perhaps 

their hidden talents..........Rewarding as well as healing.

 

I have only visited once in early November with our Town ,St Pryve St Mesmin...............and they were 

tremendously impressed by the visit.........the best one we had done with them ,in fifteen years of visiting he 

way those mask us at Codsall and Bilbrook!!       The "hands on " experience  was deemed to be 

fantastic.........and even when we have visited their Pottery places e.g. Gien  ,Sevres, we have never had that 

unique experience that we sampled in The Gladstone Museum.   The which the masks and plates were 

transported back to France was unbelievable.....

 

And as  for myself ,I founded our Twinning Association back in 1995,an ordinary person from humble 

beginnings ,but having had access   to a variety of educational experiences ,I have learnt that we can gain so 

much from the way we preserve and enjoy our heritage..............We are so lucky to have these at our 

fingertips .The experiences are necessary for a healthy and active mind ..............and there I was expelled 

from school   Art Classes, but fifty years on ,I'm doing my Clarice Cliff plate , like I was the next ....Clarice Cliff! 

Please donot cut back on these fantastic opportunities .......think outside the box ......................not in it 

..Financial                     Cuts                   means ,less creativity ,less productive thoughts,  more mental health 

issues.  Lets move forward in a different way ..............why cut back on such valuable expertise ,when we still 

allow Bankers their bonus ,MPs' their gross salary increases..............For once lets put the ordinary person 

first.........

Stop the Cuts

My family and I have used the library here for many years and thoroughly enjoy the facility . The staff are 

very friendly and helpful ,the computers are almost always in use ,the books for adults and children are 

excellent ,the youngsters enjoying weekly story sessions that fits them for lifelong book enjoyment.

As you are reviewing your finances ,I ask you to consider leaving Trentham library as it is ,in its plot of land 

,as it is the only ,and well used community building in the area.
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I am emailing on behalf of SWOCA (Stoke West & Oakhill Community Association) regarding the council 

Budget Development Consultation Document 19 November 2013 and the proposed savings schedule.SE18 

Restructure and review the Museums, Culture & Tourism services...Generally we are unhappy to see the 

proposed reduction in staffing from 15.03 fte posts to 7.62 fte posts - about half the staffing levels - across 

the museums and tourism departments.  Mandate for Change has sadly failed to recognize and value the 

contribution that culture, leisure and tourism bring into the city of Stoke-on-Trent, in both direct and indirect 

ways, towards the well-being of local people, the economy and 'jobs and growth'.  It is well known that the 

cultural offer of a city has significant impact on the appeal of the place not only for visitors but for potential 

inward investors too. In particular we object to the proposal to cut funding for the award-winning Gladstone 

Pottery Museum in relation to hands-on activities and demonstrations.  The idea that self-employed artists 

will fill the space is unrealistic and will not provide an alternative.  This will severely limit the appeal of the 

museum and will have a knock-on effect on the popularity of this excellent museum, and therefore the 

appeal of the city.

I am emailing regarding proposal SE26 Restructure the Regeneration Programme team

 

We, at SWOCA, are somewhat confused by this inclusion in the schedule as it is our understanding that the 

post of 'Stoke town regeneration Programme Manager' disappeared some two years ago, when the then 

post holder secured a promotion and was relocated into the Civic Centre.

The office for the regeneration programme manager was in Stoke Local Centre but on the departure of the 

postholder this office was closed.  We were not informed of any replacement to that post and on the 

contrary were informed that there would no longer be a regeneration manager for Stoke town and were led 

to believe that a generic city-wide post had been created at that time.

 

Can you clarify for us please what the present situation is regarding the existing regeneration managers' 

posts to explain the proposal to merge, as stated in the document, "Stoke town regeneration Programme 

Manager with the Town Centres Programme Manager to create a generic service across the city" and save 

£65k per annum.

 I write to protest most vehemently about the threatened closure of Trentham Library.  

 

This is the only community facility in Trentham and is used by people of all ages from mothers and toddlers 

to senior citizens, for whom it may be the only occasion for them to converse with other people for days on 

end.  33,000 books were borrowed last year, making it the most used library for its size in the city, and many 

older people would find it extremely difficult to go elsewhere for their library books as they are able to walk 

or park conveniently in the vicinity.

 

Since Stoke-on-Trent is languishing at the bottom of national educational league tables, it is important that 

our youngsters have ready access to books, and  this facility could also be used by pupils at Trentham High 

School whose own library is quite small.  It is also essential that  older people are able to learn more about 

information technology skills from the three computers in the library.

 

It is significant that councillors seem to think that an area, such as Trentham, should not be entitled to the 

facilities available in other parts of the city.  I understand that £4 million is being spent on Ingestre Square 

but the saving, by closing Trentham Library, would be a measly £3000.

 

I would suggest that the City transfers the Trentham Library building and land to the local community of 

Trentham who would then undertake to run it effectively in the future.
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As a resident of Trentham, I am extremely upset that  Trentham Library may close.

 

The Council should listen to the people whom they represent, not just follow their own agendas.  I am sure 

there are many more cost-cutting exercises that could be followed WITHIN THE COUNCIL ITSELF.  Look at 

your own expenditure, before you think of denying Trentham residents of the one community building they 

have.

 

Other areas of Stoke-on-Trent are continually having money thrown at them for all sort of facilities, as they 

are deemed to be in need.  You may believe that all Trentham residents are well off.  They are not.  The 

majority of them are very hard-working people, some on low incomes, and their taxes pay for residents in 

other "needy" areas, who are living on benefits, when some of them, I am sure, could work if they wanted to 

do so.

 

The Library is used by many, many residents, from babies through to senior citizens.  Are you going to take 

away their lifeline?  That is extremely heartless and thoughtless.

 

Many elderly people enjoy the community spirit in the Library, as the staff who man this valuable asset 

within the community are extremely helpful and friendly.  It may be the only conversation an elderly person 

living on their own has on any particular day.

 

Elderly people, probably with disabilities, will more than likely not be able to go to larger libraries in city 

centres.  It is not the walking that is the only problem, it is also the carrying of heavy library books, as I 

myself know, as I experience problems with my shoulder, due to arthritis.  And, if you walk with a stick as 

well, it causes more problems if you have to carry heavy library books through the town.

PLEASE THINK AGAIN.  DO NOT SELL THIS SITE TO A DEVELOPER.  WE WISH TO RETAIN THE LIBRARY 

BUILDING AND THE LAND AS AN ENTITY.  IF YOU DID A SURVEY AT THE LIBRARY ITSELF, INCLUDING 

FOOTFALL AND WHAT THE LIBRARY MEANS TO TRENTHAM RESIDENTS, I AM SURE YOU WILL SOON 

DISCOVER THAT IT PLAYS A VITAL ROLE IN TRENTHAM COMMUNITY AND MUST CONTINUE TO DO SO!

 

Have another look at your Budget Proposals and save money elsewhere!

 

Thank you.

my family wish to oppose the proposed closure of the  much used and loved Trentham Library. I cannot 

believe the only general community resource in Trentham can be shut in order to save £6k pa. May I suggest 

that the £450k earmarked for the Chelsea Flower Show exhibit might be better spent on S-O-T residents.  

Further to your published proposals to close our local library, I feel I must object.

In 1992 our parish community hall was burnt down. Although Stoke supported many halls around the City, it 

was not able to find any support for us to rebuild , even lthough our running costs were carried entirely by 

the community.

Here we seem to have another case of our area being an ewasy target for the mantra "we can't afford it" 

with the unsaid comment that you can.

Trentham should be treated as part of the City, not just as the wealthy suburb  which can look after itself. An 

ageing population finds life hard enough without such necessary amenities disappearing.
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Subject: Gladstone Pottery Museum

I visited The Gladstone Pottery Museum last week and was most impressed by the whole 

experience.  Wasn't it wonderful that someone had the foresight to save these bottle kilns from demolition 

so that future generations may gain an insight as to how people in The Potteries lived and worked? I was 

devastated to hear that your council is considering cutting back on the very thing that brings the museum to 

life --- the demonstrators! You have something absolutely unique in Gladstone, there is nothing, either in the 

UK  or anywhere in the world like it. Surely, we need to be proud of our heritage and to cherish it  and 

promote it for generations to come, just as the people who saved it in the Sixties could foresee.  I urge you 

to think again and find elsewhere to make cuts in expenditure. For example, does the council really need to 

invest large sums of money in new council  buildings at this time?  

With reference to proposed  cuts to Trentham library.  I realise we are in a period of financial restraints, but I 

feel any  closure of the library at Trentham would be a massive blow to the area in view of the large number 

of retired residents that rely on the brilliant services that the library provides.

On a personal note, my 91 year old Mother, who is almost blind, is provided with a continues flow of talking 

books by the wonderful staff,for myself and my daughter to collect for her, and provide some brightness to 

her otherwise dark existence.      I hope that this appeal with I’m sure many others will be considered before 

any decision is made.

I am most perturbed on hearing from a friend that funding to the Gladstone Museum is under threat. 

 

My husband and I have been recommended to visit the museum because of the "hands on" opportunities 

and demonstrations of the processes involved in the manufacture of ceramics. I believe that it is so much 

more memorable to see what happened in authentic surroundings rather than to read about it, and so much 

less boring for children. 

 

As we live in Cornwall it is too far away for a day trip and we would certainly reconsider visiting the area 

should the demonstrations and "hands on" opportunities be curtailed or cease. 

 

I do hope you will reconsider the matter and continue to support the museum.

I am writing as a recent visitor to the Gladstone and The Potteries Museums.  On a July visit to the UK, I 

specifically created my itinerary in order to spend a few days in Stoke-on-Trent visiting that and surrounding 

cities.  My main reason for the visit was to experience the Gladstone and the Potteries Museums. 

 

I traveled from the USA and spent three days as a tourist in the area, thoroughly enjoying the opportunity to 

learn about the potteries and the rich history of the area.  

 

We were astonished by the offerings at Gladstone and spent a half day there and at The Potteries Museum.  

In addition to travel, lodging, food and admission expenses we also hired a local guide to help us get the 

most out of our visit.  Since our return to the US we have spoken with quite a few other US British pottery 

enthusiasts who shared similar experiences to ours.  

 

I recently read that there is a proposal on the table to eliminate some of the funding for these sites and want 

to let you know that we would never have visited or spent our tourist dollars in the area for second-rate 

museum experiences.  I hope you will continue to generously support the Museums and encourage those of 

us interesting in visiting the area to continue to spend out time and treasure with you.
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I come from Mullumbimby NSW Australia.  I spent 4 weeks in the UK in Sept/Oct this year.  A vital part of my 

trip was to visit the Gladstone Pottery Museum, British Ceramic Biennial, Stoke on Trent Potteries Museum 

and Art Gallery, Wedgewood, Moorcroft, Burleigh, Emma Bridgewater factories.  I stayed at a wonderful 

 B&B.

As a ceramic artist my sole reason for visiting Stoke was because of the remaining links to the world of 

ceramics.  I have visited the Gladstone Museum twice now.  Once in 2006 and then again in 2013.  It remains 

one of the highlights of any trip to Stoke on Trent and I should imagine it brings in many tourist dollars (or 

pounds in your money).  It lets people young and old, UK residents, locals and tourists alike learn about 

ceramics and the history of Stoke on Trent.  The revitalisation of Spode factory in the form of the recent 

exhibitions relating to the Biennial was fantastic.  The Royal Daulton factory broke my heart when I saw the 

state of disrepair. 

 

Please do all you can to make sure the Gladstone pottery Museum stays open.  I understand funding is an 

issue - It is all over the world.  But keeping the Musuem open is a service to locals and to tourists from all 

over the world.  I enjoyed spending every Dollar (pound) I spent in the Stoke area.

Please keep funding Gladstone Pottery Museum.

I was very saddened by the news that the City Council is considering reducing the funding for the Gladstone 

Pottery Museum.

 

I have visited on several occasions and taken the younger members of my family along. They were all 

impressed by the demonstrations and amazed at the people “in character” and ability to join in the 

activities.

 

Given that so much of the old industry has been lost and the undeniable place it had in the history of The 

Potteries, it would be a big loss if these cuts go ahead. It is also likely to reduce the number of visitors to the 

area and the money that they bring in which would seem to make such cuts self-defeating and lead to 

spiralling reductions in finances. 

 

I hope that the Council will consider this very carefully and try and find an alternative way of making cuts 

that will enable the museum to continue as far as possible on its current lines  despite the current financial 

difficulties.

I am a US citizen and have been all my life. I'm writing to in hopes ( along with many other people), writing 

about your intent/wish to tear down the Trent on Stoke Museum. 

Come UK. Don't become like the US and start tearing down or reducing funds for schools or treasured 

museums all for the sake of some profit making factory... Strip mall or anything that can eventually be built 

somewhere else. This museum can not! It is, or rather should be declared a National Treasure!!!!

Hopefully folks "across the pond" are organizing and fighting this and hopefully with better results than we 

have often had here in the US. 

I have not been to the UK YET. However, I certainly intend to one day. This wonderful museum is on my 

short list of places to visit. 

Don't fall victim to the "You don't know what you've got, til it's gone" syndrome!
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I am writing to you to urge you to maintain all of the current activities at this important museum .

 

i know that the City is having to travel into the future in economically challenging times and that difficult 

decisions have to be made, however I would argue that a strong museum heritage offer has to be a vital part 

of our regeneration.

 

I travel quite a lot and often meet people with an interest in ceramics and perhaps more importantly  

disposable Income that they would spend in the area if we enhanced our offer , in fact  I often hear them say 

why doesn't the City  do more to maximise its opportunity from heritage , they all say that they would visit 

and spend money if we could create a better experience .

 

That obviously requires passion, imagination, commitment and of course money which i know is currently at 

a premium .

 

However I urge you  to to remain strong in protecting the heritage and look for imaginative and creative 

ways to promote and enhance our museum offer .

 

Only last week i attended a really successful music event at Gladstone which was organised by Stoke people 

and featured local musicians , there is so much creativity in the City that can offer so much . Sometimes I do 

not feel that this is recognised  within the local authority amidst some of the challenges you face but it needs 

to be nurtured and encouraged and can also be a significant part of our future .

 

My view is that you need to put somebody in charge of developing our museum offer who has the passion , 

skill and who is also rooted in the community and develop this as part of the regeneration strategy .  

Surely money can be found from sources for example organisations in the city have received a significant 

Arts Council Grant , this money would seem perfect for this type of work rather than as it seems last year 

being spent on artists coming in from outside .

 

Please act with imagination and maintain these posts .

 

Thanks for reading 

As a Member of a Collectors Club my wife and I visit the Gladstone Museum on nearly every visit to the area - 

at least three times a year.  We have always found it to be very welcoming environment and although we do 

not do the tour having done it several times, we always visit the shop and generally buy something.  We see 

the Museum being something unique in Stoke's heritage and it would be a sad day if this jewel-in-your-

crown was to suffer cuts that would greatly diminish it's value as a tourist attraction.  It well deserves 

support from English heritage and/or lottery funds and we sincerely hope you will find a way to continue 

with the excellent service it provides.
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Gladstone Pottery Museum

I understand from reading the City Council budget report for 2014 that there may a threat to the 

continuation of the Gladstone Pottery Museum. As a tile historian and President of the Tiles and 

Architectural Ceramics Society, I have come to know the Gladstone Pottery Museum well over the past 40 

years and have seen it blossom from a local museum to one of national importance and international 

standing. 

It is one of the few museums in Britain (and Europe) where genuine links with the ceramics industry of the 

19th century are brought to life through buildings, bottle kilns, workshops, and dedicated ceramic galleries 

that focus on sanitary ware and tiles. It is the only museum in Stoke-on-Trent that has a dedicated Tile 

Gallery where the history of tiles from the medieval period until the present is clearly presented as a time-

line history. 

Visitors are also able to see things being made, handle clay and make things for themselves which are all 

memorable experiences to take away and help in the understanding of ceramic processes and the working 

conditions of adults and children during the last 200 years. 

I would like to urge Stoke-on-Trent City Council to reconsider its proposals to reduce or cut its funding for 

the Gladstone Pottery Museum and to keep its financial support at the present levels so that the Gladstone 

Pottery Museum can continue to function for the benefit of the citizens of Stoke-on-Trent and visitors from 

outside the local region and abroad.

I write with my concern over the proposed closure of Trentham library.

 

Trentham is always seen as an area not in great need of input as all the residents are perceived as quite well 

off.

 

However, there are also  a great many elderly people living in Trentham and I believe many of them have no 

independent transport.

 

Are these people to be deprived of a library at a time of their lives when they need contact and stimulus the 

most?

 

Access to books and other services available at Trentham library is essential for the wellbeing of its residents 

and I do urge you to do your sums again to enable this to remain open.

 

I do have  a car but have been in there more than once to obtain information, the staff are helpful and 

knowledgable and I would very much miss this facility.
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This week you and your council will convene to finalize a budget for the year ahead.

These are trying times and I commiserate with all involved in what will inevitably be a painful pruning 

exercise  -there will be hard choices.

 

For over a century Stoke-on-Trent was the World Capital of ceramics manufacture, surpassing even 

Jingdezhen in China.  Today fortunes and economies have turned round.  The Potteries' legacy, both artistic 

and technological, is only a very pale ember of its former blaze.  But history is cyclical.  Recent revolutions in 

ceramic-producing technology (especially the  isostatic press-moulding process ) will see the pendulum 

swing back in Europe's favour for mass-production wares while the fragmentation of over-sized 

conglomerates into smaller units should also see some benefit in the Potteries.  In Staffordshire residual 

expertise still survives -both human and material -but only by a whisker.

 

For the embers of Stoke to re-ignite it is essential that the institutions which still carry the potters' flame are 

not allowed to die;  the rich heritage of your world-famous region must be  maintained  not just for the pride 

and morale of your citizens; not just for incoming tourism; but as a tangible inspiration for those 

entrepreneurs and youngsters who, seeing the creations of their forefathers, will catch that spark which 

potentially rekindles the indigenous ceramic industry.  Your museums are a source of pride -to the Six 

Towns, to the County, and by no means least, to the rest of the United Kingdom.  It would be tragic indeed if, 

in the budget you are about to consider, you were to deliver a Ground Zero blow to the very museums which 

promote your past triumphs and your future potential.  Once closed or 'moth-balled' it is very difficult -and 

expensive - to revive such institutions.

It may seem easy or perhaps even impertinent for an outsider such as myself to make this plea but I have 

been involved with ceramic history for almost forty years, both professionally and as a broadcaster.  I have 

visited and filmed at the Gladstone Pottery Museum many times since it received the Museum of the Year 

Award;  I was involved back in the 1970s with the Inventory and Insurance Valuation of the (then) Hanley 

Museum; I have visited these and many other ceramic sites and  Staffordshire manufactories both as a 

professional Ceramics Historian and as a broadcaster;  I have brought numerous parties to visit -from the 

UK and abroad - and I have seen how your museums have brilliantly maintained your city's reputation and 

image, even at a time of economic downturn and retreat. It would be tragic if the heritage lifeline, with its 

potential as a catalyst for a coming renaissance, were now cut short. 

 

My next visit to the Potteries Museum (Hanley) will be as a guest lecturer on 14th January 2014 (11am).  I 

shall be free some time in the mid-afternoon should you or any of your colleagues wish to meet up 

afterwards.  But before then you have some difficult business ahead. On behalf of the many 

other Staffordshire enthusiasts whose eyes are upon you, I sincerely hope that you will retain and encourage 

illustrious beacons such as Gladstone and Potteries museums  -for your county and for the country at large. 
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I am strongly opposed to the proposed closure of Trentham Library, for the following reasons

 

1)the library is a very popular facility in Trentham, used by a wide range of households, including young 

families and older people.

 

2) the average council tax paid per household in Trentham is high and the library is the only council-funded 

community asset in Trentham itself. Residents of Trentham deserve the library and make good use of it.

 

3) the staff are excellent, offering a friendly and efficient service.

 

4) the location is convenient, easily accessible and offers ample parking

 

5) the annual costs of around £27,000 pa are insignificant in terms of the overall Council budget.

 

6) In this technological age, the reading of books is to be encouraged, not made more difficult.

I have visited the Gladstone Museum many times since it was opened, taking friends and family as well. I 

have heard only the highest praise for the Museum. I believe it is a great representation of the heart and 

soul of Stoke on Trent. It works and brings much needed money and visitors to this great city. Great soul 

searching should be under taken before proceeding with changes that may destroy this Museum it is after all 

your heritage. Destroy your heritage and you destroy your future. I would not describe Stoke as an attractive 

place though it has great people that made the best and some of the most beautiful ceramics in the world. It 

needs this Museum for the pride of its people. Be brave keep Gladstone it does work and will work for the 

future.

 I am writing in response to the proposed changes at the PMAG in the budget proposals 2014/2015.  The 

points below are based on my personal experiences over the last few years.

 

1.  The proposal to move the TIC to the museum.  When the TIC was part of the Potteries Centre I would 

often call in for information as I use the Potteries Shopping Centre car park.  Since it moved to the Victoria 

Hall I have only visited once as it is too far to walk when I am in Hanley shopping.  If it were to move to the 

PMAG it would be even further.  I feel, however, that it's present position, being near the bus station, makes 

it very handy for visitors to Hanley arriving by bus, perhaps from the railway station or long distance bus, and 

for local bus users. I feel that a move to the PMAG would make it less accessible, especially for visitors with 

luggage or those who have mobility problems.

 

2.  The proposal to alter the opening hours of the PMAG on Fridays.  Many schools and societies visit the 

PMAG in the morning and the late opening on Fridays would mean possibly less of these visits.  Also I am 

concerned as to how popular evening visiting would be.  To walk from either the bus station or the John 

Street car park in hours of darkness is not pleasant.  Even in daylight hours there are usually people sitting on 

the car park stairs smoking and drinking.  In fact, only last week when visiting the museum I had to pick my 

way through lots of broken bottle glass stretching down from Level 3.  (When I tried to find someone to 

report this to, I could find no one.). I feel that the only visitors to the museum would be people wanting to 

come in out of the cold and these may present a security risk.  I would be interested to know if the Council 

has considered interviewing people who use the TIC and the PMAG what they think of the proposals?  I only 

happened to see the consultation proposals when visiting the museum last week.

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.  I hope that you will seriously consider my remarks.
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With reference to the proposed closure of Trentham Library, I oppose this for the following points:

 

a.  It is one of the most used libraries in the city for its opening hours, surely this tell you how important it is 

to the people of Trentham.

b.  It is used by both young and old.  The elderly can at present walk to the library.  The young go for a story 

telling morning - surely we should be encouraging the little ones to use books.

c.  There is an on-shore car park.

d.  There are three computers for anyone to use (not everyone has access to a computer in their home)

e.  The Library staff are brilliant - informative and always there to welcome you.  If they have not got the 

book you require, then it is ordered and delivered for collection at Trentham.

 

Surely the people of Trentham deserve to keep their Library.

I am very disappointed to here of the proposed cuts to the demonstrators at Gladstone. The demonstrations 

at the museum bring the museum to life instead of just being a soulless heritage centre. Having been asked 

numerous times by visitors where they can go for a unique experience, I would always recommend 

Gladstone because of the ability to see the skills that have been lost throughout the city and which cannot 

be experienced any where else. 

 

Gladstone demonstrators are highly skilled within their area, not only demonstrating the skill but engaging 

with visitors and letting them have  ago as well.

 

My 5 year old son recently wanted to know all about the bottle kilns whilst walking near Etruria, the best 

place I could think to take him was Gladstone. I thought this would be a quick visit, as with all 5 year olds he 

soon gets bored. But he was fascinated with the whole experience, I practically had to drag him away from 

the lady throwing pots. He then went onto to do one of the craft activities. So if a heritage museum can hold 

a 5 year olds interest, it just shows what an excellent job the demonstrators and staff at the museum are 

doing.

 

It seems to money within the council should be spent supporting museums and attractions that are already 

working well, instead of putting money into new projects like Chelsea Flowershow. Has Stoke-on-Trent 

gained any contacts for business from attending Chelsea last year, if it has why hasn't that been celebrated?
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As a part time  employee of the Council  employed at Gladstone Pottery Museum & as a week end first 

person role player who will be affected by the proposals, I realise my comments may not appear to be 

objective. They are however from the heart.

 

I have been employed at the Museum since 1998. I have therefore seen the Museum adapt to many changes 

& transitions and have been impressed by the way in which all the staff at the Museum have risen to the 

many challenges presented to them over the years. 

 

As a result of economies made in earlier years, the staffing at the Museum is now pared back to a limit 

which, if reduced further would present Health & Safety risks to the public. The breadth of provision offered, 

with hands on demonstrators, social history interpretation and special heritage events enhances the already 

unique atmosphere of the Museum. Without the provision of demonstrators the public will be deprived of 

the opportunity to be part of the ‘’working Pottery’’ Museum atmosphere. Indeed it could not be called a 

working Pottery Museum without demonstrators.  Demonstrators are also a particularly important 

experience for group visitors such as schools & overseas visitors where interpretation is crucial. The Museum 

is not a suitable work space  for self employed pottery demonstrators & even if it were,  the take up is 

unlikely to be able to offer the  skills we currently have available. Self employed workers also would not be 

prepared to offer the ‘’have a go’’ experiences we currently offer to the public as they would be trying to 

earn a living producing their own work.

 

The Museum & Stoke on Trent as a whole has had the benefit of a number of special projects & grants to 

extend and enrich the City’s Museum experience for the public. The Council has a responsibility to protect 

and enhance the results of the money it has been awarded. For example the stunning Tile & Flushed with 

Pride Galleries, The Dr’s house, the new video bases, the extended & refurbished bottle oven provision. If 

the Museum experience is diminished with either less  on offer to the public or further restrictions in 

Museum hours it could I believe be regarded as a dereliction of duty by the Council to protect the City’s 

heritage and effectively manage the special monies awarded to it in the recent past.

I believe the Council has to look elsewhere for the savings or decide to move towards not agreeing to accept 

the budget restrictions being placed on it by National Government. I applaud the efforts to try to bring the 

Potteries to the wider public by events such as the Chelsea flower show but we will have nothing left to 

show the visiting public if these heritage cuts are allowed to continue. Similarly if there is to be a longer term 

future for the Museum under the direction of a Trust (not something I think is a good idea personally) the 

Council will have nothing to market to a Trust for them to take over if the Gladstone Museum is diminished 

any further. It is largely the day to day efforts, multi tasking  & team work of the Museum employees & the 

loyal band of volunteers which have  ‘kept the show on the road ‘ up to this point.

 

I appreciate the opportunity to state my views & I hope it will be noted that these are concerns which cover 

a much wider remit than the possible loss of my own post at the Museum.
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I am appalled to hear that the budget proposals could lead to the possibility of closing Trentham Library, 

which is very important to local residents. This should be quite obvious from the number of visits to our little 

hut and the quantity of books loaned. However, our library is not important to us just in terms of books; it is 

also a central point for distributing local information and is important for internet access as many older 

people are still without their own computers etc. Additionally, it is used for toddler groups and getting very 

young children interested in reading. This should be considered a priority as it helps towards improving 

educational standards.  There are quite a few elderly residents living in the locality of the Trentham Library. 

For those who cannot drive, the current site is ideal as there are no hills to climb, and the premises can be 

reached by taking a leisurely stroll. For those residents with vehicles, the site is also ideal as it has its own 

parking facilities. There are no other premises in Trentham which would be entirely fit for purpose. 

 Trentham residents pay a substantial amount in council tax yet seem to miss out on amenities. There is no 

other social hub in the area and I feel that facilities should be extended rather than cut.  The land at the side 

of the current library also provides a right of way to the Scout Hut and nearby properties. I note from the 

consultation document that it is proposed to spend an additional £600,000 on repairing potholes. While I 

agree that maintenance is a necessity, I cannot understand why so much is wasted on ineffective repairs. To 

quote an example: Trentley Road, Allerton Road and Parkwood Avenue have all recently had potholes filled 

so inefficiently that the work has broken up within 2 or 3 weeks of repair, and I witnessed a team of about 6 

men "working?!" on one pothole near to the library.  They seem to be doing such a poor job that they are 

creating a never-ending supply of work! We have not yet had a really cold spell this winter so the poor 

workmanship cannot be blamed on frost or ice.  Is the extra £600,000 really essential or are we simply 

paying more because of shoddy work? It is particularly galling as this amount is far in excess of maintaining 

our library, which I believe costs approximately £3,000 per annum plus £24,000 for staff wages.  Also on 

page 8 of the consultation document, under the heading "Effective City Council" is a declaration "We will 

support our vulnerable residents........"  Helping to maintain our library as a social hub fits well within

these aims as it goes some way towards helping the vulnerable to practice a healthy lifestyle. Social contact 

and learning play an important role in achieving a healthy lifestyle as described within "Five Ways to Well-

being", published by the New Economics Foundation and promoted by NHS partnerships and Local 

Authorities.

 I am writing in response to your proposal to abandon the support system in sheltered housing.

We have lived here in Bradeley Village for 2 years and up to the point of receiving this news we were 

reasonably content with our situation.

I have suffered several strokes and my mobility is severely affected, my husband works long hours and I am 

on my own quite a bit.

When we moved in here we were assured that the support system was second to none and this has been 

proved several times when our neighbours have needed help.

The fact that the system is in existence is very reassuring and my husband can go to work knowing that I can 

call for help at any time.

If the support system is removed this could drastically affect our way of life.

If your proposals go ahead will the following things happen?

Will the alarm systems will be discontinued?

Will Staffs Housing staff will be made redundant?

Will there will be no in-house support at all?

Will you please try to give me answers to these facts?

Please consider the fact that the majority of people in sheltered housing are here because they NEED this 

support and as long term rate payers in this city I think we are entitled to support and answers.
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I am writing with regard to the proposed cuts to Trentham Library. I have been onto the website, and can 

find little helpful information about how to respond to the consultation via the website, so will e-mail this 

response instead.

I, like many Trentham residents are dismayed at the prospect of the library service being either reduced or 

completely withdrawn. As the parent of two young children, I am a regular used of Trentham Library and 

through visiting the library my children have learnt to love books, and learnt to read. Given that levels of 

literally in Stoke on Trent are below average, being introduced to books and toddler story times and rhyme 

times is a crucial stage in their development.

Children who miss out on this early introduction to books fare far worse later on. When my son started in 

reception this year, I was amazed to discover that the teachers need to teach some children how to respect 

books, how to turn pages, follow and comprehend a story, because they have not been read to before. This 

is an area that needs improving and enhancing, not reducing. My youngest son, will start school already 

being able to read (he is 3.5 years old). Thanks to input from myself and a whole host of suitable library 

books for him, he has a reading age of about 9 already. I could not have achieved this without going to the 

library on a weekly basis and involving him at such a young age in choosing books, and picking up on the 

things his older brother was looking at.

When we have visited the library, not only have we enjoyed the experience because we have been given a 

warm welcome and help where we needed it, but also we have noticed that it is always busy. It is not just 

young families and pensioners that use it either. If anything, I’d wished that it was open longer, because now 

my oldest child is at school, the times are more difficult for me.

I understand that the council has difficult decisions to make, and perhaps there might be other options that 

could be considered that might help to keep the library open? 

If running the building is an issue, would it be possible to re-home the library somewhere else, in shared 

premises? There must be other buildings that are not used to full capacity within Trentham.

 I notice that the Clayton library building also has the Children’s Centre within it. 

Would it be possible to charge for some library services to help with the costs? This happens in other areas 

of the country. I know not everyone would be happy about it, but it would be preferable to losing the service 

or job cuts. Are there other services that the library could offer and charge for, to help generate income e.g. 

toy library?

It would be a real shame if the library closed. It has been far more useful to me and my family than other 

services, such as children’s centres, which I have found really disappointing, generally run by unhelpful 

people, with little opportunity for my children to learn anything. I’d rather see those services go, and the 

library stay open. Having the library staffed by volunteers is one option you seem to be looking at. 

Volunteers can enhance the service, but your current paid staff are really professional and do not deserve to 

lose their jobs, and I’m not sure that a voluntary team would run it as smoothly. 

I hope I’ve made some suggestions that may be of use.
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I find very difficult to understand why the idea of closing the Trentham library should be even considered.

At a public meeting held last week it was stated that a saving of approximately £3,000 would be sufficient to 

prevent closure. £3000 saving to prevent the closing one of the most used libraries seems to be a bizarre 

situation.

The population of Trentham has a large percentage of retired persons and the library is seen as a convenient 

and welcoming meeting place as well as providing a quite superb library service.

Trentham has no other meeting place, the community hall was lost some years ago and generally speaking 

Trentham is devoid of community help from our council.

A grant was used to provide a Sure Start Centre that now stands empty for days and even weeks on end but 

a library that is used by over 17,000 visitors a year is now under threat of closure.

The idea of using one of the "central large libraries" is totally unattractive to the majority of the Trentham. 

The time required to travel to one of these facilities is disproportionate to the service provided. Who wants 

to carry up to 10 books at a time to the middle of Hanley or God forbid Longton! Car owners have difficulty 

in parking and probably would need to pay parking fees while bus users must anticipate a round trip in 

excess of 2 hours to change a few books!

The local library is the most economical and green solution to providing a fantastic service to all age groups.

I am - along with my husband and 7yo son - an annual membership holder of Gladstone Pottery Museum, 

and we visit every few months. My son invariably tries his hand at something and I have a growing collection 

of flowers and pots. My 2yo daughter is itching to be big enough to have a go too.Seeing the enjoyment 

derived from having a go at skills my forefathers mastered, I naturally find it the worst kind of 'cut your nose 

off to spite your face' politics to suggest replacement of the paid demonstrators for self employed artists and 

craftspeople at our award winning museum. How can someone who will be vividly aware of the time = 

money maxim give the same explanation of the techniques to visitors? I say that as a long time self 

employed person.I have no doubt that the finger will be firmly pointed at the government (as a 

Conservative, I am regularly 'advised' by Labour cllrs to ask my 'boss' David Cameron to give us more money 

if I am unhappy with the cuts being made or suggested) as being behind this saving, however I am sure there 

are many areas where there are less damaging cuts to be made.You can be assured that I will be voting 

against this proposal.

I understand that as progress regarding the part of a cost-cutting exercise Stoke City Council is looking for 

savings of £3000 on the running of Trentham Library. I sincerely hope that this level of saving can be made 

without any threats of closure of Trentham Library.

 

The Library is a valuable centre of community life in Trentham. As well as providing reading opportunities to 

its many borrowers it also gives stimulus to young children and their carers; provides internet access to local 

people who may otherwise be profoundly disadvantaged if they do not have this at home; and offers a very 

useful array of self-help literature for those with a variety of problems.

 

I can see no reason why the necessary savings cannot be made by reducing opening hours, which, though 

regrettable, would be much more acceptable than closure.  I hope that due consideration will be given to 

this viewpoint in any consultations over the Library's future.

Trentham residents contribute greatly to the Council budget. Our only sectarian facility is the library, please 

keep it open.

I would like to object to your proposal to close Trentham library.  I'm 81 years old & am reticent at using 

buses anymore after suffering a stroke this summer.

With reference to your enclosed letter, I am writing to say that as my hsuband and myself are in our mid 

sixties we are both able-bodied.  Therefore we have no real need for the 24hr alarm system or the support 

service.

Also as we are in receipt of housing benefit anyway, there is no way we could afford to pay for it ourselves.  

We hope his helps in some way as feedback.
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Regarding proposals re stopping funded community alarm system.

I feel at the moment quite safe and reassured having the alarm system in my flat, I am disabled and deaf.  I 

have used the alarm system on 3 occasions and would feel this would be the end and I would feel lost 

without it as I have no family in this area to contact in an emergency.

Regarding proposals for stopping funds for support services.

The support service to me is invaluable, the support staff do many different things to support me, not just 

helping with a letter or phone call or bill its other things too.  I have a better feeling of security when support 

staff are on duty, they support in general matters when needed.

I'm writing to you to express my concern that you are proposing cutting funding to S.H.A.  I moved into 

Alhambra Court due to my deteriorating medical conditions knowing there is a manned 24hr pull cord 

system, so I could get help as and when needed.  Whilst I have lived here I have had a lot of support from the 

staff dealing with a variety of issues, eg H.B, grab rails, form filling and applying for housing related grants as 

I had virtually nothing when I moved in.  I have been assisted with writing letters and making phone calls.  I 

could not have managed all this alone.  I also moved into sheltered housing as I felt the security would give 

me peace of mind.  I feel very strongly that if this funding is removed my life would be out at risk.  

Re proposals for community alarm system

I need this as I have astma attacks and have used this several times and also my blood pressure is very high.  

If this was not funded I would feel worried about who would be able to help me as no family around here.  

Re proposals for removing funding for support

I need a support worker all the time, my English is not good I need someone to translate letters and make 

phone calls when I feel low and need sometimes to speak to them about how I am feeling and get support 

from them.

Re council proposals

1 - emergency alarm system

2 - no longer pay for suppor services at Hanover House

This will affect myself in every way.  I need the alarm system as when I fall I can't get up again and I have to 

wait until someone comes to help get me up.  The alarm system makes me feel secure in my home and I rely 

on this for my safety and health.

If the support service wasn't here which I depend on I need help from my support workers as they complete 

paperwork and check daily on me and that I am ok as I had a brain tumor and a stroke and accepted a flat 

here as I knew support was available for me.  I would feel very isolated if this was stopped.  I have asked my 

support worker to write this letter for me as after my stroke I have lost the use of my right hand and right 

leg.

52 responses relating to Keep our Support Workers
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I wish to express my horror on the proposed redundancies of the demonstrators at Gladstone Pottery 

Museum.   I am an ex employee of Stoke on Trent City Council having worked at Gladstone for 11 years.  In 

my time there it was a great pleasure and privilege to work alongside the craftspeople who put Stoke on the 

map.  Gladstone is such a wonderful heritage site for the area and a major tourist attraction.  It is a working 

museum and as such needs demonstrators to portray the skills of making pottery and how the industry 

evolved from the days of the coal fired bottle ovens.  This is the strength of Gladstone - the very heart of a 

bygone era which must be kept alive.

 

  I personally know the people concerned and how passionate they are about working in such a unique 

setting.  I visited Chelsea Flower Show this year to see the Stoke on Trent Garden.  The most beautiful part of 

the garden being the bone china flowers fired onto bricks.  These flowers were handmade at Gladstone. 

 How is it that there is no financial restraint to fund an entry in the Chelsea Flower Show when people's jobs 

are being cut due to budget restrictions?

 

There is so little heritage left in Stoke I find it hard to believe Stoke on Trent could destroy such a valuable 

asset.

Being aware of the Stoke on Trent Council's forthcoming budget review I would like to comment on the 

proposals for the Gladstone Pottery Museum. I understand there will be fewer hands-on possibilities for 

visitors during the factory tours as it would appear that staff demonstrators will be made redundant. 

Providing more space for self employed workers will not fill the gap left by the present system of 

demonstrators. The Gladstone gives visitors, interested in the history of the potteries, a unique opportunity 

to not only see the factory as a working piece of our heritage but to sample the skills for themselves. The 

Potteries Museum in Hanley has a wonderful collection of ceramics from the area but it is static. The 

Gladstone complements this admirably with action.

I am the chairman of the Shelley Group. This is a collectors society for the products of the Shelley (formerly 

Wileman) pottery. It has charitable status with objectives for research and education for the public. In 2011 

the Group staged a two week major exhibition "The Story of Shelley Potteries", opened by the Lord Mayor of 

Stoke-on-Trent, in the education room at the Gladstone Pottery Museum. This attracted visitors from the 

local area but also from as far afield as Australia, New Zealand, America and Canada. These visitors also 

toured the museum and many were moved to express to us what a marvelous experience it was for them, 

including the chance to try their hand at various skills. A number of visitors were ex-Shelley workers.

Since the exhibition we have held three "tea parties" at the Gladstone for ex-workers of Shelley and their 

families. These have been not only enjoyable for all but also educational for the Group with tales of work at 

Shelley in the 50s and 60s.

We are all aware of the lack of funds within county and city councils but I sincerely hope that you will 

continue to support the Gladstone pottery Museum for the unique position it holds not only in Stoke on 

Trent but in the world. Stoke is the home of the potteries and the Gladstone ranks with other monuments to 

our industrial history, as a site worthy of World Heritage recognition. Please do not take actions that may 

reduce the attraction of the living experience of the tours and jeopardise the future of the Gladstone.
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I was involved with the sale at Sotheby’s Belgravia of the Wenger (of glaze and enamel fame) Museum in 

1971. For many years afterwards we heard rumblings of discontent that the Museum was not preserved for 

part of Stoke’s heritage. In the intervening years so much more has been lost – and now Gladstone teeters.

 

I also have been involved with numerous Stoke-related events and functions, talks at the Hanley Museum, 

talks for Traudi Plesche, sadly no longer with us, fund-raising for Gladstone and Wedgwood and so on. Pots 

are in my blood, Stoke is in my blood and the Gladstone Museum encapsulates it. 

 

If there is any chance of saving the Museum, please, please do so. It is too late for me – I’m near dead – but I 

think only of the future generations of the young of Stoke: those who will make it live.

 

I wish you all the best

As a visitor to the museum I find that the proposals to do away demonstrations and have-a-go activities is 

not only short sighted but against the modern trend to enrich the museum/art experience. Interaction with 

the public is an enriching experience with the visitor much more likely to return or to advise friends to visit. 

 

One has to be a philistine to even contemplate this kind of proposal!

Firstly and this may surprise you, I would like to applauded the city council regarding its careful consideration 

of housing related support service investment. Whilst I would not want to see any cuts in this vital area of 

work I do recognise the acute position Local Authorities are in post credit crunch alongside this governments 

 lack of support and recognition for the good works of LA.  I work nationally with the YMCA federation and 

pick up intelligence from a wide range of people and places. Yes we have some difficult issues to face but 

compared to other authorities handling of this investment Stoke have been fair, reasonable and 

proportionate. 

 

I think the VFM and the social impact of housing support services has been proven, it is the social glue that 

holds community together and allows individuals to begin their journey into being part of those 

communities.    Other support services in my view can be focused too narrowly on the individual I think 

housing support services understand that individuals have to relate to a wider community and be helped to 

engage. They also recognise that helping people towards independence and employment has a journey 

element and they are able to flex and response to those changing needs. I think the council has to consider 

that further cuts could /would be problematic. E.g. Birmingham LA went for cheap unit price 

decommissioned all SP services, brought in cheaper suppliers ( most of whom can’t really do it and are 

walking off)  thinking they were going to save £ms. Birmingham has 1200 young people in B and B costing 

more. Derby City decommissioned all SP services   all homeless young people are now referred to the safe 

guarding panel. 

 

I would ask that impact assessments to be made before any further cuts are considered  
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I am writing with regard to the possible threat to Trentham Library under the 2014 budget cuts.

 

At a public meeting on 9th December, our two city independent councillors for Hanford and Trentham ward 

helped to outline the situation with regard to Trentham Library.  

 

Many sensible points were made by residents as follows:

 

Councillors Peter Hayward and Terry Follows introduced the topic.

The head teacher at Trentham High, was introduced. She had provided the venue and said that school 

governors had decided there would be no charge for use of the school facilities for residents' meetings.

MV had produced a Powerpoint presentation detailing key facts.

A and M distributed sign-in sheets for those present.

 

67 residents attended the meeting! 10 had sent apologies for absence.

 

Cllr Hayward presented the Powerpoint.

 

Due to council cuts Trentham library is under medium threat of closure.

 

The library is not just a hut, it is a freely accessible community asset. As a library, it of course lends books, 

but is more than that; there are toddler classes, story time sessions and silver surfers. The rumour in the 

council is that library services will be centralised in Hanley with books distributed out to other areas.

Trentham library is one of the most used in the city for its size. The annual running costs are £3,000 for the 

building and £24,000 for staffing. There is a real and sustained threat of closure if nothing is done.

 

A resident asked why the hours couldn't be cut instead of closing the library?

Cllr Hayward said the council does want comments and alternative suggestions and in discussions so far it 

seems they may be willing to provide librarians and database access if they can get rid of the building.

 

There is a 20th December 2013 deadline for the council to decide cuts to the library service so that is also 

the deadline for asset rationalisation and a business plan. £3,000 would need to be raised but this could be 

done over a few years. Cllr Hayward said if this can be done, then the community would have the existing 

building and may also be able to raise money to add extra space to the building for community use.

 

A resident pointed out that we are rate payers so aren't we entitled to the library?

 

Cllr Hayward explained that the council are only obliged to provide a library service but this could be 

centralised in Hanley.

 

A resident asked if Trentham library could be relocated to the children's centre in Hanford?

 

Cllr Hayward said that the council had planned to close children's centres but didn't because the government 

would in that case claw back funds. There are considerable parking problems at the children's centre.

 

A resident asked if Trentham library could be relocated to Trentham High School?
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Cllr Hayward said that would depend on ongoing support from the head and governors and parking would 

need to be considered.

 

There was a discussion of cutting the library hours, this can save a bit on staffing costs but not too much as 

there has to be two staff.

 

A resident reported that in the 1980s the library only opened on Tuesdays and Fridays, 3-7pm and was a 

third of the current size but was still very well used.

Cllr Hayward said in defence of the council, in other areas of the country other solutions such as asset 

transfer to communities were being used and our council is doing the same.

 

A resident asked, given that we are rate payers and the library is already 'ours' why do we have to buy it 

again?

Cllr Follows outlined 3 different options:

Keep the library where it is.

Sell 2 building plots from the grassed area by the library and use the money to keep the library going for a 

while.

Move the library to Trentham High and sell 5 building plots from that site, using the money to keep the 

library going longer. The head is agreeable provided there is no cost to the school.

 

Cllr Hayward was keen to start asset transfer to the community on account of the short deadline.

 

A resident commented that the council plans do not make financial sense because to centralise the library 

and send out ordered books, the costs must be astronomical.
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A resident said things should be left as they are. Although government has reduced funding for councils, our 

council has no justification to close Trentham library in order to make a very small saving when he said 

millions of pounds are being spent on Ingestre Square, the public sector and new build.

 

Cllr Follows said the council think we don't need things in Trentham because they view us as having big 

houses and several cars.

 

A resident asked why the council can't bring in money from the massive debts owed to them in council tax 

and rent arrears?

 

Cllr Hayward pointed out that although he and Cllr Follows are in political opposition in the council, he 

admits that debt collection rates are improving.

 

Cllr Hayward suggested we should put forward a proposal for Trentham library that the council would be 

embarrassed to refuse.

A resident said a pragmatic solution is needed to force the council into a corner. He suggested the council be 

asked to grant ownership of the entire library plot to the community so some could then be sold to run the 

library for ~10 years. This could be 'too difficult' for the council, in which case they can leave the library as it 

is.

 

Cllr Follows said he had already suggested this to the council but has not received a response as yet.

 

A resident, drawing on experience from her work, said that Hanford and Trentham has the least number of 

activity groups for older people in the city.

 
A resident suggested that as the data show that 33,000 books are borrowed from Trentham library each 

year, if each person paid 10p per book, the £3,000 would easily be raised.

Cllrs Follows and Hayward said that given the huge turnout at this meeting we can surely keep Trentham 

library and keep it on its current site. What is needed is a working group of 4-5 people for ~12 months to 

arrange asset transfer. Cllr Hayward said there will be more and more cuts year on year so it is best to take 

the library into community ownership in order to keep it.

 

A resident asked how the council manage to waste so much money?

 

A resident said there are 30 'clowns' – Labour councillors, agreeing to every cut. He wants the lot out. We 

have two good independent councillors fighting them who will always be outvoted.

 

Cllr Hayward said that a business plan for asset transfer does not generally have to go to a council vote, if it 

did we would be in dire straits.

 

Cllr Follows said the council have experience of Trentham residents and how much they are capable of 

fighting, because we fought to save Trentham High School and won.

 

Cllr Hayward said Trentham is not seen as a 'soft touch'.

 

A resident asked how we can present our plans to the council by 20th December?

Cllr Hayward said we need ~6 residents to help with the plan, especially those with business experience. Cllr 

Hayward said he can then collate a general package by 20thDecember. Then there can be more meetings to 

sort out the details.
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A resident said it is important to initiate a plan in order to avoid falling under the 'savings' for this year's 

budget.

 

A resident said the solution seems to be to have residents volunteer to maintain the building, rather than 

volunteer in the library, as the council would provide the staff.

 

A resident said there are sources of grant money that can be obtained.

 

A resident asked for the land to be kept as well as the building.

 

A resident said the older generation could have difficulty going to a library elsewhere. He didn't think the 

council motivation in closing Trentham library is to save money, he thought they want to make money by 

selling the land.

 

A resident said very young children use the library as well and like to browse physical books rather than just 

view them on the computer.

 

Cllr Hayward said a local girl had used the library and won a prize for a Christmas card design.

 

A resident said we have skills, ability and a good mix of people in our area, so have the power to save the 

library.

 

Cllr Follows said if we can't keep the library where it is, It has been agreed it can come to Trentham High 

School. The head said they only have a very small library.

 

A resident said the library needs both books and computers.

A resident said that some people use the computers at the library to develop their skills.

A resident was concerned that although the current head is agreeable to the library being in the school, 

without any offence, the situation may change some years later.

 

A resident said Trentham library is our last community building and we need to keep it.

 

Cllr Hayward said that only 40% of people communicate with the council via computer.

 

A resident said that the value of the library to the community, from toddlers to life long learning, should be 

mentioned in the business plan.

 

Ann would take a note of residents willing to help with the business plan. Cllrs Follows and Hayward assured 

residents that they would lead the plan and liaise with the council but the substance of it needs to come 

from the community.

 

A resident said that the library staff had told him it was 'done and dusted' that Trentham library would close.

 

Cllrs Hayward and Follows said it certainly wasn't a done deal. They also said that amongst the libraries in 

the city, Trentham has only medium threat because the saving would be such a small amount.

 

A resident asked for publicity in The Sentinel.

 

A resident said if we have a good community facility we can put on more events for older people.
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A resident said there are always people using the 3 computers in the library and that David Cameron wants 

everyone to have computer access and skills. The library could be expanded to help this and we should 

certainly make the point that computer access should not be cut off.

 

A resident said other areas have good facilities and there are funding sources we could use.

 

A resident referred to reports on the elderly and an emphasis on loneliness, the library is really helpful to 

combat this.

Cllr Hayward said the top two reasons why people like Trentham library are the parking available and the 

friendliness of the staff.

 

Cllr Hayward encouraged people to submit letters to the council for their budget consultation, protesting 

any planned closure of Trentham library. Last year there were only ~800 letters from the whole city, so a 

large number from Trentham would be helpful.

 

Two types of volunteers were requested:

business plan working party

ongoing library volunteers maybe needed in the future.

 

It was unanimously agreed that the business plan should focus on keeping the library building on its current 

site.

 

When asked how people had found out about the meeting, very many had found out from the poster in 

Trentham library!

A vote of thanks was given to MV for producing the posters and Powerpoint presentation.

 

13 people volunteered for the business plan working party and there were plenty of ongoing volunteers also.

 

Personally I think that libraries are something the council should be providing.  I can understand that if 

libraries are not well used then questions should be asked (1) Is the library moving with the times and 

providing internet access and community events?  If not, try this before closing. (2) Do people genuinely not 

want such a facility?  If that is the case then close it.  But in the case of Trentham, the library is much 

wanted, very well used and 67 is a very good turn out of residents concerned about its future.  The outcome 

of the meeting was that residents want the library building and land transferred to us, I agree.  Whilst I think 

councils should provide such services, I have more faith in my local community than the council to make the 

best of this library and plan properly for its long term future.  As you can see from the above, there are 

plenty of volunteers to progress this issue.  There is also considerable scope for improving facilities. 

Residents pointed out various ways of raising money that we could potentially use for expanding the library 

such that community events could be held there and it could become a good community centre.  It is pitiful 

that the council is reluctant to spend the £3,000 required annually for the upkeep of the building, especially 

when millions of pounds are being squandered elsewhere, but if the council won't support this library, let 

the local community do it!

 

Please ensure this feedback is included in further budget considerations of the council.

I understand that the Stoke Council propose to stop all demonstrations and "have a go activities" in the 

Gladstone Pottery Museum. We visited the museum last summer and enjoyed " throwing a pot" and talking 

to the ladies who were painting beautiful flowers on cups and saucers. We found the Gladstone extremely 

interesting and educational.  It would be a shame if youngsters could not enjoy and learn from some of the 

activities held there.
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Thank you for your response. To employ 'no demonstrators' at Gladstone would kill it. Have you read 

Tripadvisor? It is the one reason people go!

 

I can appreciate that savings must be made, but I seriously hope you come up with a better solution than 

this. 

 

This summer I will be exhibiting photos taken at Gladstone in the Barnaby Art Trail in Macclesfield based on 

the idea of 'the spirit of the child' and how Gladstone currently supports that so well. It would be such a 

shame to have to tell visitors to my exhibition that the spirit of the child has been killed in Gladstone due to 

funding cuts.

I welcome this opportunity to respond to Stoke-on-Trent City Council’s budget consultation. While I do fully 

recognise the need for the City Council to make savings as a result of Government cuts, I would like to again 

stress my belief that the importance of protecting the most vulnerable in our society should be central to the 

Council’s proposals. 

 

The scale and magnitude of the cuts are such that a whole new strategic approach is needed for the redesign 

and planning of services.  I don’t see how the process that the council is using to establish what cuts are 

made is fit for purpose for the whole strategic change that is needed.  Faced with such large cuts in central 

government funding, only such a strategic approach will enable the Council to deliver more with less. 

 

I would also like to raise my concerns regarding the consultation process itself.  Given the fundamental 

importance of the proposals contained in the Budget, it is vital that the Council’s clearly sets out its priorities 

and that the consultation process itself is transparent, accessible to all so that people are able to engage 

with and comment on the proposals.  

 

I also believe that the lack of detail in the budget proposals means that it is difficult to comment effectively 

on many of the proposals. For example, the proposal to make savings by realigning Youth Offending Service 

roles states simply that this will be done through “general efficiencies across the whole youth offending 

service” without giving any specifics about what these might be or how they might impact upon the service.  

The Council should provide greater detail in order that the public can better understand the proposals and 

engage more fully with them.  

 

I do also have a number of more specific issues I would like to raise with regard to the proposed budget.
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‘Supporting People’

 

The budget proposals include a cut to the ‘Supporting People’ budget of £500,000 per year. There are real 

concerns that this would see the removal of vital services such as, for example, emergency alarms for those 

in sheltered accommodation. In short, a reduction in real-terms support for some of those most in need. 

 

Furthermore, the lack of detail of what services will be altered by the cut in funding is an issue of concern. 

Stating that the saving will be made on those services which have “the least impact on vulnerable groups” 

does not in itself provide for this.  Furthermore, there is no detail whatsoever on how the cuts in the second 

year are to be achieved.  

 

There needs to be clarity and public dialogue on which services will be under threat and details on how the 

impact will be measured. 

There also seems to be an underlying contradiction in the priorities of the Budget. The Council are, on the 

one hand, suggesting that they’re focusing on prevention measures (such as in terms of dementia) and 

investing in upgrading their sheltered housing provision to enable to live independently for longer, but on 

the other they are removing elements of that very provision, such as emergency alarms.  Housing providers 

help people with dementia live independently for longer, delaying the need for residential care and 

preventing unnecessary hospital admissions. But at the same time cuts are being made to both sheltered 

housing and care homes.

 

We are now increasingly reliant upon voluntary and third sector organisations to meet the needs of many in 

the city, yet at the same time their income is being considerably reduced both locally and nationally. 

Consequently, many are steadily becoming less able to deal with the additional problems created by the cuts 

that the Council are forced to impose in other areas. 
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I would, then, like to ask whether or not procurement and commissioning could be focused in such a way 

that would support local voluntary and third sector organisations to continue their work within Stoke-on-

Trent? This should be done in a cross cutting way that maximises funds and reduces the impact on services. 

 

The Economy

 

The Council are absolutely right to focus on supporting the local economy as a means of generating new jobs 

and income for the city. However, there are issues in this area that I feel need to be reviewed.

 

Regarding the appointment of Capita as the City Council’s ‘procurement partner’, I feel that it is important 

firstly to know how much money has been spent on securing this contract and, secondly, what consideration 

was given to local companies in the bidding process.

In terms of job creation, how are particular employers being encouraged to establish themselves in the city 

to create a more varied local workforce? As a city, we need to bring in sustainable, skilled and long-term jobs 

and avoid a reliance on more insecure retail positions. I firmly believe that more could be done to encourage 

renewable energy projects and green industry into the City, which could provide the new jobs we badly need 

as well as building a stronger, more sustainable local economy. 

I feel that Council does also need to recognise both the cultural and commercial value of the arts and 

heritage to the City. By cutting the tourism budget and ruling out any involvement in Visit England campaigns 

and regional marketing, the Council appear to be removing the support for these institutions which have 

made and do make such a significant contribution to our identity. Stoke-on-Trent has a unique offering to 

visitors and its ceramics heritage continues to be a real draw to tourists from all over the world.  In the 

absence of a tourism budget consideration needs to be given to how the city can continue to attract visitors 

given the large contribution visitors make to the local economy. This is particularly true given the Budget’s 

proposals to cease providing any funding to the British Ceramics Biennial. 

The Council should prioritise the importance of sports facilities and set out its policy on sport.  I would 

support greater involvement for local football teams in extending the use of the Bradeley pitches. I would 

support local management if it means increasing access for local teams. 

It is also more important than ever that the Council develops the capacity to secure national and European 

funding to support the continued development of industry and the arts in the City. It is hugely important that 

we are able to draw upon European Regional Development Fund grants and this is an area in which the 

Council absolutely needs to invest in its staff.

The budget document does not appear to prioritise funding for staff who will bid for these funds and ensure 

that the needs of communities in all six towns of the city will be met. 

 

The extent of central government cutbacks to local authority funding and attacks on public services, coupled 

with demographics and reductions in central government resources for the NHS, means that we have to 

rethink our whole approach to public service provision.  This will mean more pooled resources and the 

governance arrangements to match.  Yet the budget consultation appears to be based on ‘salami slicing’ 

budgets rather than collaborative working with the private, independent and voluntary sector to redesign 

services to do more with less.  

re with less.  

your extra care proposal is just not on and is morally wrong, you are dealing with flesh and blood human 

beings here, as usual your priorities are insane, how can  you even think of spending  4,500 quid on a flower 

show  in london put that money in your extra care budget.  people or flowers there should be no contest.get 

real .
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It was with a sense of doom that I picked up the leaflet about loss of demonstrations and have-a-go 

activities.

Every year my friend and her 8 year old son from Wrexham and myself from Nottingham meet half way at 

the Pottery.   We have coffee and cake followed by our usual tour of the museum.   The 8 year old, makes a 

pot every year for his grandma and a flower in the next workshop.   Thomas talks very intelligently to the 

adults and and both enjoy their time spent ‘making’ something.   We then go to the painter and he paints 

whatever takes his fancy from the crate.   His efforts at pot throwing are extremely good.   Mine come 

nowhere near his!   By this time we are hungry and stay for lunch and visit the shop.

I am sure many children get their first hands-on experience at Gladstone, as this is not something which 

happens in Primary Schools.   What a shame to lose this wonderful facility from such dedicated potters and 

painters and what a shame for children to lose out on the fact that ‘real’ people actually create a lot of what 

we see in shops.

If this facility was withdrawn we would not go and the cafe, the potters, the painters and museum curators 

would – plus ourselves – miss out on a wonderful experience.

I'm writing to you after hearing that there might be some doubt about the future of Gladstone Pottery 

Museum.

 

My wife and I visited you area for the first time earlier this year and were greatly impressed by the museum - 

so much so that we spent the whole day there, including having lunch, having only intended to go there for a 

short visit - so fascinating was it. Indeed I was moved to write about it in a blog. What was so unusual was to 

have a complete factory site and with very knowledgeable people to bring it to life - more interesting to us 

than simply looking at the final products to come out of the factories. The exhibit on WC's was also excellent 

and I felt more could be made of this as it has been so important a development in our history. 

 

I realise these are difficult times for any council but I do think that this museum - along with the various 

other attractions such as the museum where we saw the hoard make for a really interesting range of 

attractions in the Stoke area - something we had not really expected and hope to return to. We did not find 

the area the easiest place to navigate around and wonder if you might take the chance to look at how to 

make these set of attractions better known and more easily accessible to visitors. People were a bit 

surprised when we said we'd had a holiday that included visiting Stoke but I think there is a considerable 

interest in past innovation in the UK which hopefully you will be able to make more of and in so doing bring 

more business into the town.

 

Good luck in the difficult deliberations and I hope you are able to ensure the museums continuing and 

thriving existence.

I am writing to urge you not to restructure the staffing at Gladstone; the end result of this could lead to the 

demise of the museums' principle attractions.  It is my view that the eventual result of this restructure will 

result in the eventual closure of the museum.  

 

I have written to my MP to express my concerns and to ask him to convey to the City Council's Chief 

Executive my concern for the future of the museum should these proposals translate into actual policy.  

 

It is also my view that the City Council should re-evaluate their priorities.  The city is a bleak, unwelcoming 

place to visit, despite major changes recently, there is nothing to attract visitors or residents to the city 

centre.
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I wanted to let you know my opinion on the Budget Proposal affecting the Gladstone Pottery Museum for 

2014/2015.

 

We live in North Wales and our friends live in Nottingham and we often meet at the museum as it is a 

convenient halfway point.  I have overheard many other visitors talking about where they come from and it 

is far and wide so these proposals not only affect those within the Stoke-on-Trent City Council area.

 

When we do meet we are able to chat to friendly staff and learn a great deal about pottery as these are 

people who have actually worked in the trade for all of their lives.  They are very welcoming and I believe 

people learn a lot more from actually talking to people than interpretation boards and films.  We have also 

been able to take advantage of the have-a-go sessions on many occasions where my son has made gifts for 

many members of the family.  These have been treasured items and he has very fond memories of these 

interractions with friendly staff members and the staff I think treasure their interractions too.  

For us this facility is particularly valuable as our son is home educated and this gives him an excellent 

opportunity for creative art experiences. Demonstrations are a good way of retaining information and 

absorbing the information from the day.  It helps to cement what has been learnt and there is also the 

obvious pleasure of being able to make something on the day and take it home.  These items then become 

treasured.

 

I urge you to reconsider your proposal to end the demonstrations or have-a-go activities.  I believe these are 

a valuable resource at the Gladstone Pottery Museum and that these practises are keeping the memory of 

the rich pottery heritage of Stoke alive.

I am very concerned at the proposal to discontinue demonstrations and have-a-go activities at Gladstone 

Potery Museum.  I understand that today is the last day of the consultation period and hope you will 

consider my comments in your decisions.

 

I have worked at the Musem since 2007, as a regular casual employee, in a variety of roles (listed at the end 

of this e-mail).  I have also read through the internal Visitor Feedback form for the last year and a half (May 

2012 - early Dec 2013).  My concern that this decision will be detrimental to the visitor experience - and so 

the museum - is therefore based on an informed perspective.

 

With regard to the Visitor Feedback Forms, 85% rank the demonstrations as 'excellent', 11% as 'very good', 

with the remaining 4% showing a mixture of 'good' and 'not seen'.  a substantial number of forms also 

feature written comments, stating the demonstrations to be a highlight of their visit and a stand-out feature 

compared to other Museums, often thanking an individual demonstrator by name.

 

Frequent verbal comments from visitors include praise for 'keeping skills going for future generations', 

preserving a part of local history, and being able to talk with the demonstrators in detail.  Teachers of visiting 

school groups often remark on how engaged and attentive the children are whilst watching something being 

made in front of them.  For both adults and children, the demonstrations are both companion to the 

extensive text-based information and physical artefacts (eg. machinery) on the site.

 

When not demonstrating, the demonstrators make and decorate items to sell in the shop, glaze ware, pack 

and fire kilns, and keep thier own workspace  clean, tidy and safe for visitors. Most of them are also Learning 

Development Leaders (leading clay hand-bilding or painting workshops, some are trained as First Aiders, and 

all would help to evacuate the site in the event of a fire alarm.
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I am surprised that increasing income appears be considered separately to the proposed cuts.  Surely the 

two issues are related?  The Visitor Feedback Forms show leaflets in  holiday accommodation to be the most 

common way out-of-the-area visitors have found out about the Museum: perhaps the geographical area of 

such leaflet placement could be widened? Perhaps Manchester and Birmingham could also be targeted? 

The Museum is often used as a resource by practising artists, as well as arts and ceramics univeristy 

students, who often spend time speaking with the demonstrators about their craft, its historical context and 

the materials they use.  Libraries and museums are an accessible self-education resources, open to people of 

all backgrounds, regardless of qualifications, and further reducing the services of both within Stoke-on-Trent 

will surely deprive the local - often not wealthy - population, and future generations, of a valuable 

opportunities.  At Gladstone, anyone is welcome to 'have a go' at a craft, tutored through it by experienced 

demonstrators:a wide range of people have had this opportunity, including business people, adults and 

children with physical, visual, sensory or learning impairments, and adults who have always wanted to try 

their hand at a craft, as well as those children who return frequently with their families for the hands-on 

activities.  It would be a great shame to lose this fairly open-access opportunity.  

 

I hope very much that there will be a solution.

I read with disappointment and shock, of the potential threat to the Gladstone Pottery Museum.

 

Born and bred in the Potteries, but now having moved slightly north to Warrington, I have remained proud 

of my roots and regard myself as an ambassador for 'all things Stoke'.  In my 50 years I have seen many 

changes to Stoke-on-Trent - some good, some bad.  However any threat to this wonderful museum must 

surely rank amongst the most ill considered of these and must be resisted at all costs.  The Gladstone stands 

for the very thing that made Stoke so famous the world over.  It is different.

 

The Stoke-on-Trent Council Museum website describes the museum as 'unique', 'the last complete Victorian 

pottery factory in the country' which offers a 'fascinating insight' into the history of the Potteries, and asks 

'what better place to start' a visit to Stoke-on-Trent?  Furthermore the museum has recently been awarded a 

gold award for the Small Visitor Attraction of the Year in Staffordshire, as voted by the public.  What more 

does one need to say about the critical importance the museum still plays in the future of Stoke-on-Trent? 

 

There are other museums across Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire however none captures the atmosphere 

in such an engaging and interactive way as the Gladstone.  To see reduction to its independence would 

certainly reduce its uniqueness and therefore its appeal, thereby accelerating its demise to become another 

middle of the road also-ran.

 

In today's world of globalisation and international blandness it is absolutely vital that Stoke-on-

Trent retains it's unique identity in order to flourish and prosper.  Retaining and improving the Gladstone is a 

critical part of this identity.

 

I urge any cut to its funding to be rejected.
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Publicity has been given to save the Council money by reducing and changing the presentation and function 

of the Gladstone Pottery Museum.

I write to question the wisdom of ending the demonstrations of the skills on which the Potteries was built 

and the chance to have a 'hands-on-go'.  Those skills formed the foundation of our community.  An equally 

important contribution to education and culture is made by the graphic reproduction of some of the 

conditions in which the potters-from early childhood-lived.  The glories of our past came at a heavy price for 

many.  The rising generation should be taught about the skills, achievements and suffering of their not-so-

distant ancestors.

The replacement of the demonstrations, practical lessons and immersion sessions by a set of private 

franchises would sap the Gladstone Pottery Museum of its meaning.  Small-scale profiteering would succeed 

public access to a vividly portrayed past.

If the franchise scheme failed the Galdstone Pottery Museum might become just another derelict factory.  

We have more that enough of them as it is.

Perhaps the best approach would be to market the G.P.M. more energetically.  It is worth 'selling' to a wider 

pool of potential visitors.

BUDGET 2014: Proposals re GLADSTONE POTTERY MUSEUM

I am writing to express our Society's concern regarding your budget proposals as they apply to the Gladstone 

Pottery Museum.  Our Society has'grown up' with Gladstone, members of our society were involved in 

saving it in the 1970s and our members continue to visit the Museum on a regular basis.  For example, we 

hold our committee meetings there once a year and celebrated our 25th Anniversary at Gladstone in July 

2006.  We have always supported its aims and its educational remit.

We have a small but active membership consisting of architectural historians and academics, institutions and 

sister societies (in the UK, the US and in Europe), museum curators and interested others.  We publish an 

annual peer reviewed Journal and a magazine twice a year. In 2005 we published the definitive guide to 

ceramic locations in the UK.  This has now been put online.  In the last two years we have awarded a 

research grant (up to £1000/annum) to those who wish to study any aspect of the making, design or the 

conservation of tiles or architectural ceramics.  We would certainly consider a proposal that related to 

Gladstone, should one be forthcoming.

This year, HLF awarded our Society a £10,000 grant under its 'All our Stories' programme to enable us to 

develop a Potteries Tile Trail with Stoke based partners and engage a wider audience as well as the local 

community about its own heritage.

Just as we successfully conclude this project, we discover that, as a Council you propose to make significant 

cuts to Gladstone - an integral part of that Potteries Tile Trail.  We understand your difficulties abour having 

to make budget cuts that are imposed on you but we ask you, please, to reconsider your proposals as 

regards Gladstone.  We would willingly enter into discussions with you about how the funding and 

management of Gladstone might be rethought such that it remains open and accessible.  Gladstone is truely 

a unique place.  It needs to be kept alive, not only because it represents a difficult social but successful 

economic past but because therein lies the seeds of a dynamic R&D ceramic future.
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I wish to express my deep concern at your proposal to withdraw all office support staff at the West End 

Village in April 2015 and replace it with a private organisation to visit people on an occasional basis.

Our support workers do a wonderful job and without them my life (and many others) would be a great deal 

poorer.  I have a long list of illnesses and value the help I receive from them.

Long term epilepsy has caused problems with my memory and I have an inability to deal with forms.  When I 

receive a business letter I don't understand or a form that I need to fill in I panic.  At the moment I am able 

to go down to the office and a support worker reassures me and helps me understand the letter/form.  A 

support worker helps me complete the form, I'd feel extremely vulnerable if they were no longer there to 

help and advise me.  Waiting for someone to visit on an occasional basis would lead to my being very 

worried/stressed.  This in turn would lead to an increased possibility of epileptic fits.

Some of my illnesses will stedily worsen and eventually I will need more care.  As things are I know that I can 

go to the office and tell the support staff of my need for help.  They know ME and understand MY problems.  

I don't have to wait while they fill in forms collecting data regarding my illnesses.  Our support workers know 

and understand ME.  Just one glance at my face can tell them much about how I'm feeling.  An occasional 

support visitor will not be able to do this.

The office support workers play a big part in organizing activities and social events.  I fear these would come 

to an end without the wonderful guidance of our office support workers.  I fear that many people would 

soon fell excluded from events and activities.  Not everyone is confident enough to join in and many rely on 

the support workers to help them feel included. 

I am a long term sufferer of depression.  Living in the Village has bought me friendships and a good social 

life.  Much of this is down to the wonderful work of our support staff.  I moved into this Village because the 

help on hand seemed perfect for my needs.  If we lost our office support workers life here will no longer be 

so perfect.  Indeed I feel distressed at the very thought of losing them.

When I considered moving here I was told my welfare was important and that there were care workers and 

support staff here to look after me.  Because of this I moved in.  There are many like me who moved into this 

extra care facility and trust and depend on our support team.

Ref. Consultation by Stoke on Trent City Council about Support services in extra care housing

We strongly disagree with this proposal.  It will cause extreme problems for ourselves and other people 

living in West End Village and other like complexes.

Because my husband and I both suffer from ill health, we sold our own house to give us more money for our 

retirement and because West End Village was advertised as supported extra care, we applied and came to 

live here.  We don't received benefits and the rent is high, but because of how the village is run we are in a 

safe environment and there are people here to deal with a crisis, so to us it is worth it.

This year I was diagnosed with dementia which took a long time to come to terms with.  At first there was a 

young lady who came from the memory clinic and she was brilliant, but because of the cuts she does not 

come anymore.  Now I shall lose the support workers here, my future does not look very rosy at the 

moment.
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There are so many more people in similar situations in West End Village and other complexes, that in the 

long run it will cost you more.  (Hospitalisation, Respite, etc).  Floating support does not work, we found that 

out with an elderly relative.  When support is required it is needed quickly not a few weeks later.

Older people need consistency, they need to know and trust their support workers, someone coming in they 

have never seen before will not help in a crisis.

You know we go along life with good well paid jobs, pay our taxes and think everything will always be alright.  

Then your health goes and all your plans and hopes go out of the window and you have to rely on other 

people.  Well after putting our bit in we are being let down big time, so when the council and government 

expect a grey vote, sorry we have no support to get there.

I wish to express my concerns regarding the proposals to cease funding the support at Alhambra Court.  My 

concerns are that I will have no support worker to complete my support plan and actions, no one will be 

here to support me when I feel ill or feeling low or just not having someone here to talk to.  I disagree with 

your proposal to remove the funding.  What will happen to us if the funding is removed?  What support will 

be in place.

As you are proposing to cut all our Support Staff at Westend Village, does that mean we will now have to get 

in touch with the Council for all our support needs?

If so will the Council promise to do an excellent job as our Scheme Manager and her team of support 

workers in looking after all the residents including ther most vulnerable people that you The Council seem to 

have put in here?

Who will look after ther Safety and Security of all the residents when we will no longer have any staff on site.  

Does that mean people from the outside Community should no longer be allowed in here because there will 

be no one on site to make sure they will not cause trouble to any residents or village property as we the 

residents have to pay towards the cost.

The staff we have on site don't just look after the vulnerable people they keep a check in all of us to make 

sure we are all well and if we need help with anything.   They also make sure that residents can't do what 

they want when they want or how they want at the expense of other residents and keep the Community 

running on an even keel.

If you take our Support Workers away who will be there to stop this.

In Life as everybody knows people if they think they can get away with causing problems they will do so.  

Will the Council Guarantee our Safety and Wellbeing Like our Scheme Manager and Support Staff now do.

Re proposals. 

1 Community alarm - if this was not available at Alhambra Court I would feel 'good for nothing' because that 

is the only thing that can rescue me if I need help.  An example of this was when I fell I managed to pull the 

cord and got help for me.  Please don't stop the funding for this we are old people.

2 Support Service at Alhambra Court - I chose to live a Alhambra Court as it felt safe and staff were on site 

for support when I need it.  My support worker has helped me with lots of paper work and to access Dentist 

and chiropodist etc also has helped support me when I have had issues with other residents.
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It is utterly insane that the funding for Office Support Staff be withdrawn from West End Village.  Their help 

and presence is an integral part of our health and wellbeing.  All communication, co-ordination and personal 

attention would vanish and chaos would reign.  In a community like ours, people have to be guided, helped 

and cared for on a personal basis, that is why we all have a personal support worker.  One of the main 

reasons why many of the original intake (Jan-June 2011) signed up to come here.

Please consider the following points:

Manager of West End Village - her presence and expertise is invaluable to sort out complaints, requests, 

problems.  She answers calmly and precisely all that is verbally thrown at her!  Asummary of these questions 

and answers is communicated to all flats.

Activities Managers - brief summary.  Notice boards kept upto date with incoming information.  Timetable of 

weeks' activities.  They give us plenty to think on, act on to keep minds alert and physically busy.  Examples:

Trips - Cosford, Foxfield Railway, Shopping, German Market, Chester Oaks.

Evenings - Burns Night, Race Night, Entertainers, Murder Night.

Charity Fund Raising

Classes to attend - painting, IT, Camera workings, photography

Bingo

Crafts - rug making, knitting, cards.

All of the above need arranging.  It is time consuming but we have been very grateful for their efforts.  It 

keeps us happy and fulfilled as people.

Support Workers - on a personal basis help with problems in an upto date capacity.  If full-time support 

workers are needed now how will visiting people focus on and successfully help us?

It is noted that recent residents to come here have lower financial resources.  If more people come to live 

here that cannot pay the full rent, the whole balance of income and expenditure is upset and cannot provide 

the necessary finance.  If funding is withdrawn the very people who should be helped are denied care - a 

phone call or occassional visit will not suffice.

Everybody lives in a community but living in community demands something special - help, care which we 

have been given.

Please consider carefully before anything is withdrawn.
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I am writing to express my concern at one of the proposals in the City Council budget, for significant cuts at 

Gladstone which may well lead to the closure of this highly-regarded and much-loved museum. The main 

proposal in the budget is for cuts to the potters and artists who demonstrate at the museum – which lend 

the museum its characteristic “working” atmosphere and bring it to life.

 

The museum beautifully represents the history of the pottery industry which has local, national and 

international significance. The Museum brings large numbers of people to visit the area and it helps give 

North Staffs a good reputation. It has won Museum of the Year and this year has a Trip Advisor Excellence 

award. It is an excellent educational facility.

 

The museum is my favourite in Staffordshire. It is one of the best working museums I have been to in 

England. Rita one of the flower makers and other artists who demonstrate at Gladstone are always full of 

stories and very welcoming. I have taken my family members from Bedfordshire to visit Gladstone in the 

past and they loved it – particularly the practical hands-on activities. The museum will not be the same 

quality of attraction without them.

 

I appreciate that the Council cannot continue to fund everything and is making very difficult decisions.

 

One suggestion for dealing with this is to consider the funding subsidies for the Regent Theatre and the 

Victoria Hall, both privately run by the Ambassadors Theatre Group. I understand these have grown from a 

total of £100k in 2000 to £626k in 2012/13. I am a keen theatre-goer and would not want to lose these 

facilities, however I believe that all visitor venues in the city should face their share of the burden of the cuts.

 

Many thanks for your attention

I am writing following a letter we have from our landlord, Staffordshire Housing Association, accompanied by 

a letter from yourselves in respect of proposed changes to the sheltered housing scheme. The letter 

suggests that the city council would stop funding of housing related support within sheltered housing. I feel 

that this is a detramental proposal as it is required within the scheme to offer help and a regular visiting 

ervice to residents and the overall smooth running of the scheme. 

There would be serious medical issues and the removal of the 24 cord suppor could result in delay of vital 

support from the ambulaance service. 

On a recent work assignment to Manchester I found myself with 2 work free days and decided to take the 

train to your beautiful city. It was cold and rainy so I decided to visit the Gladstone Pottery Museum (ranked 

number 1 attraction in tripadvisor). I had a most enjoyable visit. I'm a Native of Japan but currently reside in 

America and have travelled extensively for work and pleasure. I was very impressed with the museum in 

general and the staff in particular. I was dismayed to hear that funding for the museum may be cut and some 

employees may be made redundant. I'm writing to plead for the continued funding of this wonderful historic 

factory. I'm very interested in the history and culture of England and would love to return to the museum 

with my family.Please forward this to the department responsible for funding the museum.

I have already sent you a letter expressing my concern that you may be stopping funding S.H.A. in respect of 

24hrs call system and support staff being available on site.

I feel I need to write this additional letter following an occurrence within the scheme today.  I was using the 

lift and it seemed to stall between floors.  I pressed the button in the lift and was told that they would call 

the brigade and there would be a call out charge.  Fortunately I had the presence of mind to realise I had my 

phone with me and that support staff would be in the office.  I rang and they came to me, fortunately it 

seems to have been a minor stall.

My concern is that had there have been no staff on site I would have been stuck inthe lift awaiting the fire 

brigade.
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Feedback on letter received regarding community alarms 

 

Comment taken in Supporting People team by phone call =

  doesn’t mind if the alarm is taken out. She has a mobile phone which she carries everywhere with her and 

she always uses that to call in an emergency

Feedback on letter re sheltered housing

 

In Cat 1 scheme.  The scheme manager comes in handy for certain things e.g. if tellies gone wrong.  We tend 

to look after ourselves but the scheme manager is useful.  Scheme manager is worth the money.  It's run 

well and scheme manger is accessible.

telephone response=

Owns 3/4 of the flat.  Think it is a valuable service, haven't had to ask her for much but she's there if you 

want her (warden)  Don't build that building up Hanley; the Council don't need it.  Wife fell down recently - 

warden sorted out hand rails for them.

telephone response=

Don't want to lose warden.  Took accommodation on basis that there was a warden on site.  Might make 

residents want to move away.

telephone response=

Don't want to lose Scheme Manager, all at the court are in the same frame of mind. He's brilliant and he 

works hard.

Been here 9 years.  Moved in on basis that there was a warden there.  Makes me feel safe.  I was nervous 

before in my own flat.  Worried about what will happen if the warden has to go.

telephone response=

I have just received a call from a very angry customer, advising that she had just received a letter via Louise 

Rees directorate (Commissioning & Procurement).  She lives in a sheltered housing complex and she advises 

that the letter is informing her that the residents there will be losing their support workers & lifeline service.  

She did advise that the letter stated she could call between Mon & Thurs but she said she was that angry she 

had to phone today. She wanted to know why we were taking these services away from vulnerable elderly 

people but could afford to build a new building costing millions and she is demanding a meeting with 

whoever is responsible for making this decision.  I managed to calm her down and advised that I could not 

advise on the situation but I would pass her details to yourselves so that someone could call her back on 

Monday.

telephone response=

There are people in this service in their late 70's and 80's. They live on their own, they need this help, this 

lifeline service. Its just not on. We have paid our taxes, people have worked hard and brought up families. 

The council wants to take their independence away from them. Stop building the offices in Hanley, they arnt 

needed. We may be pensioners but we will fight for our pullcords and to keep our warden on site. Its 

disgusting

Phone call from Staffordshire Housing resident=

Concerned that rents are already very high and they have recently been notified of a rent increase.  If the 

council no longer funds the service some people would want the option of opting out of the service as they 

couldn't afford to pay this themselves.

Find the warden helpful.  Moved to accommodation because of warden presence.

Doesn't want to lose the warden.  Thinks they do depend on the warden and that he does do a good job.

Wanted to know what the letter was about.  Explained the proposals.  No comments at this point but she's 

going to a meeting that's been arranged to talk about it so I advised her she can call back if she wants to 

make any comments following the meeting.

Annoyed about the alarm being taken out. Doesn’t use the support stuff at the moment, is quite 

independent but may want it in the future. Disgusted about this proposal, not voting for labour again
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Wants to opt out because can't afford it.  Never used the cord apart from accidentally when went to the 

toilet; the voice made her jump out of her skin.  Don't need a support worker.  Has plenty of relatives to help 

out.  Can look after herself

Disagrees with the proposal as very concerned that residents would have to pay for the service themselves.  

Feels the rents are already high.  Is concerned for other residents who are already struggling to meet the 

cost of heating their home.

 Disagrees with the proposal. Very concerned that landlord will charge for the service.  Says couldn't afford to 

heat her home as well as pay this charge. Finds the current service is invaluable in helping with day to day 

things eg currently unable to read letters due to problem with eyes - the service helps her with this.  Anxious 

about any possible changes.

Would feel vulnerable without the manager/support workers around. They help us, check on us and sort any 

problems we have. We like having that security. People come in to the service from the area for different 

things, wouldn’t feel secure without the staff around. Part brought apartment because of the staff and 

security available, would have second thoughts if known about this, we feel vulnerable.

The emergency alarm is a good service to have. People who fall can get help straight away. There are lots of 

people in Bradeley Village who need help. Having the service is saving the council money as most incidents 

that happen are dealt with by the staff on site. 

 Want to keep the alarm system.  Been here 9 years always been happy.  Want to keep warden.  Was 

frightened living alone

I would prefer to keep the pull cords, they are cheaper than other providers. Not used it, but its there just in 

case. Don’t  get rid of the warden. It seems like they are taking everything away from us. We came into the 

service because its safe and we feel safe here with the warden around. We are all worried to death we are 

going to be left with nothing, this place will turn into a doss hole. 

The warden here is brilliant, we don’t want to lose him or the pullcord service. I use the cord now and again 

and ive found it very helpful. All of us at Victoria Court are in the same frame of mind, we want to keep the 

service we have. 

Does use the pullcords, always had  help and thinks the service is good. Thinks its wrong to take it away from 

old people, elderly people do need these types of thing

Telephone response =

Does use the pullcords, always had  help and thinks the service is good. Thinks its wrong to take it away from 

old people, elderly people do need these types of thing

Telephone response=

At the moment we're OK but others aren't as fit and may miss the support.  We need to consider the future; 

nice to think somebody would be there to help out.

Telephone response=

Moved into Bradeley Village because it's independent living.  Seemed to become sheltered housing over 

time.  I'm still living independently so I don't require support.  Rent is expensive to start with.  See support 

workers once or twice a year but the wife and me don't require help from them.   Many people have carers 

anyway.

Telephone response=

Previously made comment re warden (see above).  Was ringing to state wants alarm to stay.  

Telephone response=

I'm against the proposed cuts.  I wouldn't be able to pay any extra money; would have to consider moving

Telephone response=

I'm 60 and pretty fit; don't feel need the service personally but other people might need it.  As you get older 

you don't know what will happen.

 Telephone response=

Wants to keep the alarm system and support staff as they are. Has used them both in the past, v helpful
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Telephone response=

I think its disgusting. Ive worked from the ages of 15 to 58, paid my full taxes. I have to pay out for 

everything, money isn't going very far. Im sick of pensioners being picked on. The council is in a complete 

and utter mess, the councillors and chiefs are just looking out for themselves. They can spend money better, 

they seem to be paying out for things we don't need. Whoever is in charge wants to get a brain!

Telephone response=

Sanctuary run their rent year from 1st July through the end of June.Housing Benefit work to the financial 

year 1st April through 31st March.Should SP go ahead with proposal to remove funding from 1st April 

Sanctuary tenants would experience a three month hiatus before we could get any eligible HB funding 

through their rent account. We would still require the tenants to pay for their support service, 1st April 

through 30th June, and this may well cause financial hardship.Just thought I’d flag this up.   NB email and 

proposed response sent to Budget 2014 mailbox 10/12/13

Telephone response=

I don’t think this is fare, the support workers are extremely good, brilliant. They are always here for us, to 

take them away from us is appalling. They set up this service, get people out of their houses into here, telling 

them about all the services and benefits, then they are taking them away from us. I don't know how we will 

cope, i don't know what we will do. I know there needs to be cutbacks but this is not fare. Its a damn shame 

what they are planning

Telephone response=

He is worried about the proposal.  He lives alone and has used the alarm when he has fallen in the past.  He 

would miss it if it wasn't there.

Telephone response=

I came here two years ago, the support is fantastic, I couldn’t manage without it. The help from the support 

workers is fantastic. If I hadn't have had the help from them I wouldn’t be here today.

Telephone response=

I don't need the alarm.  I've never used it and don't want to pay 60p per day for it.

Telephone response=

Personally, ive never used it. I have a landline and a mobile phone which I use to contact people. The elderly 

and ill people are the ones that need it, it would be good for them

Telephone response=

wanted more information/clarification on the proposal. Wants the service to stay the same, needs the 

service. 

Telephone response=

The alarms are needed in some cases but the cost would be the problem if the Council stopped the funding. 

 It's another 60p per week if I wanted a Lifeline.

Telephone response=

• Vulnerable people are currently receiving this service.  You are concerned that the proposal, if approved, 

would be in breach of the Disability Discrimination Act.• Support is currently delivered by 4 on-site support 

workers including a support worker who organises social activities.  You have expressed concern regarding 

the impact on peoples wellbeing and social interaction if this is no longer provided.• You have expressed 

concern regarding the proposal to provide a floating support service.  You feel this would not be adequate 

for people’s needs and it is not appropriate for people to wait 4 – 6 weeks between visits.  • You have raised 

concerns regarding affordability and queried whether people will be required to pay for the service if the 

proposal is accepted.  You have queried whether the charges would be eligible for housing benefit.  Draft 

email sent to Budget 2014 mailbox -he requested written explanation of the proposal. Statement also 

provided for residents meeting

Telephone response=

Email received with comments/queries / draft response sent to Budget 2014 mailbox 10/12/13
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Telephone response=

Cant afford to pay for the service which concerns her. The rent is very high.  She has an ongoing health 

problem, feels comfortable knowing that if shes having any problems she can pull the cord and someone will 

be there to help. 

Telephone response=

Feel the alarm is a necessity.  As you get on in years it's a good thing.

Telephone response=

Has used the alarm service, now 90 years old so expects to use it more in the future. Also has lifeline 

pendent and bracelet

Telephone response=

Has used the emergency alarm on 2 occasions, once when having a heart attack and once following surgery 

whilst suffering breast cancer. She believes without the alarm she may not be alive  and she wants to know 

what would be available for her to use as she cannot get out of her property and she needs the alarm to 

provide her with re-assurance and security, particularly if she was to become ill suddenly again as she lives 

alone.

Telephone response=

She has used the alarm once previously. She says that she does not object to the service being taken away. 

She has previously had a heart attack 2 years ago.

Telephone response= 

She lives alone and has no relatives to support her. She uses the warden service to help with day to day 

activities and has lived there for 19-years and accessed the support on a regular basis. Without the support 

she feels that she will not cope as she relies on the support she receives. She would use the alarm service if 

she was ill and feels that the service gives her peace of mind at night if she was to become ill. Without this 

reassurance she feels very worried.

Telephone response= 

She thinks that the community alarm should be kept. Whilst her husband was alive 3 years ago they pulled 

the alarm twice when he was ill. She is now living on her own and has used the cord 6 times in the last two 

years, the last twice a paramedic has been needed and hospitalisation, she was not in a fit state to call the 

ambulance. She stated that she does not use the housing related support service and could live without that, 

but the very vulnerable do need it. The pull cord is essential and a comfort to know it is there. When she did 

use the cord the service was very good, they contacted her next of kin who were able to meet her at the 

hospital.

Telephone response=

It stinks.  Need somebody here 24 hours a day,  Husband has cancers.  Support workers have helped a lot e.g 

when he comes our of hospital.  E.g yesterday had a letter from Council that I couldn't understand.  Asked 

for help and it was given 10 minutes later.  We need the support workers to help sort things out.  I'd be lost 

without them; get myself in a state and they take time and listen to me. We need the service.  Nothing's too 

much trouble for them.   Also spoke to husband: went to Village because thought I'd be looked after.  I'm 

existing not living due to my cancers.  We came here because of our situation and the service that was on 

offer re the support.  No family close at hand.  The support workers are a great help.

Telephone response=

We don’t use the pull cord, we never had. We cant afford to pay any charges for a new one. We're ok as we 

are.

Telephone response= 

We need the pullcords and the warden. We have used it, it’s a brilliant service, I don’t know where we would 

be without it. Were on benefits, we cant afford to pay for a service. The service we have is brilliant, we don’t 

want to lose it!

Telephone response=

Don't like the idea of the proposals. I'm registered blind and disabled.  Came into WEV because you needed 

the support available. 
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Telephone response= 

I don't think we should have to pay for the service.  I wouldn't miss it (the community alarm or the support). 

 Never needed the support.

Telephone response=

As you get on you need the support service.  I'm 84.

Telephone response=

I don't use the cord at the minute, but I may need it in the future.  Would be worried that service could stop 

or may cost more money.

Telephone response= 

I don't use the chord and feel my mobile phone is sufficient for my need. I don't need and wouldn't be 

worried if the service ended. 

Telephone response=

Concern that potentially 3 organisations could be involved in the provision of care and support - the 

landlord, the care provider and the floating support provider.  Particular concern was raised regarding the 

impact this would have on residents with dementia eg lack of certainty, lack of continuity etc.  It was 

questioned whether this would be cost effective in the long run as a number of residents may require 

residential care if the amount of support available in the extra care scheme decreases.  Housing related 

support funding is used to provide an activities coordinator who encourages people to get involved and 

reduces the risk of social isolation.  Funding also contributes to the provision of specially-trained support 

workers called EOP Locksmiths.  These workers offer tailored activities for  residents with dementia-related 

issues, aiming to reduce the disabling effects of the condition.  The scheme manager estimated 85% 

residents in the scheme have dementia.   The scheme manager also expressed concern regarding the welfare 

of residents if a permanent staff presence isn't provided.  Residents expressed how helpful the service is for 

them and what a difference it has made to their lives.  Two residents with learning disabilities have recently 

moved into the scheme  -  they expressed how safe and happy they feel with the support from staff. 

Telephone response= 

A resident shared her thoughts and feelings on how the related support service has helped her since moving 

into the scheme.  She explained that her epileptic fits have drastically reduced since moving into the scheme 

because she feels safe and secure and less anxious.  A number of residents expressed how reassuring they 

found the service and how it has given them confidence to do things for themselves.  A resident explained 

how he used to stay in his flat when he first arrived but with the support of the staff was encouraged to 

grow vegetables in the communal gardens and through fundraising bought a greenhouse.  Residents 

expressed how much they value the social activities which are organised by the support staff. The scheme 

manager raised concern that residents would not have the help they need to apply for welfare benefits and 

register with health services.   The scheme manger also expressed concerns that service users may have 3 

different providers involved in their care and support.  He expressed concern that this would be detrimental 

and would remove some of the added benefits from having a single provider on site all of the time.  The 

scheme manager and specialist dementia worker expressed concern that the proposal may not actually save 

money because the current housing related support service is preventing people from having to access more 

costly residential care.  It was reported that a significant proportion of service users have dementia and 

therefore require consistent support.

Telephone response=

Concern raised regarding the possibility of three different providers delivering care and support.  Residents 

have moved into the scheme on the understanding that housing related support is available.  Around 2/3 of 

residents do not receive care services - therefore they would suffer a substantial reduction in support if the 

housing related support is replaced with a floating support model.

Telephone response= 

I've used the cord occassionally.  I'm 75.  Whatever will be will be.  Have used 999.  Only used the cord 2 or 3 

times in 19 years.  Don't really use the support staff.  Have helped occassionally.
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Telephone response=

Dad moved there for reasons of having support available,  knowing that there's somebody there if he needs 

it is reassuring. Peace of mind for the family. Still like some sort of presence from support workers on site.

I understand that the Gladstone Pottery is under threat of severe budget cuts in its operations, my children 

although many years ago loved the hands on approach and we still have many of the things that they made. 

In a time where heritage seems of little consequence the Gladstone is a symbol of why we were so creative 

as a City, surely that must mean something as we were known as the Potteries. Gladstone needs supporting, 

it needs to continue, it needs to maintain its operations.

Gladstone Pottery Museum

I understand from reading the City Council budget report for 2014 that there may a threat to the 

continuation of the Gladstone Pottery Museum. As a tile historian and President of the Tiles and 

Architectural Ceramics Society, I have come to know the Gladstone Pottery Museum well over the past 40 

years and have seen it blossom from a local museum to one of national importance and international 

standing. 

It is one of the few museums in Britain (and Europe) where genuine links with the ceramics industry of the 

19th century are brought to life through buildings, bottle kilns, workshops, and dedicated ceramic galleries 

that focus on sanitary ware and tiles. It is the only museum in Stoke-on-Trent that has a dedicated Tile 

Gallery where the history of tiles from the medieval period until the present is clearly presented as a time-

line history. 

Visitors are also able to see things being made, handle clay and make things for themselves which are all 

memorable experiences to take away and help in the understanding of ceramic processes and the working 

conditions of adults and children during the last 200 years. 

I would like to urge Stoke-on-Trent City Council to reconsider its proposals to reduce or cut its funding for 

the Gladstone Pottery Museum and to keep its financial support at the present levels so that the Gladstone 

Pottery Museum can continue to function for the benefit of the citizens of Stoke-on-Trent and visitors from 

outside the local region and abroad.
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Bad new spread very quickly, so even our country (Poland) reached an information about planned 

restructure of operating model at Gladstone Pottery Museum, which would be real threat to its existence.I 

am an art historian (although I am not specialising in ceramics) and two years ago I visited Stoke-on-Trent 

area, helping my wife (also an art historian –  who works in the Wilanow Palace Museum, specialising in 

European ceramics and artistic glass) to collect data, which she needed for completing her book on European 

red and black stoneware from 17th to 19th century. We stayed several days in the area, each day spending 

all working hours of the museums in the locality dedicated to the pottery. All of them were worth seeing, but 

I must admit that the Gladstone Museum was the most interesting one (for both of us). It is not so much, 

that the staff in the place was considerably more helping, more sympathetic or better prepared for carrying 

their duties with us – the audience (although I wouldn’t do the justice to them if I didn’t say they were!).I 

think this museum is a very important part of delicately balanced web/system of pottery museums in this 

locality (each one adds something important to the other ones). And as such has its share in building 

attractiveness of the whole region to the visitors and tourists. You may not notice this thing viewing it from 

the inside, but quite a lot of people come to your area just to visit those museums. They stay considerably 

longer. They also move a lot within the city districts (using local public transport – and spending money) as 

those museums are dispersed throughout the vast area. The Gladstone Museum is an important addition to 

the Hanley Museum, as it enlivens this otherwise boring (for non specialists) – too big collection of historical 

pieces. Gladstone shows the whole process of manufacturing ceramic items and in such splendid and 

authentic location. I must stress that our stay in Stoke-on-Trent was very interesting and fruitful, but it 

wouldn’t be so, if Gladstone was missing. So, please be very careful with your decision, because the whole 

thing is of very delicate nature and has to be extremely well balanced. One museum won’t be doing fine 

without the other ones (it includes also ‘Etruria’ and Dudson Museum). So loosing Gladstone you will harm 

the rest of them. And one day you may find out that people from outside lost their purposes to visit your 

region. And you may find out that it is already too late to revive once lost attractiveness. So, speaking for 

myself and on behalf of my wife (who cannot express herself freely in English) I would beg you to reconsider 

your decision in this fragile and yet vital matter. I wish you all the wisdom and the best of luck.

In my earlier submission re Gladstone, I reported on 179 Tripadvisor reviews of the museum.I've just 

checked and another review has now been posted : the comments made agree with those made by many 

others :-You will note that the demonstrators are, once again, specifically mentioned !

Please find attached my comments regarding budget proposal SE18 : a number of my detailed comments 

refer to a recently-published report by Deloitte - I have therefore also  attached a copy of this document.

 

I am copying this message to the councillor whose ward covers Gladstone Pottery Museum, my own local 

councillor and to also the cabinet members covering museums and education, as the proposals - and my 

comments - are relevant to both.
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I understand that Council is considering making the paid demonstrators at the Gladstone Pottery Museum 

self-employed or possibly inviting in freelance potters to welcome and inform visitors about the Museum 

and its history and current activities. 

 

I believe this would be a retrograde step. For many years now the Museum has had an outstanding 

reputation for the welcome visitors receive and the information and expertise willingly given and shared by 

the paid demonstrators. Why try to change something which has worked so well for so many years, but 

could in quite a short time - because of the pre-occupation with their own work of the ‘freelance’ potters -  

easily lead to a decrease in visitor numbers. The operation works well as it is. A new system could well lead 

to a decline in visitor numbers and a consequent loss loss of income – a totally unintended consequence of 

trying to make – what could well prove to be – a false economy. I sincerely hope common sense, guided by  

past history and experience – prevails.

 

I trust that these observations will be brought to the attention of Council Members at their meeting on 

Friday 20th December.

Re: Proposed closure of Trentham Library

 

I have just received the minutes of a meeting my wife and I attended, held on 9th December, 2013 at 

Trentham High School regarding the proposed closure of Trentham Library.  In response to that meeting we 

were asked to make our concerns in writing to Budget 2014.  We are very concerned!

 

[from Trentham Library News, December, 2013]

Cllr. Hayward: 

“The rumour in the council is that library services will be centralised in Hanley with books distributed out to 

other areas.”

and

“… so far, it seems they may be willing to provide librarians and database access if they can get rid of the 

building.”

and

“The annual running costs are £3,000 for the building and £24,000 for staffing.”

~ 33,000 books borrowed annually. [loans data, Library Services] If librarian services are met, cost of 

distribution would far outweigh building cost savings.

 

FYI 33,000 books issued would suggest an average of one book borrowed approximately every two minutes 

of opening time. Hardly a faltering library ripe for closure n’est-ce pas?

 

Cllr. Hayward: 

“… not just a hut but a freely accessible community asset.”
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To our knowledge it is our ONLY freely accessible community asset! 

 

Cllr. Hayward: 

“… there are toddler classes, story time sessions and silver surfers.”

Trentham Library provides a service Trentham residents appreciate and use. What a wonderful way of 

introducing the pleasure of reading to youngsters!  It is vital link for many older residents as a social 

resource. Neil, Catherine, Julie et al are to be congratulated on making the library so inviting – Yes, we know 

them by their Christian names!  They are our friends!  That is the esteem in which they are held. We treasure 

the personal service received.

 

Cllr. Follows: 

“… said the council thinks we don’t need things in Trentham because they view us as having big houses and 

several cars”

 

I do hope not! We live in a small semi and nurse along one 10 year-old car. Trentham does need things. It 

has ONE thing – a library and we want to keep it!  Far from closure, the library is ripe for expansion to further 

promote community activities!

 

We trust you will re-examine this proposal, work with our Councillors and think again - so much to lose for 

such little financial gain!

I have heard that there is a severe threat to the future of the Gladstone museum.The Gladstone is part of 

our national heritage and once lost could not be replaced. Please use all your efforte ot keep it going, to give 

it proper funding so that it is safeguarded for the future.When I visited I thought it was brilliant, especially 

with the knowledgable and helpful staff  and volunteers we met. It brings to life an essential part of the 

pottery story and the story of Stoke. It must not be allowed to die.Although I live in London I value it as a 

vital element in British manufacturing history  which needs to be told and not airbrushed into 

oblivion.Instead of being threatened it  needs a big injection to allow it to flourish.I repeat- it must not be 

allowed to die.

I have been asked by members of the Mason's Collectors' Club to register their grave concern about the 

proposals to reorganise/remodel the curatorial and other roles at the Potteries and Gladstone Museums as 

well as their opening hours and operating models.  These are resources of local, regional and 

national importance which attract visitors and provide educational and research resources to the local and 

wider communities.  We urge you to maintain these facilities along with their staffs and operating 

arrangements. They trace the heritage of the whole area of the six towns and provide a huge wealth of 

information and artefacts for the benefit of all.  Without these Museums the heritage of the Potteries will be 

but a memory, dimming as the years pass along with those who worked in the industry.   We trust that 

on further reflection the value of these resources and Museums will be realised and protected for the 

existing and future generations.
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I work on a project that supports adults with learning disabilities to speak up about the issues that are 

important to their lives.  At our meeting on Monday 2nd December, I facilitated some group work on some 

of the city council budget proposals for next year.  You’ll find comments from the group below.

 

Altogether, there were 14 adults with learning disabilities, all from Stoke-on-Trent, at the meeting. 

 

******************

 

Reach members’ comments – in their own words:

 

Closure of public toilets

 

“What if you need go the toilets?”

“Not all shops have toilets.  You don’t know which ones have and haven’t.”

“What about disabled toilets?  What about them?  Will people who need them go in the shops?”

“Will shop toilets be open the same hours as the public ones now?”

“Public toilets with an attendant.  They’re cleaner, safer.” 

“What if you’ve got kids?  Will places have enough room for changing them?”

“Lots of places have toilets upstairs.  Public toilets are on the ground floor so it’s easier get in if you’ve got a 

wheelchair or you can’t walk far.”

“I use a wheelchair and my mum and dad help me but they’re not getting any younger.  The toilet has to 

have a bar, a handrail.  You need the right equipment in the toilets or they’re no use.”

Review of Trentham and Meir Libraries

 

“People do lots of things at libraries.  I use computers.”

“Where are people going go if they’ve only got one library in the city.”

“I go to a poetry group at the library.  Where would that go?”

“I see lots of people using Meir library.”

“You need a local library.  What it comes to is, if you’re not going have one open, are people who need it 

going be able travel all the way into Hanley.”

“Lots of people use them.  They should keep them open.”

“How do they pick which ones to shut and which ones to keep?” 

Plans to cut 150 council jobs

 

“What about NPower?  You’re cutting these jobs on top of that?”

“They’re cutting jobs right, left and centre.  There’s no jobs around and they’re getting rid of them.”

“They’ve had cuts for years now.  They’ve already cut enough as it is.”

“How have they picked which jobs to get rid of?”

Increased charges for sporting and leisure facilities

 

“It’s too much.  Costing too much for people already.”

“People won’t have enough money use them.”

“Are they going cut the wages of the people who run the council?”

 

Increased charges for cremations

 

“It’s disgusting.  Costs a fortune as it is.”

“No, they shouldn’t put the prices up.  People will find it really hard pay for a decent funeral.”
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Increased charges for council car parks

“People will just go and park in the street instead.  Its more dangerous.”

 

Spending £600,000 on road repairs

“They should do that.  There’s bumps and potholes everywhere – all over the place.”

“What about pavements?  They need fixing.  Will they do them as well?”

“It’s alright spending extra money as long as they keep it up.”

Spending £150,000 on street cleaning and litter-picking

 

“They don’t clean the streets enough.  They need more roadsweepers.”

“They need people picking up litter in the middle of Hanley.”

“What about the penalties for letting dogs mess in the street?  Are they enforcing that?”

 

Spending £325,000 on trying to stop anti-social behaviour

“Yes, they need spend that money.  It’s important.”

Like many others, I’m sure, given the strength of feeling I’ve seen expressed on Facebook, Twitter, in 

conversations with other people, on Radio Stoke and in the pages (and letter pages) of the Evening Sentinel, 

I’m writing to express and explain my opposition to your plan to end demonstrations at Gladstone Pottery 

Museum.

As an ex-employee of Stoke-on-Trent city council I sat in the King’s Hall listening to Steve Robinson 

bemoaning the lack of positive publicity the authority receives, particularly from the Evening 

Sentinel.  Clearly, he was thoroughly unaware of just how much positive comment and glowing column 

inches Gladstone has generated over the years. And, from this latest proposal, it seems that shameful 

ignorance continues.  Gladstone has been for years, and remains today one of the few city council assets 

which receives overwhelmingly positive goodwill from local residents. And tourists.

When I recently checked Gladstone’s glowing TripAdvisor reviews (and I went through all 178 of them) I 

found 72% which made explicit, positive reference to ‘demonstrators’, ‘hands-on’ and ‘activities’.  Not only 

does the team of demonstrators’ very existence keep alive disappearing skills that helped to make Stoke-on-

Trent what it once was – they’re clearly very, very good at their jobs.  Removing them, and shipping in self-

employed artists to fill up workshops (which would surely involve changes to rooms which are an integral 

part of the museum tour) won’t just massively devalue the visitor experience, it will threaten Gladstone’s 

long term existence.

As a regular museum visitor, not just locally but regionally and nationally, one thing I appreciate about 

museums is that they’re one of the few public spaces where I’m not constantly being advertised at, or 

harassed or pushed into buying things.  The idea of self-employed artists trying to flog whatever they can, 

whether it has any connection to the site or not, is exactly the kind of thing that puts me off any visitor 

attraction.  Besides, as it stands now, demonstrators, as museum employees, can be relied upon to be there 

when required, to assist with other tasks (clearing the site in emergencies for one thing) and to be trained 

and experienced in dealing with museum visitors.
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An award-winning museum – this year alone, Gladstone has won the Sandford Award for excellence in 

education, despite a much-reduced education team and been voted (by the public) Best Visitor Attraction in 

the Staffordshire Tourism awards.  Obviously, Gladstone has plenty to offer visitors and the demonstrators 

are an integral part of that.  If you’re hoping to try and instil some creativity and entrepreneurial spirit with 

this move then you’re simply unaware that this is already happening.  In the last few weeks, I’ve been to 

Gladstone for a writer’s workshop, a Christmas-themed family fun day and most recently, the hugely 

successful Gladstone Gig where hundreds of people braved a cold night to see three bands, two of them 

from Stoke-on-Trent play in a “fantastic setting” (direct quote from the man behind me in the beer queue). 

American sociologist Robert K. Merton popularised the concept of, and explored the reasons behind the law 

of unintended consequences and he identified five main causes, three of which seem particularly, and 

unfortunately relevant here - ignorance, error and immediate interest.  Only someone ignorant of just what 

an integral part of the Gladstone visitor experience the demonstrators are would even begin to consider 

scrapping them.  The error here is in misunderstanding that museums like Gladstone aren’t just old buildings 

with things in them.  And it’s very clear that immediate interest is at work here with the rush to do 

something, anything to slash spending at a time when the government is seemingly doing its best to cripple 

the city with its appalling funding cuts.  The unintended consequence I’m concerned with?  Dwindling visitor 

numbers, a museum experience lacking in human interaction, the accelerated disappearance of skills like 

flowermaking and ultimately, the slow death of a museum the people of this city fought to restore and 

establish, making it, in the words of Sentinel journalist Martin Tideswell (from a public conversation I had 

with him on Twitter on December 3rd) “one of the jewels in our crown.” 

I appreciate there are painful decisions to be made.  I understand that service cuts are inevitable.  Something 

has to be done.  And this proposal is something.  That does NOT mean it’s the right thing.  It’s the wrong 

thing.

I am very concerned about the proposed changes at the Gladstone Museum which would mean a cessation 

of live demonstrations and have-a-go activities. These things are what makes the museum special and 

interesting to young people. They are also one of the few places where one can still see certain skills, such as 

flower making, being displayed. 

If the museum becomes just a static display, people will soon lose interest, and then the museum will 

definitely have to close. Is that the intention? I sincerely hope not. Please reconsider these cutbacks.

I am writing to express my support for the library building in trentham to continue in its present

location and staffing levels to continue to provide the excellent and vital service It provides to

our community.

The library provides a good service for local residents off all ages and in an area with no specific

community centre building and very few community facilities would be a proportionately high

loss to our area if it were to close.

As I understand it the figures show that the library is one of the most used and the savings made

by closing it would be relatively small.

 

I would ask you to please bear these considerations in mind when you are considering any

plans for savings to be made in your budget.

 

Thank You.
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We are writing to express our concerns over the council’s intention to remove all  finance for onsite support 

services at West End Village.  We understand your need to reduce expenditure, but feel that this proposal is 

draconian and indicates a complete lack of concern or understanding of the complex and varying needs of 

our residents.

We moved to West End Village with reassurances from Staffordshire Housing staff that, as we moved into 

old age, this facility would fulfil our needs physically, emotionally and socially, indefinitely. More 

importantly, residents’ support requirements will be varied as our faculties and capabilities change. 

Therefore we considered this to be the last housing move we would need to make in our lifetime. 

 Your proposal will certainly lead to a decrease in all aspects of support and also in the overall level of social 

activity in The Village.

The anxieties of residents will inevitably increase and may well cause a rise in demands on other council 

services with a greater financial burden on those services.

It was unfortunate that there was no council or Supporting People representation at our meeting.

Listed below are some of our concerns:

Will anyone be readily available to give advice on bills and finances, to set up care services and to react to an 

emergency?

Onsite support encourages and enables residents to participate in activities, which reduces the feeling of 

isolation.

We feel we will lose the valuable personal relationship between support workers and residents.

The increasing age of residents coupled with the expansion of like facilities in our area will lead to increased 

demands on a reduced service.

We also feel that the removal of our support workers could endanger some of the facilities we currently 

enjoy such as the shop, café, restaurant, gym and hairdresser which are also available to the local 

community.

I Would like to know why so much money is spent on the Spode site .When there is the W H Goss site in 

Sturgess Street complete with Bottle Ovens in perfect condition complete with decorating shops.Please read 

book ' The story of the Staffordshire family of  Potters William Henry Goss'The Goss family did so much for 

the people in the area also saved important documents saved on the Wood family.He also had his education 

paid for by the Copland familySome of the finest pottery made at Copland was made by him including 

duelled wareThis family were a true family of pottersplease allow grants in your budget for this site it must 

save the council thousands of pounds and bring the Tourists back into stokePlease do not hesitate to contact 

me will give all the time you require

Trentham Library SMALL as it is plays a LARGE part in our commumity living..It offers us a vast range of 

interest for all....It is our only community centre where we can meet old and new friends,where those who 

need to learn computer skills CAN, where young families can introduce their children to the wonderful world 

of books and that is an enjoyment and pleasure that never leaves you, older residents don"t all have 

transport therefore the library is accessible and also a vital source of local help and information.  I could at 

this stage go on and on, but please understand WE NEED OUR LIBRARY

I declare support for the Museum.

In repose to the proposals I would like to Gladstone Museum to continue to be open seven days a week 
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I would like to propose a different budget but do not have all the figures to do so .I lost my job in 2009 so 

like u I have had to make cuts and can only spend what I have so I say do not spend on luxuries and only 

spend our tax on essentials . I would  stop the move to hanley , it will keep the city in debt for many years 

               stop producing Our City                 stop the funding for the Chelsea flower show  and the tour of 

Britain , the money could reinstate the City Farm which would benefit the city much more                reduce 

councillors pay and expenses ,I was a school governor and did not receive anything ,I did it because I wanted 

to                 reduce the high paid officers salaries ,how can they justify what they are paid ,the chief executive 

paid more than the PM               stop paying for consultants ,why do we need them .Years ago when tax 

increased annually , as did salaries , councils spent on numerous projects and gave funding to many 

organizations but now times are hard so money must only be spent on essentials. I  realize  that I have not  

proposed an alternative budget but until the full details of how every pound is spent are published the public 

cannot make decisions. 

Please do not cut funding for the Gladstone Museum. It is a great little place to go, it is community driven 

and provides excellent activities and social events. The beer festival is especially a great event. With a little 

foresight and marketing Gladstone could become a jewel in the crown. Put aside having these fantasy ideas 

of building new and boring buildings, which in the long run will become a blot on the landscape. Instead 

make good what we already have and save our heritage, because this will generate income and jobs too, if it 

is promoted and sold in the right way. I have plenty of ideas, and I'm free.

I am shocked that the City Council should consider closing the Gladstone Museum and so loose a remaining 

part of the City's heritage. With a very large number of Stokes pottery manufacttuers now reduced to dust 

the Gladstone is a vital link to the City's past and must not be consigned to the scrap heap.

In fifty or a hundred years time when historians ask what happened to Stokes pottery past who would like to 

be known as letting it slip through their fingers?

Please see listed below the comments about the Mentoring Scheme.

 

I have forwarded the email to the budget mailbox and spoken yesterday to Business Support to let him know 

that these comments would be arriving.

 

•The Mentoring scheme has been in place for 5 years and helps with the stabilisation of chaotic offenders.

•12 PPO offenders at any one time on the scheme.

•The programme is offered to both statutory/non statutory offenders.

•Contracted to work with 32 offenders on the IOM programme, currently working with 39 and still continue 

to take referrals.

•The Mentoring team offer intense support using the universal pathways.

•Joint working is in place with the IOM field officers.

•The team are well versed, continually provide feedback which informs risk assessments. 
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I am writing to express my concerns over proposed funding changes to the Gladstone Pottery Museum. I 

have had the great privilege of visiting the museum several times with student groups from the University of 

Maryland. The Gladstone Museum is a very important educational resource as a working and living museum, 

providing visitors a sense of the process and labor involved in pottery production. Unlike any other pottery 

museum in the area, the Gladstone offers a wonderful sense of the lives of the Victorian pottery workers in 

“The Potteries” region. As a professional archaeologist and architectural historian, I have seen many 

museums in my career and consider the Gladstone to be one of the best. Importantly, my students feel 

likewise, and get a great deal out of their visits to the site. After years of studying pottery and pottery 

sherds, a visit to the Gladstone affords students the opportunity to see the production and process – the 

industrial and human dimensions of pottery making. Most importantly, they don’t just see static exhibits and 

silenced machines, but get to experience the process via demonstrations and hands-on activities. The 

current buzz in U.S. Higher Education is all about active learning, and our students eagerly engage in this type 

of learning at the Gladstone. I have included several images of our students at Gladstone and hope you can 

see the impact of this wonderful museum.  I strongly encourage the Council to support the ongoing mission 

of the museum, particularly the demonstration and hands-on programs that are so valuable to students of 

all ages. I have to say that given the distance we travel to visit the Gladstone (from 2 North Yorkshire), I 

would have to seriously reconsider keeping this site on our itinerary if the active learning aspects were to 

disappear due to budget reductions. I urge you to carefully consider these new proposals and continue to 

fully support a museum site that really interprets the heart and soul of Stoke-on-Trent. Please don’t hesitate 

to contact me if you have further questions or require other information.

I have followed with growing dismay the suggestion that the City Council is considering making cuts at 

Gladstone Pottery Museum.

 

I am a Stokie born and bred, and many of my ancestors worked in the Pots.  One of them even lived in 1 of 

the houses on the Gladstone site!  I consider any threat to Gladstone as a serious betrayal of our roots.

 

I have worked in Export for 25 years, selling ceramic materials, and have taken very many foreign customers 

on visits to Gladstone, all of whom were enthralled by it.  In particular, the demonstrators give a real feel of 

what is a WORKING pottery museum.  In short, they are its USP.  They are the reason it wins awards.

 

If anything, you should be investing more in Gladstone (its own website?), rather than making cuts, as this is 

a multi-award-winning museum, which is a major tourist attraction, bringing money into the local economy.  

It is also a major educational asset, with the demonstrators and hands-on experiences playing a big part in its 

educational role for youngsters both locally and from further afield.

 

Now that the local ceramic industry seems to be enjoying something of a resurgence, this makes the 

importance of Gladstone even more apparent.  Tourism and the pottery industry have always been closely 

connected, and you, our elected council should be doing more to encourage tourism and business in the 

area, an area known throughout the world as The Potteries.  

 

We all know how you can save a lot more money than the pittance you would save by making cuts at 

Gladstone, but I am sure you do not want to hear the views of yet another disgruntled voter re the CBD 

move!
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I am writing to urge you not to restructure the staffing at Gladstone; the end result of this could lead to the 

demise of the museums' principle attractions.  It is my view that the eventual result of this restructure will 

result in the eventual closure of the museum.  

 

I have written to my MP to express my concerns and to ask him to convey to the City Council's Chief 

Executive my concern for the future of the museum should these proposals translate into actual policy.  

 

It is also my view that the City Council should re-evaluate their priorities.  The city is a bleak, unwelcoming 

place to visit, despite major changes recently, there is nothing to attract visitors or residents to the city 

centre.

I visited The Gladstone Pottery Museum last week and was most impressed by the whole 

experience.  Wasn't it wonderful that someone had the foresight to save these bottle kilns from demolition 

so that future generations may gain an insight as to how people in The Potteries lived and worked? I was 

devastated to hear that your council is considering cutting back on the very thing that brings the museum to 

life --- the demonstrators! You have something absolutely unique in Gladstone, there is nothing, either in the 

UK  or anywhere in the world like it. Surely, we need to be proud of our heritage and to cherish it  and 

promote it for generations to come, just as the people who saved it in the Sixties could foresee.  I urge you 

to think again and find elsewhere to make cuts in expenditure. For example, does the council really need to 

invest large sums of money in new council  buildings at this time?  

I'd like to object to your proposal to close my local library in Trentham. I regularly use this facility, and it 

would have a huge negative impact if it were to be closed.

 

As a 17 year old who can't afford to learn to drive, I cycle everywhere I need to. Trentham library is the only 

viable option for me, as the buses to other libraries would be both too expensive, and also too impractical 

for frequent use.

 

Though the library is small, it more than serves its use, and the staff there are the most helpful I have 

encountered. A decision to close the library would be a huge mistake.

 

This response is submitted on behalf of the Friends of the Potteries Museums and Art Gallery. This is a 

registered charity whose aim is to promote, support and help with the development of the four local 

museums which showcase the heritage of The Potteries. Membership subscriptions and all of our fundraising 

activities are targeted at areas which are outside of the museums’ normal budgets.

We have helped to purchase many important exhibits for the museum collections, including Iron Age gold 

torcs, the  Minton Peacock, the Pugh collection of Victorian Staffordshire figures, a  John Constable sketch of 

Trentham Hall, and Ozzie, the famous slipware owl jug. Friends raised over £100,000 towards the purchase 

of The Staffordshire Hoard, levering in an additional £27,000 in Gift Aid. The Friends also support the 

development of interpretation and educational activities, helping to increase visitors’ enjoyment and raise 

awareness of local history and culture.

The Friends is a membership organisation, with around 500 subscribers.  Many Friends live locally, although 

we also have members from elsewhere in the UK and across the world, as befits a world class museum 

service.

SE15 Reduction of the tourism marketing budget

We are concerned that the intention to reduce the tourism marketing budget by £10,000 each year in 

2014/15 and 2015/16 will actually result in a loss of income to the city’s economy far in excess of the 

modest bottom line savings achieved. 

SE16 Review and restructure the management and curatorial team at PMAG to deliver revised work 

programme informed by Arts Council and other funding bids. 

As no details are provided it is only possible to comment on this in general terms. 
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Our principal concern is that any restructure should be strategically driven and designed to address current 

weaknesses in service delivery, while helping to maintain Museums Accreditation. It should not be designed 

simply to meet the short term requirements of funding partners. The City Council has indicated that it 

intends to establish an independent trust to undertake the management of the museum service. The main 

priority should be the creation of an organisational structure that aligns with this intention and enables the 

service to thrive and develop under this new form of governance. We are surprised that there is no 

reference to the creation of a trust in the budget document as this offers the greatest opportunity for the 

service to become more entrepreneurial,  enhance its income-generating capacity and ensure its future 

viability .

SE17 Phase out the City Council’s support for the British Ceramics Biennial

We are surprised that the City Council proposes to reduce and then remove all financial support for the 

Ceramics Biennial while committing up to £500,000 for a display at the Chelsea Flower Show. We believe it 

would be far better to invest in local people, local jobs, and local facilities. We should make better use of the 

city’s existing assets and its unique heritage to attract tourists and investors. Given proper support, the BCB 

provides an opportunity to bring people to the city, where, hopefully, they will not only enjoy the best of 

contemporary ceramics but also spend their money.

SE18 Restructure and review the Museums, Culture and Tourism services and associated teams to provide 

an overall structure that can manage museums and cultural activity and promote this as part of the tourism 

offer. Review opening hours at the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery.

The proposal states that savings will be made in a number of ways, including a staff restructure, a review of 

opening hours and staff rotas and the identification of new and opportunities to generate income at the 

Potteries Museum and Art Gallery. Little detail is given as to how this will actually be achieved, although a 

press release refers to a proposal to change the opening hours on Fridays from 10am until 5pm to 12 noon 

to 8pm. The same press release refers to the introduction of charging exhibitions. According to the Sentinel, 

this could include buying in exhibitions such as the V&A’s recent David Bowie show (even though this is not a 

touring exhibition).

As far as Friday evening opening is concerned, we are not aware of any market research or evidence of 

demand. Another concern is the likelihood that this proposal will actually generate a net cost to the museum 

service, as well as the loss of paying school visits and general visitors (who give donations and make 

secondary spend in the shop and café) on Friday mornings. This would be especially noticeable during school 

holidays. As many staff will still be at work in the building on Friday mornings, and the main entrance will 

need to be open to allow access to the Tourist Office, when it is relocated to the Museum, it is difficult to 

see where any savings will be made. 

We do not believe that there is a demand for casual museum visits on a Friday evening, but there is the 

potential to develop a market for special evening events. Those museums that do offer evening openings 

usually focus this around something specific – and also promote the use of their shops, cafes and restaurants 

to achieve a significant secondary spend.

We suggest that the museum should maintain the current arrangements for Friday daytime opening but 

pilot a series of evening openings for special events once a month, with the café serving an evening menu 

and the bar open for drinks. These events would be self-funded through earned income, including charges 

for activities where appropriate. This should enhance the museum’s income generating potential, diversify 

the offer to the public and improve the night time economy.

Nor do we believe that staging the occasional bought-in charging exhibition is a panacea. This has been tried 

before with the Titanic Treasures exhibition, which was not a financial success. That does not mean that a 

well-chosen future exhibition cannot be successful  – but it is unlikely to generate the sort of income needed 

to fill a major funding gap. It would be far more productive to make better use of our own unique assets by 

creating and marketing touring exhibitions which capitalise on the rich diversity of the city’s collections, 

whether Anglo-Saxon gold or Staffordshire ceramics. We believe that there is a potential market both in the 

UK and internationally, and that locally produced touring exhibitions could generate significant income.
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We can see a logic in the proposal to relocate the tourist information team to the Potteries Museum and Art 

Gallery, but there may be a number of logistical, operational and line-management issues to resolve for this 

to be effective. The additional costs of moving do not seem to have been factored in.

The proposal also includes a review of the operating model at Gladstone Pottery Museums.  It states that 

‘There will be fewer hands-on activities for visitors but more spaces provided for self-employed artists to 

work’.

Gladstone’s income stream depends on people choosing to visit the museum.  It depends not only on 

admission charges, but also charges for have-a-go activities, clay workshops, shop sales and tea-shop 

income. First-person interpretation by skilled demonstrators has always been central to the visitor 

experience at Gladstone, and key to the museum’s ability to attract more visits. If fewer visitors come as a 

result of there being less to do, then the museum’s income will fall, sparking a vicious spiral of decline.

The proposal to replace the existing demonstrators by making more space available for self-employed artists 

does not seem to have been fully thought through. Self-employed potters have been used at Gladstone in 

the past but there was always a tension between the demands of running a business and the requirements 

of the visiting public. This proposal might also have resource implications, as self-employed ceramic artists 

may well expect equipment of a higher specification to that which is currently employed at Gladstone.

The budget document talks about promoting museums and culture “as part of the tourism offer”. We 

suggest better targeted promotion, especially within the ‘day visitor’ market, to increase the number of 

family and group visits. This would also have the benefit of increasing secondary spend. There is also 

considerable scope to expand the 'specialist tourist' market. There is an increasing demand for tailored 

cultural tours, and there is a large number of pottery enthusiasts and collectors clubs that can be targeted.

Finally, we are pleased to see that the City Council has reaffirmed its commitment to maintaining free entry 

to the Potteries Museum & Art Gallery. The museum plays a significant part in the life of the local 

community, offering a wide range of opportunities for participation, lifelong learning, and pure enjoyment. 

Above all, it is successful in attracting audiences from all parts of society.  More than 75% of visitors live 

locally, with a large proportion from  lower income social groups, which is unusual. Regionally, only 29% of 

museum visitors are from these groups, while nationally the figure falls to only 23%.  At the same time, the 

proportion of repeat visitors to the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery is much higher than the national 

average. However, we are concerned that the imminent loss of Arts Council funded posts will reduce the 

ability of the service to provide an adequate schools programme, deliver services effectively, prepare 

funding bids and maintain Accreditation – which is essential for its future viability. 

Above all, we would like to see some reassurance that the Council recognises the strategic importance of its 

museums as its main cultural priority.
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I am e-mailing to express my concerns over the budget proposals affecting Gladstone Pottery Museum. 

Specifically, reducing the number of hands on activities and

deleting the posts of the demonstrators. 

I am a Learning Assistant working across Stoke Museums with schools and families. The Museum is visited by 

many local schools from Stoke-on-Trent and Newcastle-Under - Lyme and further afield such as 

Cheshire, Birmingham and even France. The vast majority of schools who visit the museum take a tour of the 

factory. From my own personal experience and from teacher feedback I know that the thing that engages, 

wows and inspires the children the most, is the time spent on their tour with our demonstrators. 

They ooooh and aaaahh with wide eyes as a lump of clay is thrown into a beautiful vase. They enjoy asking 

questions to our flower makers about their past life in the industry making hundreds of flowers a day. It 

gives them an important personal connection with their heritage. If the demonstrations were not offered to 

schools then the children would lose this.  The museum has recently won a Sandford award to recognise 

excellence in heritage education, I strongly feel this could not have been won without the demonstrators 

input.

Furthermore, teachers very much value the demonstrating element of their visits. If this were to stop our 

school tours would lose their wow factor and value for money and teachers would be more likely to book 

schools trips outside of the city. Thus the museum would lose an essential source of income, including shop 

spends by the children and repeat visits with their families during the school holidays. The income lost 

through this surely will negate financial savings from salary reduction. This loss of income would be 

further increased by loss of adult visitor numbers. Visitor feedback from feedback forms, social media and 

Trip advisor show that hands on activities and demonstrations are the most popular and well rated things 

the museums offer. Enyet both things are proposed to be cut. What will draw visitors in to the museum if 

what the visitors love is removed? Worse, what will draw tourists into the city if our heritage offer is reduced 

to nothing? Original proposals were to shut the two remaining city museums, they will certainly be forced to 

close within the next few years if their funding continues to be cut every year. Surely tourism is a way that 

the city can to regenerate itself, with investment it could create jobs and attract business into the area. 

 

It has been proposed that the demonstrators could be replaced by self employed ceramic artists. I have seen 

this done at Coalport China Museum and it does not work. As artists are self employed they are not always 

available to interact with visitors. In fact on my visit to Coalport some of the artists were not even there. Of 

the artists who were there: one spent most of her time trying to sell me things, another was unapproachable 

and the third was busy training a member of staff how to use an electric kiln. The demonstrators at 

Gladstone have been chosen not just for their ceramic skills, but for their ability to engage the public, 

including children. As their main remit is to engage visitors, they have the time and patience to make a 

connection with every single visitor that comes through the museum and make their visit special. They have 

the time to do hands on activities with them, such as throwing a pot. A freelance artists priority must be the 

making and selling of their work and is thus contradictory to the needs of the museum visitor who is there to 

learn about the heritage of our great city and enjoy their time experiencing new things.

The museums of this city should be treated as assets that support our children's learning , connect the city 

with its past and brings in tourism.  With investment by the city they could increase their benefits.

 

Please consider this when making a decision on whether to go ahead with the proposed cuts.

I am saddened to hear that Stoke on Trent City council have proposed that Trentham library is at risk of 

closure. This small, but efficient, local resource has been providing community services to young and old 

alike, and its threat of closure has caused sadness amongst the Trentham community. 

 

Libraries are spaces where people of all ages can practice lifelong learning-  this valuable community 

resource should NOT face closure.
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 I am emailing on behalf of the residents of Sandon Court. We have been informed that you the council are 

considering withdrawing the supporting people supplement that we receive. This we find most irresponsible 

of  you. The council seems to consider the elderly and children a cash cow because everytime you want 

more  money to waste on that monstosity you want to build in Hanley [which no one but the councillers 

want] you target the most vunerable. You are taking away the support that we moved into sheltered housing 

for. We know that the government is cutting back on the money that you receive and this appears 

hypocritical when you want people to remain in their own homes so please reconsider the effect what you 

cut backs on supporting people supplement will mean.

As a part time  employee of the Council  employed at Gladstone Pottery Museum & as a week end first 

person role player who will be affected by the proposals, I realise my comments may not appear to be 

objective. They are however from the heart.

 

I have been employed at the Museum since 1998. I have therefore seen the Museum adapt to many changes 

& transitions and have been impressed by the way in which all the staff at the Museum have risen to the 

many challenges presented to them over the years. 

 

As a result of economies made in earlier years, the staffing at the Museum is now pared back to a limit 

which, if reduced further would present Health & Safety risks to the public. The breadth of provision offered, 

with hands on demonstrators, social history interpretation and special heritage events enhances the already 

unique atmosphere of the Museum. Without the provision of demonstrators the public will be deprived of 

the opportunity to be part of the ‘’working Pottery’’ Museum atmosphere. Indeed it could not be called a 

working Pottery Museum without demonstrators.  Demonstrators are also a particularly important 

experience for group visitors such as schools & overseas visitors where interpretation is crucial. The Museum 

is not a suitable work space  for self employed pottery demonstrators & even if it were,  the take up is 

unlikely to be able to offer the  skills we currently have available. Self employed workers also would not be 

prepared to offer the ‘’have a go’’ experiences we currently offer to the public as they would be trying to 

earn a living producing their own work.

The Museum & Stoke on Trent as a whole has had the benefit of a number of special projects & grants to 

extend and enrich the City’s Museum experience for the public. The Council has a responsibility to protect 

and enhance the results of the money it has been awarded. For example the stunning Tile & Flushed with 

Pride Galleries, The Dr’s house, the new video bases, the extended & refurbished bottle oven provision. If 

the Museum experience is diminished with either less  on offer to the public or further restrictions in 

Museum hours it could I believe be regarded as a dereliction of duty by the Council to protect the City’s 

heritage and effectively manage the special monies awarded to it in the recent past.

I believe the Council has to look elsewhere for the savings or decide to move towards not agreeing to accept 

the budget restrictions being placed on it by National Government. I applaud the efforts to try to bring the 

Potteries to the wider public by events such as the Chelsea flower show but we will have nothing left to 

show the visiting public if these heritage cuts are allowed to continue. Similarly if there is to be a longer term 

future for the Museum under the direction of a Trust (not something I think is a good idea personally) the 

Council will have nothing to market to a Trust for them to take over if the Gladstone Museum is diminished 

any further. It is largely the day to day efforts, multi tasking  & team work of the Museum employees & the 

loyal band of volunteers which have  ‘kept the show on the road ‘ up to this point.

 

I appreciate the opportunity to state my views & I hope it will be noted that these are concerns which cover 

a much wider remit than the possible loss of my own post at the Museum.
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I read with much disappointment about the budget cuts at Gladstone Pottery relating to scrapping the 

demonstrations and have-a-go demonstrations.  That was the best part. The demos and have a go activities 

engage your consumers a lot more than just looking at things in the museum. I made a beautiful flower (see 

attached), which I then painted when I got home. I took along my friend who was visiting from New York. 

She thoroughly enjoyed the day at Gladstone, particularly the demos and flower making.  

 

It's bad enough that we have lost most of our local potteries, but to scrap the demos etc just helps to lessen 

our Potteries history even more.  The skills will be completely lost and our children will loose out.  Very sad.

 

I hope you manage to find the money elsewhere to keep these activities going.

Why this proposal will cost money

Closing for 2 hours in the morning and opening for 3 hours in the evening is a cost NOT a saving!

There will be a considerable cost for publicity to tell everyone about the changes. It will take months for the 

message to reach people and in the meantime there will be lots of angry people turning up to the Museum 

on a Friday morning - this will not enhance the tourist appeal of the area!

There will be a loss of income on a Friday morning from formal school visits, shop sales, café and donations, 

especially in half term, school holidays and summer.

Will the whole Museum be closed on a Friday morning? What about the other staff to answer the phone, 

clean – has this been thought about?  

Have visitors on a Friday morning been asked for their views? Where is the evidence that there is a demand 

for ordinary museum visits up to 8 pm on a Friday? Evening events would need to go on to at least 9 pm or 

later and I can’t imagine there being a need for an evening event every week!

why not open on a Friday evening once a month, like the British Museum does in London, for special 

eventswith drinks and food to make money. There could be talks, performances, tours behind the scenes 

etcthat can be charged for, thus raising money. This will also attract a new audience who want an evening 

out with a difference.

Leave Friday morning opening as it is for paying schools visits, families and tourists. If you close you will 

loose their income – schools and families will not come in the evening!!!

I am dismayed at the proposals to cut funding to Gladstone Pottery and possibly withdraw the hands-on 

experience enjoyed by so many who visit this glorious historic site. I lived on the edge of the Pottteries from 

1973 and now live only a short distance away in Stone. I have been visiting the Gladstone and taking all my 

family and friends there. I have brought many Americans, Germans and French people along who have 

adored the experience and who still often talk about the pottery piece they enjoyed making there.   

 

A visit to the Gladstone could never be the same without the various activities being demonstrated to the 

public in a way that involves them. Replacing personnel with people trying to make a living could never work 

in the same way as their priority will be to make their own business flourish and they will have no time for 

explanations and to chat about how things used to be - all of which is part of the learning and fun.    

 

Isn't it time we celebrated our industrial heritage and promoted Stoke on Trent as a place to visit? Reducing 

the facilities at the Gladstone is not the way to do it . Every time I enter Staffordshire from another county I 

see signs saying: 'Staffordshire - The Creative County'. It seems ironic that your proposals appear to be a 

direct contradiction of this image.

 

Please reconsider and let us have more hands-on experiences rather than fewer  thereby encouraging young 

and old to understand and love the product we were once famous for and for which we are so proud.
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Gladstone Working Pottery Museum - the clue is in the title

 

“We also found that people have a deep-seated desire to preserve our links with the past and to give them a 

new role in the future. It is the next generation who will judge our success or failure.”

An extract from the introduction in ‘What is our heritage’, Department of the Environment, 1975

 

In the early 1970s influential people with vision campaigned to save elements of our industrial heritage. The 

rapid modernisation and rationalisation of many of the country’s primary industries such as textiles, 

metalworking, coalmining and pottery, was changing the landscape for ever. Blast furnaces, waterwheels, 

mills, chimneys, glass-cones and bottle ovens, all symbols of once-great manufacturing operations, were 

disappearing fast. Equally significant was the loss of the skills which were practised, often for many 

successive generations, throughout these enterprises.

 

Industrial museums were the visionaries’ response. Not lofty hallowed halls filled with rows of inaccessible, 

drab glass cases but places where age-old processes were brought to life by people demonstrating what they 

were all about. Ironbridge, Beamish, Styal, Abbeydale and Gladstone were all part of this new movement 

which involved visitors in the museum world. Traditional ‘glass case’ museums were certainly not to be 

disregarded but, as the general public proved, there was a distinct eagerness to visit and experience first-

hand the significance of our industrial past. Visitors came, and continue to come, because they like what 

they see.

 

Visitors from the north-east, November 2013:

“My wife and I are here because we came here many years ago with our young children, who have never 

forgotten their visit, especially the pottery-throwing. We’ve come back because of those fond memories.”

Gladstone, along with other national industrial museums, began to be recognised nationally and 

internationally. It won the prestigious Museum of the Year Award as early as 1976. The die was cast, the 

word spread, and now, almost 40 years on, Gladstone receives visitors from all over the world, visitors keen 

to soak-up the atmosphere of what it was like to work in a pottery 100 years ago

Visitors from North Carolina, December 2013:

“We’re potters in the famous American pottery region of North Carolina and have come to Gladstone to get 

an appreciation of how you pot over here.”

 

Gladstone has received many awards and been given a wide range of accolades throughout its history – and 

there’s no reason to think that this record will stop: most recently, the Museum has been given the Sandford 

Award.

 

October 2013, Councillor Adrian Knapper, cabinet member for health and wellbeing, said:

“It comes as no great surprise to me to hear about this success. The museum offers a fascinating insight into 

the history of Stoke-on-Trent, famous the world over for the quality of its pottery. For schoolchildren, it 

provides a unique opportunity on their doorstep to experience what conditions were really like for the men, 

women and children who worked at the centre of the world’s pottery industry, something you can’t get from 

reading books.”

 

Demonstrating the various skills that were so commonplace in the local pottery industry, even fifty years 

ago, enables people to understand elements of our industrial ceramic heritage. It can inspire our younger 

visitors, especially those from primary schools, towards thoughts of continuing and developing our 

internationally-renowned expertise in this sphere.
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26 November 2013, Cllr Mohammed Pervez’s Blog:

“We’ll destroy the myths around careers in engineering and ceramics – these are world-leading industries 

and they are based in our city and its surroundings.”

 

It’s encouraging to see Cllr Pervez personally acknowledging the ceramic industry. According to the entries 

for our councillors on the City’s website, none of the 44 councillors has any connection with the industry. 

That may well be the case too for the City’s senior managers. It is hard to imagine that there is real 

enthusiasm for what is probably seen as a financial burden by those who are more likely to be attracted by a 

hoard of gold found somewhere on the other side of the county.

 

Gladstone truly needs its demonstrations. The buildings are one thing – and are far more complete and 

coherent than either the Enson Works or Middleport Pottery– but they need to come alive by the addition of 

the human touch, the expertise, the warmth. It’s that which brings the visitors to Gladstone. Without them, 

the Museum will surely spiral into decay and, ultimately, closure. 

Despite being a volunteer at Gladstone, I do not profess to know anything at all about its day-to-day 

operations, its finances etc. However, I am sure that a site like Gladstone has to have ‘grant’ support in one 

way or another. Its existence must rely on the belief that it is an important element in the City’s tourism 

portfolio and, hence, the very reason why the City took it over when its original Trust ran into difficulties. I 

am therefore unable to offer constructive ideas on new and imaginative ways forward. However, I do offer 

the following suggestion:

My wife and I visit museums and public attractions throughout England on a regular basis. One element 

which is always of interest to us is the refreshment area. By way of example, go to Manchester Museum & 

Art Gallery, Hereford Cathedral, Ashwood Nurseries (Kingswinford) or to the Devon Guild (Bovey Tracey). 

These are all interesting attractions for their prime purpose but with the bonus of an excellent eatery, these 

places really ‘buzz’. Longton has little to offer in the way of a good place to eat, free of noise, smell, tacky 

notices etc. Gladstone should fulfil this role (as it did to some extent many years ago) and become ‘a 

destination of note’. This also has the potential to increase Museum visitor numbers.

I recommend a total re-think of the catering operation in order to create something really special – but 

certainly not based on the current offer at the Potteries Museum.

Proposed Closure of Trentham Library. 

I am e-mailing with concern about the proposed closure of Trentham Library. I have lived in Trentham all of 

my life and my younger brother and myself, now 22 are regular users of the library. I am in my final year at 

University studying Primary Teacher Training and when returning home in the holidays, the library and the 

library staff have been a life saver to me, providing me with books which I have needed to use in teaching 

practice and assignments. Not only is there a large number of elderly people in Trentham who use the 

library, but also a young generation and those who use toddler group who need to be encouraged to 

develop a love of reading and a love of books. The money that the council will be saving is minimal.  We 

need the library to be open in Trentham and from previous community meetings it is a clearly loved and well 

used facility.  I hope you take the time to read this e-mail and listen to the people of Trentham.  Many 

Thanks.
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I am writing to voice my concerns at the possible down grading of activities at Gladstone. If demonstrations 

are to cease this will only impact on visitor numbers. The attraction of Gladstone is that it is a working 

museum where visitors can see how techniques are applied, enabling them to make a strong connection 

with our heritage. If this is to happen in the first instance it will potentially have a devastating impact on 

visitor numbers. This will then give justification for the council to say that the museum is not attracting 

enough visitors for it to remain viable. Gladstone is a key part of our heritage, we have lost many historic 

buildings in our City to date. We can not afford to lose such a key building/attraction or the strong 

connection with our industrial heritage. The council should be looking at how support can be given to engage 

visitors further and increase numbers. With vision this can be achieved, there are a great number of creative 

individuals in our city who are keen to develop the creative sector. The threat to Gladstone and Staffordshire 

County Councils planned closure of the Shire Hall Gallery sends out a message that there is no value placed 

on our heritage or the creative sector. This then leads to a lack of retention of creative talent in our City 

which the Council are so keen to regenerate.

I am writing to you with regard the recently published budget proposals, in particular those regarding 

Gladstone Pottery Museum.

 

I have worked at the museum for over 8 years and in that time have seen cuts in staffing or budget (or both) 

most years. Staff have adapted and work very hard to provide an excellent service at an incredibly high 

quality visitor attraction. 

 

The museum is currently at the top of its game and this year has been voted Best Small Visitor Attraction in 

the Staffordshire Tourism Awards, won the Sandford Award for excellence in education provision and has 

(once again) been rated 'excellent' by VAQAS (the Visit Attraction Quality Assurance Scheme).

 

Gladstone is ranked number 1 on Trip Advisor and has been awarded a Trip Advisor 'Certificate of 

Excellence'. I would advise the members and officers making decisions about the museum's future to read 

the reviews on this site, which is the go-to advice centre for the majority of travellers from within and 

outside our area. The vast majority of them mention the museum demonstrators as the highlight of their 

visit. It is these demonstrations of pottery skills and the ability to take part and have a go at making a bone 

china flower, throwing a pot or decorating pottery which elevates Gladstone to it's popular status. The 

demonstrations are the unique selling point of the museum and are what attract families, school groups, 

group travel parties and casual visitors alike. To get rid of this element to the museum and still charge an 

entrance fee is akin to a swimming pool removing all the water and still charging swimmers to look around.
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Gladstone often serves as Stoke-on-Trent's window to the world and has featured extensively on national 

and international television. This month the museum was on the prime time BBC Celebrity Antiques Road 

Trip programme (this also raised income for the museum through filming fees) and in the new year it will 

feature on an episode of Eric Knowles' 'Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is. To visitors the museum is 

seen as encapsulating the heritage of our city and is appreciated by the people of Stoke-on-Trent as 

something to be truly proud of.

To lose this vital aspect of the museum experience would have a devastating effect on visitor numbers and 

income from admissions, have a go activities and the museum shop. By far the best sellers in the shop range 

are the items made at Gladstone by the demonstration staff. Proposals to replace the demonstrators with 

self employed artists are unworkable. Self employed artists would not have the time to interact with public 

and would not put on activities or produce for the shop or commissions, diminishing both visitor experience 

and income. There is also the question of how the areas within a Grade II * listed building would be adapted 

for this purpose and where the funding for commercial kilns and equipment would come from.

I would also like to comment on you proposal to merge the Tourist Information Centre with The Potteries 

Museum & Art Gallery front of house staff. I feel this would be highly damaging to the existing 'brand' the 

TIC has worked hard to create. I also have grave concerns that trying to merge two very different posts will 

result in a dilution of the quality of service for both organisations.

 

With regard the proposals for public toilets, I feel that any civilised city should provide this service. As the 

mother of two small children they are not just a public 'convenience' but a necessity if I am to shop in a 

town. 

 

I am well aware that the council faces some very difficult decisions but it needs to make these in an 

informed way, looking at the bigger picture. To destroy the winning formula of the most successful Stoke-on-

Trent visitor attraction would be a criminal waste of an opportunity to capitalise on the growing tourism 

industry. Please see the recent Deloitte tourism report for more information on the growth of tourism and 

it's knock on effect on surrounding economies.

 

Staffordshire is being successfully marketed by the Destination Management Partnership as a short break 

destination and visitors numbers are growing. The council needs to ensure that Stoke-on-Trent is providing a 

tourism offer for it to capitalise on one of the few sectors of industry which is showing growth,

 

This is the time for Stoke-on-Trent to circle the wagons, minimise unnecessary spending and look at what 

will make our city attractive and successful in the future. Gladstone is essential in this mix and savings need 

to be found elsewhere. We currently pay a premium to host the Tour of Britain which attracts an audience of 

cycling fans for a few days a year. Gladstone attracts a local, national, regional and international audience on 

a daily basis all year round. We are also paying a private company to provide a theatre in the city, perhaps it 

is time to look after our own attractions such as our museums and allow private enterprise to stand on it's 

own two feet.

 

I truly believe that Gladstone Pottery Museum makes Stoke-on-Trent a better place to live in and to visit and 

would ask that you do not destroy what the electorate see as the 'jewel of the crown'. Abandon these plans 

and instead look at how the museum can continue to grow it's audience and help our city to future success.
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Stoke-on-Trent City Council’s Budget Consultation-

 

I welcome this opportunity to respond to Stoke-on-Trent City Council’s budget consultation. While I do fully 

recognise the need for the City Council to make savings as a result of Government cuts, I would like to again 

stress my belief that the importance of protecting the most vulnerable in our society should be central to the 

Council’s proposals. 

 

The scale and magnitude of the cuts are such that a whole new strategic approach is needed for the redesign 

and planning of services.  I don’t see how the process that the council is using to establish what cuts are 

made is fit for purpose for the whole strategic change that is needed.  Faced with such large cuts in central 

government funding, only such a strategic approach will enable the Council to deliver more with less. 

 

I would also like to raise my concerns regarding the consultation process itself.  Given the fundamental 

importance of the proposals contained in the Budget, it is vital that the Council’s clearly sets out its priorities 

and that the consultation process itself is transparent, accessible to all so that people are able to engage 

with and comment on the proposals.  

 

I also believe that the lack of detail in the budget proposals means that it is difficult to comment effectively 

on many of the proposals. For example, the proposal to make savings by realigning Youth Offending Service 

roles states simply that this will be done through “general efficiencies across the whole youth offending 

service” without giving any specifics about what these might be or how they might impact upon the service.  

The Council should provide greater detail in order that the public can better understand the proposals and 

engage more fully with them.  

I do also have a number of more specific issues I would like to raise with regard to the proposed budget.

 

‘Supporting People’

 

The budget proposals include a cut to the ‘Supporting People’ budget of £500,000 per year. There are real 

concerns that this would see the removal of vital services such as, for example, emergency alarms for those 

in sheltered accommodation. In short, a reduction in real-terms support for some of those most in need. 

 

Furthermore, the lack of detail of what services will be altered by the cut in funding is an issue of concern. 

Stating that the saving will be made on those services which have “the least impact on vulnerable groups” 

does not in itself provide for this.  Furthermore, there is no detail whatsoever on how the cuts in the second 

year are to be achieved.

There needs to be clarity and public dialogue on which services will be under threat and details on how the 

impact will be measured.

 

There also seems to be an underlying contradiction in the priorities of the Budget. The Council are, on the 

one hand, suggesting that they’re focusing on prevention measures (such as in terms of dementia) and 

investing in upgrading their sheltered housing provision to enable to live independently for longer, but on 

the other they are removing elements of that very provision, such as emergency alarms.  Housing providers 

help people with dementia live independently for longer, delaying the need for residential care and 

preventing unnecessary hospital admissions. But at the same time cuts are being made to both sheltered 

housing and care homes.
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We are now increasingly reliant upon voluntary and third sector organisations to meet the needs of many in 

the city, yet at the same time their income is being considerably reduced both locally and nationally. 

Consequently, many are steadily becoming less able to deal with the additional problems created by the cuts 

that the Council are forced to impose in other areas. 

 

I would, then, like to ask whether or not procurement and commissioning could be focused in such a way 

that would support local voluntary and third sector organisations to continue their work within Stoke-on-

Trent? This should be done in a cross cutting way that maximises funds and reduces the impact on services. 

 

The Economy

 

The Council are absolutely right to focus on supporting the local economy as a means of generating new jobs 

and income for the city. However, there are issues in this area that I feel need to be reviewed.

 

Regarding the appointment of Capita as the City Council’s ‘procurement partner’, I feel that it is important 

firstly to know how much money has been spent on securing this contract and, secondly, what consideration 

was given to local companies in the bidding process.

In terms of job creation, how are particular employers being encouraged to establish themselves in the city 

to create a more varied local workforce? As a city, we need to bring in sustainable, skilled and long-term jobs 

and avoid a reliance on more insecure retail positions. I firmly believe that more could be done to encourage 

renewable energy projects and green industry into the City, which could provide the new jobs we badly need 

as well as building a stronger, more sustainable local economy. 

I feel that Council does also need to recognise both the cultural and commercial value of the arts and 

heritage to the City. By cutting the tourism budget and ruling out any involvement in Visit England campaigns 

and regional marketing, the Council appear to be removing the support for these institutions which have 

made and do make such a significant contribution to our identity. Stoke-on-Trent has a unique offering to 

visitors and its ceramics heritage continues to be a real draw to tourists from all over the world.  In the 

absence of a tourism budget consideration needs to be given to how the city can continue to attract visitors 

given the large contribution visitors make to the local economy. This is particularly true given the Budget’s 

proposals to cease providing any funding to the British Ceramics Biennial. 

 

The Council should prioritise the importance of sports facilities and set out its policy on sport.  I would 

support greater involvement for local football teams in extending the use of the Bradeley pitches. I would 

support local management if it means increasing access for local teams. 

It is also more important than ever that the Council develops the capacity to secure national and European 

funding to support the continued development of industry and the arts in the City. It is hugely important that 

we are able to draw upon European Regional Development Fund grants and this is an area in which the 

Council absolutely needs to invest in its staff.

The budget document does not appear to prioritise funding for staff who will bid for these funds and ensure 

that the needs of communities in all six towns of the city will be met. 

 

The extent of central government cutbacks to local authority funding and attacks on public services, coupled 

with demographics and reductions in central government resources for the NHS, means that we have to 

rethink our whole approach to public service provision.  This will mean more pooled resources and the 

governance arrangements to match.  Yet the budget consultation appears to be based on ‘salami slicing’ 

budgets rather than collaborative working with the private, independent and voluntary sector to redesign 

services to do more with less.  

re with less.  
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We are very disturbed about the proposal to stop demonstrations at the Gladstone Pottery Museum.  We 

feel the demonstrations bring the museum to life especially for children on school trips.  The demonstrators 

teach visitors so much about skills that were so vital to the potteries.  We hope the council will reconsider its 

proposal.

I have a long association with the City’s museums service, which started with the huge expansion of the 

Potteries Museum in the 1970s  (as the officer in charge of its art collections and exhibitions programme), 

and led to my appointment as director of that department between 1988 and 2000.  But my continuing 

interest as a local resident of the City, (first in Milton, but since 1988 in Trentham), with children developing 

through the local school and college system, is even wider.  So I want to respond on my own account, as 

well.

The main priority, in any strategic planning for the museum service, should be the establishment of an 

independent Trust, supported by enough funding to enable it to survive and develop under its new 

governance.  I know this is already under way, but is there the commitment and energy from City Council 

officers, and leadership and support from Members, to make sure this happens quickly enough?

For Gladstone, the importance of the skilled demonstrators (both manually and in communication) has 

always been key to the positive visitor experience, and the ability to attract more visits.

For the Potteries Museum & Art Gallery, with the majority of its visits always coming from local people, and 

a significant amount from local groups and school parties, it is fair to say that the service has always been an 

integral part of this area’s cultural heritage and unique sense of place, important both to those who live and 

work here and to those who come to see outstanding ceramics, anglo-saxon gold, the Spitfire, etc. from all 

over the world. 

At a time of diminishing central government financial support,  the City Council’s strategic vision, planning 

and prioritisation over at least a 5-year period become even more important than usual.  Is it getting the 

right advice from its Senior Officers or consultants?  Are these people as committed to the local outcomes as 

the Councillors are; or will they be on their way to other projects in other places before long?  These issues 

are too important to be trusted to transient officers, in my opinion; and I would like to see evidence of the 

Council treating its museums as its main cultural assets and priority.

I will leave the detailed aspects of the case to other submissions.  My main concern is to see the Council 

adopt a strategy that demonstrates a realistic understanding of what is needed to keep museum services 

viable over the next few years.

I strongly disagree with your plans to close my local library. It's a much facility in the heart of the community 

and the annual maintenance costs must be tiny!
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I am writing as Chair of the North Staffs National Trust Association on my own behalf and that of our 

membership. We have over four hundred such members, and they, and their children and grandchildren, 

believe that the proposals concerning Gladstone Pottery are misguided.  We think that these proposals are 

both impracticable and undermine a valuable asset in the form of a very successful visitor centre and 

educational experience.

 

We have not seen any persuasive arguments as to why a guide or demonstrator would want to take on the 

extra burden of self-employment in terms of unpaid outside hours admin, contributions, tax, or 

accountancy. Similarly, self-employed crafts people would be focused on profit, not on a welcoming visitor 

experience, social history or running outdated uneconomic equipment.

In other words, the unique selling point of the Gladstone Pottery - its living social history with hands on 

involvement - is being ignored. This experience is quite different from that provided by tours of the Dudson 

Museum , Emma Bridgwater or Wedgwood. The Gladstone exhibits will become static, the focus will be on 

selling ceramics and, for many visitor, this will not be the appeal of the museum (and beyond their pockets).

 

The reputation of The Gladstone Museum continues to grow: it wins awards and promotes Stoke on Trent 

worldwide. New ways of providing leisure classes, and tailored educational and corporate events, should be 

developed not discouraged.

 

We believe that the Gladstone Museum is not being given its due, in terms of subsidy, for its contribution to 

education, employment and the quality of life, compared to the sums offered to the commercial theatre.

Staffordshire claims to be "The  Creative County". The Gladstone celebrates this in a vivid and involving way. 

It is not just a view of the past. It is capable of inspiring the future. Do we not need the next generation to be 

brought face to face with economics, marketing, international trade, physics, chemistry, engineering, health, 

safety, human resources, and sheer skill in art and design? Turning the Gladstone into another retail 

opportunity for short term benefit is not going to inspire the next generation or attract visitors.

 

It is far easier to calculate shifting the burden of employment and rental value of retail space than it is the 

long term benefits. The Gladstone museum is being seen as a soft target, but this is not justified.

 

We would urge you to vote against these budgetary proposals, and to investigate instead those areas where 

proportional cuts could be made that do not threaten the existence or purpose of an asset.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the “Stoke-on-Trent City Council, Budget Development 

Proposals 2014 / 15 to 2017/18”.  The Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) recognises that the City has 

responded to the savings and efficiency challenges of recent years and that the proposals put forward for 

comment reflect the significant challenge going forward.  The CCG also faces financial challenges and in 

many areas of the documented proposals it is important that we continue to align our intentions and actions 

to ensure that we arrive at sustainable services that complement each other and provide for the services 

local people need.

 

There is a record of achievement in co-operation and collaboration between the City and the CCG and we 

must continue to build on our successes in transformation and development, and in joint commissioning, if 

we are to arrive at mutually supportive outcomes.  The Integrated Transformation Fund (now called Better 

Care Fund) will give us a framework within which we can arrive jointly on exactly how some of the proposals 

outlined in the document are realised.  

 

The CCG recognises the importance placed within the document on making use of income and funding 

streams, exploring alternative models for providing services, reviewing contracts to ensure best value and 

making efficiencies by challenging how services are currently delivered and will work closely with the City in 

all these areas particularly to reduce duplication and secure financial and other efficiencies and to improve 

access to services for local people.   

 
Where the proposals relate to health it is reassuring that they either; capture intended and expected 

investment through health (which we would expect to be drawn up in the Better Care Fund); or suggest that 

– in the majority of instances - reductions in care levels are not expected or anticipated.   However there are 

some instances, particularly around learning Disability, where the CCG would be cautious in that the 

indicative reductions (as high >80% in one instance) or resultant constraints on service provision may 

undermine our objectives for reduced attendances and admissions at UHNS or our ambitions to shift the 

focus of care away from secondary services to community based provision so the CCG would wish to be fully 

engaged in the decision making on the service changes.

 

Below please find a summary of CCG comments / observations.

Ref /page no

Description 

Comment 

IF3/12

Reprioritise safer city investment areas working in close partnership with Police and Crime Commissioner

The delivery of appropriate care and treatment services should remain – the CCG is concerned that any 

reduction in those services does not lead to greater use of acute and medical care services.
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IF4/12

Review of arrangements for the UHNS and community hospitals social work teams.

This is a working assumption within CCG budget projections and is to be included in the ITF / BCF 

IF5/12

Increased contributions to Adult Social Care from Health.

This is a working assumption within CCG budget projections and is to be included in the ITF / BCF

AD2/13

Operate a floating support model for the current Extra Care Schemes (403 Units)

This is understood to be based on generating efficiencies and consistency across all extra care service.  It is 

expected the consultation with stakeholders will involve the CCG. 

RC2/15

Group Supported Living. (Learning Disability) Review of contracts.

The CCG is willing to participate in securing efficiencies through effective contracting.  The CCG anticipates 

there will be no reduction in care levels.

RC3/15

Independent Residential & Nursing. (Learning Disability) Review of contracts. 

The CCG is willing to participate in securing efficiencies through consistent use of Care Funding Calculator to 

ensure consistency within case management and effective contracting.  The CCG anticipates there will be no 

reduction in care levels.  

SE10/16

Physical Disability reconfiguration of Sensory service.

It is understood that the revision of staffing level is to align with work demand.  The CCG anticipates there 

will be no reduction in care levels.
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SE11/16

Learning Disabilities in house provider services staffing restructure.

It is understood that this relates to the realignment of management capacity as outcome of redesign.  The 

level of detail in the proposal suggests this is a challenging outcome in terms of financial savings and staff 

reductions (both in the order of 30%). The CCG would seek assurance that there will be no reduction in care 

levels.

SE12/16

Reducing the demand for Children in Care out of City placements

This is welcomed as it is in the best interests of children to remain in Stoke.  A positive for CCG spend for 

health assessments and reviews and interventions for children in care who would access local services rather 

than requiring funding from out of area providers. 

SR1/20

Restructure and redesign services in Adult Social Care and maximising use of health funding.

Based on the description provided in the proposal document this may become an efficiency assumption 

under BCF. The CCG anticipates that this proposal will not directly result in a reduction in care levels. 

SR2/20

Realignment of senior management structure and services to focus on early intervention and prevention and 

provide local solutions and approaches

Based on the description provided in the proposal document this may become an efficiency assumption 

under BCF. The CCG anticipates that this proposal may result in a reduction in care levels and so would want 

to be engaged fully as the proposal is developed.

SR19/21

Cease funding for externally provided Community Alarms.

The CCG is committed to developing telehealth and telecare and the sustained effective utilisation of digital 

health.  The CCG would wish to secure a joint and consistent  approach under any future arrangements.
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SR20/21

Re-provision of Learning Disability Short Break Service: Duke Street.

It is understood from the proposal detail that any impact for service users expected to be mitigated by move 

to the Meadows.  The potential level of financial saving (in the order of 40%) is recognised however, the CCG 

would seek assurance that there will be no reduction in care levels and particularly services to carers.

SR21/21

Sheltered Housing - cease funding for Sheltered Housing Schemes - non Housing Revenue Account.

It is understood from the proposal detail that this involves commitments to providers being reviewed under 

re-design principles.  As the level of financial saving is in the order of 100% the CCG would seek assurance 

that there will be no reduction in care levels or increase in the utilisation of secondary, primary care and 

community services.

SR23/21

Learning Disability Life Skills service at Handley Drive. Review and redesign service.

Based on the proposal description, this is understood to lead to a different model of service delivery which is 

anticipated to be non-bed based. The level of detail in the proposal suggests this is a challenging outcome in 

terms of financial savings (>80%) and staff reductions (100%). The CCG would seek assurance that the 

resulting model of care will meet patient need and that there will be no overall reduction in care levels.

SR24/22

Revised priorities for investment in supporting people programme. 

The CCG would welcome involvement in the review and redesign of those services and programmes that 

have the least impact on vulnerable groups.  

 

The CCG will seek assurance that given the changes required under the national policy arising from 

Winterbourne View and the expected reduction in hospital/NHS usage, the levels of savings that Learning 

Disability Services are potentially to deliver will mean that the Council has the resources necessary to meet 

its obligations of supporting growing numbers of people to live within the community.   The CCG would ask 

the Council to confirm its commitment to supporting the delivery of the Winterbourne outcomes and that 

these actions will not jeopardise the delivery of the changes required.

I hope these comments prove helpful.  The CCG is committed to working with the City Council so that the 

application of resources, efficiencies gained and service changes should provide for accessible and 

sustainable services particularly when the CCG and the City Council are actively exploring greater financial 

integration and the increased incidence of pooled budgets.   

 

If you would like to discuss any aspect of these comments please do contact me.  In the meantime the CCG 

looks forward to working with the Council as the proposals are further developed and finalised by February 

2014. 
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Re: Offender Mentoring Programme in Stoke on Trent 

 

I write in response to your recent e mail outlining the City Council’s proposal to withdraw funding currently 

paid to Staffordshire West Midlands Probation Trust Probation to support the commissioning of the above 

service. 

 

The Trust is extremely disappointed to hear that continuation funding for the service in 2014/15 is  under 

threat. 

 

As you will be aware the Trust currently commissions YSS to a deliver a range of paid and volunteer 

mentoring services for statutory and non-statutory offenders in Stoke on Trent, utilising funding made 

available via the allocation.

 

The service supports the work of probation and Integrated Offender Management (IOM) teams in the city 

and enables over 100 offenders at greatest risk of re-offending to receive essential mentoring support every 

year. This includes the provision of services to offenders returning to the city following completion of a 

custodial sentence.

 

The service provides support in areas known to be critical to offenders successful long-term resettlement 

and rehabilitation - providing offenders with assistance in gaining and sustaining employment and settled 

accommodation, supporting offenders to address drug and/or alcohol issues linked to their offending, 

signposting offenders to local support services in the community and helping offenders to develop 

improvements in their family and peer relationships. 

These interventions support offenders’ compliance with their sentence, and play a key role in  assisting a 

large number of offenders in the city each year to avoid reoffending and to establish stable lifestyles away 

from crime. 

 

The service is proven to be effective in reducing offenders risk of re-offending and delivers excellent value 

for money. 

 

The attached reports provide evidence of the effectiveness and value of the service.

In particular we would draw your attention to the following:

Demand for the service amongst probation and IOM teams is consistently high.

Performance of the service regularly exceeds target with the number of offenders taking up the service and 

going on to successfully complete their referral period being consistently higher than the contracted level.

Feedback from Probation staff indicates that the service plays an important role in promoting offenders 

compliance with the requirements of their sentence 

Feedback from offenders, including evidence from individual case study reports, indicates that the service is 

effective in achieving its outcomes and valued in terms of the contribution it makes in supporting offenders 

to achieve stability and to avoid further offending
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An analysis of reoffending rates suggests that service users benefiting from the service are on average 4% 

less likely to reoffend when compared to predicted re-offending rates for offenders in the city as a whole

A recent independently commissioned Social Return on Investment (SROI) report shows that for every £1 

invested the service provides an estimated £14.52 of value. 

 

In light of this we would urge you to maintain financial support for the service, so that we can continue to 

ensure the availability of the service into 2014/15.

 

The impact of the current Transforming Rehabilitation Programme means that it will be impossible for the 

Trust to directly support the funding of replacement provision should current funding from the city council 

cease. 

 

Without the continued provision of the service offenders in the local community will find it difficult to access 

the alternative sources of support they need to tackle and manage their issues – which will undermine the 

efforts of probation and Police staff to support offenders to achieve successful long-term rehabilitation in 

the community and to establish stable lifestyles free from crime.

 

You will already have received a supporting statement from Angela Staplehurst, Head of Probation in Stoke 

on Trent, attesting to the value of the service and the need for funding to be continued.

 

I understand that Staffordshire Police, a key partner in IOM delivery in the city, has also made 

representations to you with regard to the importance of the service and the need for funding to continue.

 

We would hope that in light of the evidence of the service’s value and effectiveness that the proposal to 

withdraw funding for the service will be re-considered.

I would like to raise my concerns about the proposed closure of Trentham Library. I recently attended a 

meeting at Trentham High School regarding this proposition and as such I feel strongly enough to write to 

you to object to this plan.

 

I regularly use this library and not once have I ever been in to find it empty or unused. For such a small 

building it seems to have a lot of visitors and this was backed up by the usage statistics from the 

aforementioned meeting. I have also taken my children to the activities there over the summer holidays and 

found the close location and the quality of the events to be superbly convenient and enjoyable. 

One of the things that deeply irritates me is the perception that Trentham as a community is better off than 

other places. Put aside the fact you'd have to provide proof of this, and it isn't just a perception, Id like to 

argue the validity of that statement. I live in a 4 bed detached with 2 cars. I would class my standard of living 

as comfortable. But this is because I have been to university, accrued debts to achieve this, then worked, as 

a taxpayer, since I was 21. My wife is 11 years older and her story is identical in most respects and has 

therefore paid even more. Why should we be punished by the closure of our local assets because we have 

worked hard all our lives, plumbed thousands and thousands of pounds in council tax and income tax and 

lived an honest life? Is their an unspoken suggestion in the belief we are less needy of the services? Is the flip 

side to the statement, that the areas where people are living on benefits have poor housing and have 

hundreds of kids so they can live on dole need a free library because they are worse off? I am tired of 

contributing to the funding of the whole world of crap going on in the UK, it seems a white family with 2 

children in a nice area are the only ones not getting state handouts for something or other and now you're 

telling us because of that we are to have one of our fundamental assets of the community cut to save a 

measly 30,000 pounds a year? You have much wider issues to tackle than peanuts like this. 
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Next time instead of cutting a valued service in a grateful community to save irrelevant amounts of the 

massive debt you are in, try not spending millions of pounds on a civic centre nobody wanted or needed. 

There's a cracking saving for you which will be met with less opposition.

 

I will follow the development on this issue closely and will be attending any further meetings with the many 

other people I know feel as strongly. I hope that next time I attend such a gathering it will be with good news 

that you have realised this is a mistake and not worth the furore you are causing.

 

Please don't take our library away from us. Reading is a core structure in a child's development. Even if I 

never use the library again I want my children to be able to nip down to their local library and aid their 

learning with literature. Both my boys love books and I don't want to have to add to my considerable 

outgoings for my tax, rates and mortgage by buying books which aren't cheap or having to drive all round 

the city to get them access to them.

 

Thanks

With reference to the following extract from The Stoke on Trent mandate for change:

 

"Work with people to promote independence and healthy lives - part of our Mandate for change

 

Raising aspiration and improving attainment for all our children is a high priority.

Supporting independence remains one of our highest priorities, actively contributing to promoting healthy 

lives across the city focusing on:

improving the health of the workforce and of those seeking to work;

increasing life expectancy; and

reducing health inequalities.

Please see the pages on the left for more information."

 

Surely the closure of Trentham Library would NOT help to achieve this part of your mandate?
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Following the e-mail of the 19th November advising of budget proposals in light of financial savings the City 

of Stoke on Trent have to make I am writing on behalf of The ExtraCare Charitable Trust as part of the 

consultation exercise.

 

ExtraCare have a long history of working in partnership with the City Council. We provide extra care housing 

for older people at 3 sites in Stoke ;

Berryhill Village – 148 properties

St Dominics Court – 44 properties

Camoys Court  - 32 properties

 

Although the landlord is Midland Heart we currently deliver the housing management function on their 

behalf. Our approach has been to provide an integrated housing, care and support service rather than having 

separate teams to deliver different services. Many of our residents ( up to 80% at St Dominics and 50% at 

Camoys) have a diagnosis of dementia and by offering a holistic service we can meet their needs in a much 

more person centred way rather than directing them to talk to different staff about different issues.

 

In addition to traditional care and support we offer ( as part of the housing related support service) access to

a Well Being Advisor who will carry out annual health checks and provide regular advice to all resident about 

 keeping healthy

a “locksmith” . This is a specialist dementia service which works with residents to help them stay living 

independently in their own homes rather than moving into residential care

an Activities Facilitator who ensures there are a range of activities , interest groups and opportunities to get 

involved in volunteering. All of which will help avoid the social isolation which is very prevalent with older 

people and of course is a cause of depression.

We provide a key worker service to all of our residents to build up a relationship and understand what will 

make a positive difference to people’s lives and what opportunities we can provide to enable residents to 

live life to the full. 

On top of all the above “added value” services we provide a restaurant service which operates 365 days a 

year making sure residents have access to a healthy meal and company rather than eating in isolation. We 

provide a benefits service to ensure economic wellbeing and have staff on site 24 hours a day 365 days a 

year to support people with care needs but also to respond to emergencies for those residents not on care 

in addition to providing a security and support to residents.

 

I understand the current proposal is to terminate all SP funding for extra care housing schemes from 

31/03/15. Whilst we understand the harsh economic climate we think this is a short sighted approach as the 

services we currently provide and are funded by SP allow us to offer a high quality preventative service 

which ultimately will keep people out of residential care and allow residents to be released out of hospital 

sooner.

 

I am aware that in addition to SP cuts there are plans to tender care services for our 3 sites. In service terms 

it will create real distress and uncertainty if due to remodelling and budget cuts we end up with a separate 

care , housing related support and housing provider delivering individual services to residents. In 

administrative terms this must be more costly as well

 

Consultation events were held at St Dominics and Camoys Court attended by staff from the City of Stoke on 

Trent so I know they have an understanding of the particular issues faced by our residents. Please do not 

hesitate to contact me if you would like any further information on the above. 



Responses to Budget Development 2014/15-2017/18 Consultation

Please, if you need to make changes- do it the good way- not the other way around;) We need to make sure 

we do whatever is possible to keep historical places like Gladstone Museum alive- it is our responsibility, 

otherwise what would it be worth to develop if we let our children to forget all the past?

I wish you all the best for the coming 2014 year, and Merry Christmas and especially I wish you ONLY GOOD 

DECISIONS, for it would be a great mistake to do anything else rather than HELP the Museums existance- 

that I am sure with all my heart! :)

 

Sending greeting from a small pottery studio

I've lived almost all of my life in Stoke-on-Trent and first became interested in local heritage while 

completing my final year degree dissertation. My study explored how local people related to a museums 

interpretation of their heritage, the focus of my study was Gladstone. During this work it became abundantly 

clear what an important role the demonstration staff played in helping to present the story of the Potteries, 

literally bringing it to life for visitors.

 

After completing my degree I went to work for the Stoke-on-Trent Museum Service for the next 13 years, 

firstly as an oral historian based at Gladstone, then as Outreach and Community Development Officer for the 

museums service. During that time I worked with a wide variety of local community groups, frequently 

supporting their first engagement with the museums. When supporting these visits I would always keenly 

look forward to getting my visitors to the workshops where they would see the demonstrations and have 

the chance to have a go themselves. I have had the pleasure of seeing so many individuals faces literally light 

up, gape open mouthed or fervently ask questions. In 2008 the outreach team completed a consultation 

project with local people. The results of the consultation at Gladstone emphasised what an important role 

the hands on activities played. It was the component that was most positively commented on. 

 

The demonstration staff provide visitors with a personalised experience, they are carefully recruited, highly 

skilled individuals who can adapt their presentation making it truly accessible to all. Explaining to school 

children what apprenticeships were like, describing how the piecework system worked to tourists, or 

reminiscing  with local people about the old factories. They do so much more than just demonstrating their 

astonishing skill. And, as wonderful as they are, no interpretation panel, video, guidebook or voiceover is 

ever going to be able to compare with the value of the first person interpreter. Without these individuals the 

Gladstone you will take away not only something that makes this museum unique, you would take away 

what brings it to life for thousands of visitors.



Responses to Budget Development 2014/15-2017/18 Consultation

Through various restructures, budget cuts, loss of external funding sources, the museum service has lost its 

entire outreach team and most of the education team, which makes the role performed by the 

demonstration staff so important. 

 

All the Gladstone staff and volunteers have always gone above and beyond their job description to look after 

the site and the needs of local visitors and tourists. Frequently working evenings and weekends to put on 

additional events and activities which would attract new or repeat visitors. I attended the recent Gladstone 

Gigs, Christmas Craft Fair and took my 3 year old to the Christmas Family Fun Day, they were all wonderfully 

organised and clearly supported by all the staff. I don't honestly see how any off these events would be 

possible with further cuts to onsite staffing levels, either logistically possible or safe (number of staff on site 

to safely open to larger groups).

I noticed that the suggested replacement for the demonstration staff is to let out units to self employed 

artists. I assume they are to act as a replacement as, knowing the site quite well, I can't see where they 

would be housed if it was not to replace the existing hands on/ demonstrators workshops. Several concerns;

- The museum will not be able to advertise 'seeing' these artists as, being independent to the museum, they 

will not necessary always be there when the museum is open. Hence visitors may come to a museum where 

they can't actually go into a number of the workshops, as they are locked studios. 

- The museum may not be able to rely on self employed artists to provide support for additional events or 

activities taking place in the museum.

- The artists will not necessarily have 'demonstration' skills and/ or know anything about the Potteries 

heritage to add value to visits.

- Self employed artists are likely to need to come and go from their studios as they need, so won't this cause 

problems for the security of the site, which is after all a listed building.

I understand that services need to 'pay their way' or risk cuts, but can you not find a more positive way 

forward for the museums? Develop a business model that makes better use of the museum potential for 

income generating, give the management the support and training to be able to make the services more 

sustainable for the future rather than just salami slicing the service to serve a short term budget goal. Give 

the museums support in taking the service out to be managed as a trust, like Birmingham and other 

museums. I've observed with interest the long drawn out process that Ford Green Hall has gone through to 

achieve trust status. 

 

Ultimately I fear that Gladstone losing the hands on activities/ demonstrations will inevitably be the catalyst 

which will lead to the closure of the museum. 

 

Please reconsider the proposed savings at Gladstone Pottery Museum. 

Petition received to keep scheme manager at Victoria court


